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previous work on ev^orated films and on measurement of electric 
breakdown is reviewed and its relation to the present work is shown. 3ïîLectri( 
breakdown theory is also briefly reviewed. Results of measurements of the 
breakdown fields of dielectric films between evaporated metal electrodes are ' 
presented* Studies have been made of freshly d^osited films in a vacuum whi< 
remained unbroken between deposition and testing, and also of films exposed t< 
air saturated with water v^our.
The dielectrics investigated were sodium chloride, lithium fluoride 
and cryolite (îîa^ âlF^ ). Sodium chloride was chosen since it has attracted th 
attention of numerous previous workers so that its breakdown field is well kn 
Lithium fluoride has not been quite so widely studied, but it is unique among 
the alkali halides in being only sparingly soluble. This is an important 
advantage in the work on moist specimens since soluble films tend to disinteg 
on exposure to water v^our. Cryolite, another Insoluble fluoride, is in com 
use as a thin film material for optical purposes since it forms films of good 
stability. If its electrical properties are also suitable it might well be 
promising as a dielectric for evaporated capacitors. Measurements of its
-  2  -
electrical breakdown could therefore prove useful for practical reasons.
The breakdown fields were an order of magnitude lower than would be 
expected on the basis of published values for single crystals of the materials. 
This is in accordance with the results of preliminaury measurements made by Weave] 
in the undemoted Department. It is shown that non-intrinsic breakdown and othei 
unwanted effects are unlikely to have occurred. The low values are attributed 
to the disordered structure of dielectric films. Possible types of disorder 
thakt might reduce the intrinsic breakdown field rather than increase it as 
observed by Cooper and his colleagues are considered.
It was found that the breakdown field increased with decreasing 
specimen thickness. Ihis and other aspects of the results suggest an avalanche 
breakdown mechanism, but reasons are giv@i why this conclusion cannot be regardec 
as established. The breakdown field also increased as the time of application 
of the testing voltage was reduced. Possible e]qplanations in terms of time lags 
to breakdown or of space charge migration are discussed.
The breakdown fields were lower when the anode was of silver than when 
it was of gold or aluminium. This may be due to migration of silver positive 
ions in the strong applied field. No other effects of the electrode metal were 
detected.
Lithium fluoride was used as the dielectric for the detailed studies oi 
films exposed to moisture. The breakdown fields still increased with decreasing 
thickness but were always greater in magnitude than when the films were tested 
in an unbroken vacuum insiediately after d^osition, although still remaining 
lower than the bulk values. The final breakdown field was greater when the 
dielectrics were tested while still in an environment of water vapour than
- $ -
TNËeai virtually all moisture was^  removed before the test, by drying; in vacuum, 
Three possible explanations of the rise in breakdown fi^^d could be broadly 
distinguished; ( a) adsorbed moisture is solely responsible, more being prese 
on the films tested under moist conditions than on those dried in vacuum but 
some.: water molecules still remaining; om the latter films, of (b) the increase 
in breakdo-vm field of the specimens dried in vacuum, is due to recrystailisatd 
and only the further increase in the specimens tested in the presence of mois 
is directly due to adsorbi^ layers, or (c) the increase, is entirely due to a 
recrys tallis ation p roc ess modified in some way by the simultaneous presence c 
the moisture and the electric field to give the further increase in the speoa 
tested under moist conditions. Experiments were therefore performed in whicl 
the films were exposed to a field just; below the breakdown value while still 
their environment of w^ ater vspour but in/vsdaich the actual test took place afi 
drying in vacuum. The results were similar to those for the specimens tes tec 
^ile still in moist aif. This is in general copsistent only with explana­
tion ((c).
Some indications were obtained' that the breakdown field increases c 
exposure to moisture for cryolite and sodium chloride as well as lithium flue
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Thé ''experimental' workMésèribéd in tlilà theaie was ' 
Whduotéd in the Department of-'Natural- Hiilosophy * Eoyal Gollege 
of Science Technology, Glasgow (now the University, of" 
Stràtholyde) è. The author was-a Research Student in - the 
Department duHhg the ''early stages- of the work, and-"lator- became 
a Research Assistant under JUnistry of Aviation Oontract-No#
- ' Dr* 0* Weàvér, of the above Department, Initially--suggested 
the probléBi, and the research was...-carried out wder the direct ■ 
.supervision of' Dr*/,Weaver, - %Aio' mssiatef by discussion and comment 
at. every stage* , #hêMise this thesis,, the e%p#$ment s - - des crlhed 
in it,. ' and the interpretation of the results ' are the author %  
original ■ work# -Spécifié exceptions arê referred to in the 
following .'-paragraphs#.
: . " The project arose from some observations made by Dr.# Weaver, 
who in the course Of his measurements on the capacitances and loss . 
tangents of •evaporated- dielectric films found that the breakdown 
fields of the .films seemed'to be unduly low* A principal-.aim. of 
the present work has been to Investigate reasons for the low values* 
It was also hoped to obtain information oh the br#t%kdown mechanism# 
Dr# Weaver had found that adsorbed moisture had a profound effect „ 
on the capaoitahçés and losses of the films and there wore 
indications of.-a .similar effect on the breakdown fields#! In the 
present -work thé effects of 'moisture on the breakdown of evaporated 
films/ ' ' ' '/
f  :
Mims h W e - b o m ■ -^\-rv-
r : - . T h e f çrnel&rm'ble'- la&mtrlal #ter08t: in break** ^ ■ 
down of ovaBorntod films In 'recent years * Moat ofthr--‘'\ ^.,
industriel work' h^ p howayer - bean. direo#y aimed-at the'develop#/ 
moot of thln#fllm odpaoltoro* md the ;preoeht work appears to -. v. 
bo the only-attempt at a more fundamental sthdy ainoe/the . ■ ■
imréOtlgàtlott reported by EWeomer inv.l948*_ Hossnbrchaed.a-^ -^  ", 
#ph0re#md#plme oléotrod# ayatom/'. which was .preamàblÿ/not
..  ^  ^  ^ . .. . .,  ^ - ÿ f l r  ^ . . ' , y
MtoMdd m  a praotloal configuration for a oapaoltor* ' . ;/,; - .. 
.Svaporated métal eléOtrodes were. iioed in the present investigation, ' 
whloh is therefore perhaps the eystematlo dthdy of t#n#f 11m 
broWcdown ùndér conditions such as might: bo found In an eVaporatpd. 
Oapaeltor# - ' ; , .
; Th© major part of Ohaptors 1-md' B.oonslsts 'Of'&.r#Vlmf,..ofA 
previous experimental and theoretloal work respectively aiid: by Its 
nature la largely''drat# from- earlier papere*-to whioh ref#mo0 ie 
made In the text#- . M#ny""of thb/refef#oea' 'are.drat'M--frOm<the -i -. 
review articles' by Stratton on breakdOim,theory"md/^hy Doopor -on-;A: 
breakdown maasuremmte* The preeehtaMon-of the; material and the 
oommente on previous work, .however,-are- entirely dud; to-.tho^  author ' 
except where it-is ôtated otheW.se 'in- the text* In partiOitl'ar
the author le solely responsible for drawing attention to th^
;
following, points ; the ôonfdsièn resulting ■ from thé/1## of tp 
knowledge of the refractive ■ index of cryolite (8nb#aectionM*£*4)l/, 
the/ ' - . ' % ' . . '/■;■■' - - ■;.. :> /
%''w. S'
À/.:
.‘7 "’ ' ' ,  ■ ' ■ ■ ' ■ . ■  . ' ' '
difficulty; .1%; iaterprétlmg results on affecta '6% .epahe. -çhmrge'
V on breakdown fields purely In terms of'diat#tion of the ■internhl- 
fiold in the dieleatrio (3ub#aeatlen 1#3*1); mid the possible-. '
.. eo%te:e^ driti#'éme of objeetione to Oooperle suggestion
. thnt disorder in an alkali halide' mbnooryStal lead# to increased
breakdown field (Sub#aection 1:#3#2}* It is believed that these - 
dçiàmehtë- have not been made previously# '  ^fhe..fact that the •'■ 
avalanche breakdown field may be iuaeheitlve to the britieal 
avalanche ei^ e was briefly mentioned-by Stratton, but- the preeent % 
author is reeponeibie for the detailed diêcùëeloh, d#thio point 
'(Seoti#; 2*2)*. % The poasiMlity that’the diecfepmiey batv/eeh ' 
different 'pdblièhë# -imlues of etatieticàl time-1% may be ■ due to 
the different rovarvoltages used-by different authors ' emerges from 
Oooperis review-«tioXè, but this'.suggestion has also been 
elaborated'by the present author .(8ub#e@otiôh 1#J*3)
The dieleatrioe studied were lithium fluoride, e'odlum ’■. - 
chloride, - and' cryolite (Na^ AlF^ )* - Thèse’ materials were chosen 
' by the author .#&%* Weaver In cohaultatlon# ReUBons'ïof the 
ohôioô;are given in Section 1#5#
Ohapter\ 3 ■deal’ht^ ?itli-thé-appdfatue and techniques, 'used in the 
investigation#:'■ -'The vacuum pumping unit was built by teeliniqal 
staff according to a standard design in use in the Bepartmenti,
The design pf thé apparatus in the vacuum chamber was partly based 
■on the standard praotibe of the Department and partly 'decided on
w /
\d #
tho on& iinaHy Mldptod iii'tei’ prellml:mxÿ , te* ¥eaysi*':
, - 'A *■ "* ’ ‘ '■ 'i ' - - /
:' - ': ' i; : / ;.. ,. - - -  ^ -/ - ». : :  ':
'J'vL X.;
Plea^wr# ' ThëT;ôin,a0 generator vaoutm /
' : : : % '  " ' ' ' ' . ' " / ' ' ' , ./:: , -.y ' - / ' '
chWber iWe 'Qpneta^ qted'b the aeèlàtmde df 'thê
#p#tmwW; teolTuleal etW# . gtan^ erd tedlimlquee w#e #ed r^ or
evaporating the films -amd' f#' m##urlmg their thiçkhesaée*,-■■:
■Thé experiïàental work'was éOrriéci out ehMrelyvhy the-author#,-
Chapter AjiB u repoW of the. reeulte jfer freêhly/depo#^ ^^ ^^ ^^  speeimx##
tested -ill vaWmx* The moth#--of determining the breekdoW .- - '
-/ ■ . - - . V' ,  ^ ■',' . ' ' ^
voltages was developed by the author In the oowee of preliminary
' ' /\ : ' _ / ' ' ; , ' ' '--/y
ihv^ ntlghtlone^  of which aome l%brtant .aapeotS :are}dle<meeed In t 
Seotloh 4*1# At this stage eoMo# diffloulty.r'me' ehdowtered . ^
oihoe épooiméhs were frequently ehort^Olrouit## - 'M a k e r s ■ 
Bruce - and ^ --D^ mer, ,,ef\the Mihlêtry''.:qf AvlktloUj^  pointed jout that
., - , ■ ' , ■-' f -7'" /;  ^ 7 ' . ■' .:'- ,7 . ' '
tAls .jM'ghtTbe ...#0 :.to''thë-%s&#fye|lv#seleét^  ^ p^revioùe
worlWa h#:had dlffléûlty with this metal* /BgLeotrode Offeoto w#e
l:,V‘
• I 'M
uuhpe#ehtly-^ - th^ reeults
-i ' *. . '■ - ' . ,■ '  ^ ' .'/ ■' -, ; ’ ■ <':• ' "
k e W  té Indloato that 'silver: behavè# anomalously■ m' m% mode métal*
This appears, té'be the first ti# th^euoh+ effeote of silver 
' " f ", . '. \ ■ - ' '
bqeh h#iWd  ^ Ithlvo^^ ' application/tim^ as shprt aeythoa#/Ua#
héW '/(typ iéalIyLôf the order o f 10 m illiseoonde) * Dr#- Meqyer
377
;SiiggeE%a/ 7 •;
-7:.
7 ; : , : ' - > : ' l i l . 3 i i p ï î ' 7 ÿ 3 i 7 7
' AMn ; ' I: \ 7%.%. 7: \
' ,\: '■ '. • ;  , ' ; ,  . * ' , ' ^ ~ , r ‘ .= = -?■'
\V : .
aWWsted <thât ; silVçr :':#ôd0S due /to"
migratio#;of'Ag''^  lonS’In the/#tro%-Appl|ed field,- //Thé 'autlxor-- 
h# a t t e m p t e d 4 - # 3 )  to elaborateun./thlBv/Buggoetlpn-but/7. 
h#J)e#,h#pWe&by^^^ 'qù##itàtiVè-! thi#-;--
pro#rty of silver* ■ ■ : , , -,
The ^inolpol wpeotg-.of the-result# for 'freshly, deposit# 
épèéimens' ay# presented in Beetlon# 4#3 #d 4*4# • The loxf valiiee,' 
of. brêWMéw field wore confirmed,, and the. WeaMown field '## , 
found,.:to/decremee' with increasing specimen thiolmeso'-and...-with'-■ 
increasing applied voltage (duration# ;  ^ ,
Ohapter 5 ie,.devoted, to-the r#ulta"'pf. testé 5h lithium"-i' - 
fluoride, spéciiaena-'-exposêcl to saturated water vapour#■ Effocts - 
. of'moisture #,.Insulation failure' tmVe -heexi widely .-studied, .,hut- 
• mainly in: eohiieetien--with non**intrinsic meehmisW* - An effect:. - 
waé-ndtleod by Pleéen#, but-'with' bis electrode éyetem moisture 
led to 'à.'reduced breaWoim field* -.In tlie present work the first 
observation was. that when a.:lithiUsv- fluoride speoi#n ■ was r.allowed- 
to adsorb moisture to saturation and then tested id3llo^ 7St|ll'';lh-7;. 
its moist/environment the breakdown field was greater then for a 
freshly deposited film of the Sme thiclmeps tested in vacuum^
No . sUoh effect seems to have-been’noticed before and the ■present, 
investigation of moisture „effoots is apparently entirely new# v- , 
Messrs# Bruce and Ralmer rd(#ested the work on'specimens-'exposed',.^  
to moisture and then dried" by -.feeing -/kept .In vacipm/feeforè. feeing .
tested/-;. . '/"^ '/-y;/"
:'.7 r  . ., :'.7 / ' 77.r:.X'
■'■7 7 ; ■■■ • ■■' ■' ■'
■
i'ë(3;yà7' sM' tto of ojcpoïitauatü yioXtlccl tho intoroEJtiiig
,7.. , :-. 7-' ; •'■ 7/7 '77 ■■■/-:'■ 7 ::7,,' '7 ,:.,7'777
7
^  , . . . , ^ 
'deposlte^^;-vtduOValuw for
moj^t - suggest/that:#© ob#ory#:/7%
offgÇta of ■■'Viter Vapour/VerC due,to Vome opmhlnatl# of
'.7'-
' :'^7; '-' _'7'7:;c,
. . ■' 7"77'a7'-';
I > " , 7
K à *. O t -'v#. 4 '.*;,* tPS  ^ ■>*1 ' '" "  '■ . :7 - -  -r, Y ' 7- : -
' àdgorbêd 1##B' (Saeticmf'V#3)l'."-. Dr.# Weaver suggested m e # #  
of dletlngulMiIng theS07:offoots by: applying -a- voltage^,tO!^
■ p p m iim u ' in tWÿpreeenço' of moletvre-md th# tosti% aft# : ' '
' drying- tho 'Jesuits bf tïii&Afôrk 8tro%ly-'%LÀ7^ ^^ ^
suggest ' that- the Inereaee'-■#.hrë'WMoim field Ad ■ 'aîMoàt ontlrelyL-■ 
dm to reorystKlliêWion». moiétû# having little or/:# dlfoot /% ' , .7/ ' ; _ ■ ■ ' ., ' ' ; ' • ’ ,i
*7.'-’ ' '" - : '" ' ., ; ' -' ■-
©ffepa ' ', :■•-■■■ , f; .■. - - 7 : : - : ■  -■ ">7v7
M _ , ' ' . ;.'7» _ : . . ' ' . . . '< . '
■ ;/7(' . Moèt" aspects; # 7the-'imt#pretatlo%% are Mseuaàbd- in - Ohapter, ■,  ^- ■• ;
6*. V Wtioho 6,1 to 6*8 deal witk poeeibillty: of a6m0;hW|#|c : J ' .-
#
777-", '
"1/
V7vf-
remit#*. Those;' aectdohs are ;#e'êhtifèly, to the author#■' The 
main pointe of laterpretatioh in 8eotlohe ■6*9 to' -6#ll/%ich
ooQupy more than hh% the length' of the chapter* ■ Dr:*..Wearier.pointed,;r-//'■•A
:  ^. :' ' ' / . ' ■ '' '- ; -7- : ,^.7/ - 7. -47^%
- ' ' ' ' - ' ' . ' .' ' '
out the tendency -of'-the ■dependence ‘of breakdown, field 'on^ t^hi'cknesG:.;/.'%&//./^ 
to- àtïg$m% mt pvçlânohe .hroWcdoi# ' mechanism, and the ■ pOBpible
.explanation of the lmir"hreaMown fields in/terms%of voids#:.f'The/a/A/fL,. .
:'\ ' ' ' '- , . ' ' \., . . - . \. 1c ^ ''7:''/':I:'":
d#ailed'diacu&ioi%'-:..af ,tl#ee.,.points'&8/#ainiy''due7td the-.author, who' . .
is ' a|ao ' rMpomifelV'- for- thè\ 'çth#'.maih. oug#pti#ê':4nbl%(^ g^:^  ^ (.
:7?#7:/::7:/ ■ ■ ' ■  ■ ■ ■
. . 7 :^ .. 7  ' ; ^ 7  7  ..; ..7 - . ... , : J
■ alternative' interprétation Df :iow broaMmp fieMo .iUr^ terme ' 
. •. ,of eloc'bronlp '#.Ionia; epado ;oh#ge migration posplb|y involving 
■ vaaanay aluetefpy die#eoio# of vpoeôiblér e%plan#io# of the 
. . dependenae ■o:lXbroaMotm fi’élci #  pUlea duration, and the
BUggeetod explanations of the effoate of moisture*
The first four eoationp of Ohapt#,:;? qontalh praqtlaally 
' në new matei^ial, hUt form #'nummary.,ofaAi^ prtocipalnoii|lnhi#s# 
. fhia is fpllpved %  pome euggeetione^ r for •.-■■further imrk./,.($eotion-';
( i : 0 ) ^  ' 'The uae of films'-dopoeltpd' oh,heat# ouhatrateh'W#
.phggeoted: fey Dr^ Weaver* * Thç mthor ëhg^eèt#' the testing of 
. epitaxially grown film, the dlWbt meamrement of time làgè# and 
the further • study of'-aging Indlnding hgihg dhder moist oonditlone 
%ilth its poasiblo: prahtiha^ applléatlohë# - ; 7  ^-/ •
"17
; . .‘,7 . '
WOHÎS®Wïi.y.-‘ -77/'
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The pptlcal properties .of vacuum-dopoBitod dielectric layorn 
have been - studied • for"'many -yeara -- (Heavens 1955, M 96O) #" ■' iWe"" » - 
redently their .'electrical properties, inoluding their aleotric 
breakdown fields, have come under invectigution aa intofost has 
■^arisen ■ In- the development ■ of thin*?film oapacitors « Miiolv. - of the , 
oxpeixuïïéntâl work on electric breakdown of dielectric layer# has 
BO.far/been concerned with material# that are immediately suitable 
. fof‘/UBQ dn "evaporated ..capacitors,-such m  silicon oxid0''7:(qf,;:'5iddall 
19597 -» 60), and future progx^ oas could xjoll; be influenced by a more 
general investigation*■ •. '
.The 0loctid.cal breakdown of thin specimens-is ulao'of theor^  
etical intm-'est* When a, solid insulator breaks doxm under tho 
influence of an electric field any of several different moohmU,ems 
may he at work* Some of these mechanisms involve procoBaes ex*- 
traneous to the dlelectxric ; the insulating material may have had 
its atability reduced by chemical action, or a discharge may have 
ttikon place in. thO; ambient medium near Lhe surface of the insulator - 
and,so; caused the Insulator Itself to bo disrupted (Whitehèad 1951, 
Mf^ Bon 1959) • : Alternatively tho dielectx'lc may bo disrupted.
mechanically; feythe eiectrontatic force, between the electrodes ■ 
(Mason 1959). -
T.hore also exist mochanisms involving processes that take-
: 7 . 7 ' 7. ' ^ ' ' ' . ' ' ' :. ': ' ' - : ' ' ' V ' ' / : :
place in tho eolxcl dipleqtrâiî itsolf* Those are conventionally
divided into two main Glasses ; ‘^thofmal’' breakdown, in which the 
solid' i'd:- heatdd by 'electrical ' conduction.'o u r rm tB ''"until it reaches 
a.tempofature/#/#!# it'is diaru|3tGd:'(ltot0he#:-..195l)f3'and ' 7 
‘^intrinsic’* breakdown (also known as "eleotroHic" or "purely 
electric" breakdown), a broad heading inoludihg a number of 
mëdhâriismb in which breaMowh is brought about by/a catastrophic 
increase in -thé,,, total: energy of free electrons*' ' -Various, ways of 
freeing these electrons are postulated in the different intrinsic 
breakdown theories* In "fiold-*emission" breakdown tho ëleetrons 
.are assumed to be emitted from potential wells (Zenor effect) when 
■ a field approaching the breakdown- value is applied*  ^In "collective" 
breakdown the electrons are freed by thermal vibration of the 
lattice* In "avalanche" breakdown olectrous .are liberated by 
ionising collisions of existing free electrons with lattice ions; 
tho starting electrons may be thermal or may be freed by internal 
field emission (Ze#r effect) or by exi/ernal field emission from the 
oathodG if the latter is of metal*
These mechanisms may be distinguished in experimental work by 
certain characteristics predicted fey the theories* In particular 
avalanche'breaMfewn--differs.-:from.thé other mechanisms-in' that tho 
breaMovm field decreases with increasing , thickjaoss, in that the 
breakdown voltage cannot be less than the appropriate ionisation 
potentiitl of the lattice ions, and in that a statistical time lag, 
decreasing/' -i::. "' '. '
' 3#
déôfaaàiùg rexlets as an essential ■ - ■• 7 "
'feature!of:tha moehabism* , :g#a]aiown theories are\:àu#03#l:/i% '
. ' ' . : 7 ' ' ' 7/ / :  ' - ':,7' ÿ/'- 7:7%;7 /-^.^ . : 7,.  ^ :
M  engineering practice the' extraneous mechanisms > are probably 
rflROnaibXe ?::;/!;
# W  t&ë' #  is Wist: air#;. ' Thermal b#h%do%#;ie; also ■^ -, '
.oonéidèr#!©-4ephnio0lXimpoid)^ # ; '%e .importàncév^ gf .
:%eqh#i8W,' ''On'thoiother .ha#*^  rather' in the fact .th#; ' I
' etMyl0''them: may ■.uhderetanding eta#* ^ ■
IlouoVer 'ih!%:y#y.;#in/;di#  ^ thO'/leh^h::# #y/ ’
" eoh#ctihgy'pa# thë/éleetrodag through;: the ,ambient.
-m#Aw/#hy ùhfw#r#A6\f#;#è:§^ of a gaooous diochhrgo,
_,.md tljièr/çmàll ;^ hio%mehçy#'ll:'^  ions' ^ M/Ony.hé# -
ge#j(^ #od! by/ ôoWuo#i^7'0w##'# .,fero#Sqm is re* ; ■
i#ively.Wlikélÿ7to''oi^ '-' Thus- if .#ro#dom-takes' plaoe/-##
proDhbility of #  intrin0io-;'m'eohonihm::ie co»iparativ#ly highÿ ; 
oVer the docreao# in bfoaWowu field ' #th iqoroaoing s ##moh : thick* 
:'hois predlatèd by the theory of ivalhhoho';brea'Mom;:bë6oi%eO strong ' 
;then#h© opooimon thiQkno0o;!ia\amall^ : Thus the rosui# of m è a o n f /
méhÿé/oh':brbhK§^ n'/pf thin fiimo provide ' a.^ meahs: of diôtingùiohing 
- b#wo%7diffOrb#%i#rinsio mephahismo*7' One - mu#:;i%oW#ÿ#7bb#.;.ih " , ■ 
mind that* In the eaêO of on ovhporatod'fiXni, tho thiolcnoss 
.' dependeneo ,''pfthe. breakdown ..field': may .-.-be affocted by tho complicated 
/#td#tre7(ab#ion' 1*2)*',- ■ ";g##Mq#::otudieo ■ Of' oy#or#0d:::10yera 
'.mhy#ho#foro' bo more' usbf#' 'in ''WvOaling .any effoots - of thin Mnd*"/
7  ■ '/:
hÿ0#d6wn\m0wiU7èm#B - of thin, spôolmë#' i à . m é a g f q o # # i e #  "/ " 
w i# ! tb #  ba b # k  # ë ^ t^  suôh papew as
' -  ;,^ i»^ .QQApeÿÿMi;# oleuved-ohé#e,bi7%0%7U^^
û lth  m W &B8it#u#nailh% % %  mmo #thOr8/M Vô,b% dleà
tW  thielmGëë dopsMoWb- o f::#  HeM  ià/monwfÿefe&ULlâe
:"8pé01meUB b f .a lk a li;halldOB'motA#Mmt#dlag t h é .■ ..
o b ta # |#  th ln  OU9%0% em plém .forj#©  v a r la ti#  to ;b # :;# # é o i^^
. lîi evaporated film #  -#e:;lwes#gatlo%% h}r Kièssaér- {1948)7 i f , 
thé only # 0  so f #  ôw riéd out* Elomfmr ôtmdiéd-ilim s ; of:..: :. 
oàloium fluoridég sodium/SLuoride^. md. pot m o i#  brpm i#* ■ The 
eiéùtrodës werè a e ilv ë r zfllm  dépésitod before the d ie le o triè  md 
a ■atéél-'h#l’^ i© #ihg-hèll:hghihët,. th e -d io leôtù lo âuffàoa- w ith  a 
fo r#  estimated .at lOM yho# Thé tes ting  voltage was applied In  
. tho' foriü o f a eihgiohO atftôôthjp^ shape élmtoWd :in  % g#3 il
(inset)#.. ,The.W*è#doi# flé Id f 111-general iaorêaeed w itii .deoreaBing 
film-t#OknGOf,'in-the::l?%§0.^'ggO:&'tO"'ip/f0OO. R#' T h ie le , in  - 
, q u a lita tiv e  agremèht w ith  aval#ohe broalcdom theory* HoWvèr 
# s # t0 ' fo r e a e h iu # e rl#  were obtained only #  three or fe w  film  
thit^ measGB # d , i t  ie  n # : poesiW^e ; to  oompare thé form o f t h e  
dep#d#0e w ith  the th e o re tlo #  e #  (Seotioa 2*2)î ae is  done 
;ih 8ab*8e4tlo h  1*3#g fo r  previous; rfa u ltS 'm  oyateme other than ■ 
evapoli^ ated film é# Ê le ffùor aleo' fqWd th #  tW  bre#d6wa. &eldo 
deore#0d:#  thérduratloù Of the: applied pulse was inoreased from
■ ■ ■ '-''7 ■■  ^ ■■
; - - . ■
about 10 sec to 10 sec# - Only tmtatlW .explanations, could b# 
put forward at /the 'time', but later,work hàa suggested that a 
variation .of thin type may roeult from apace charge migration in 
the dleleotrio'’(iubi^ oeation l*3#l) br from the exletonoe of a 
time lag to breakdown (Bub*seOtion 1*3*3) *
Siddall (1959 '* 60) studied the dielectric properties and 
electrical brealtdmm of silicon o3d.de films betx^ een , evaporated 
aluminium electrodes# It x^ ae . found'that xihon breakdown took 
place the electrode metal vaporised locally in the région of the 
conducting path formed# bo that the specimen xme once again open^  
circuited# ■ TM,B "eelf#Wdllhg" effect permitted; gross defects 
to be burnt out and also facilitated measurement- of the breakdown 
■strength' since repeated breakdqxms could be observed on a single 
specimen# , To compare the behaviour of.-filmé 'evaporated under 
different conditions# m d#c# ■'■voltage'increasing in steps of 12 
Volts was, applied--and the number "dfy.broakdown- pulses occurring /in,
30 seconds was /counted at each value of applied voltage# Typically 
no pulaes were observed until a critical applied voltage was 
reached# Thereafter the number of pulses first increased slowly 
xdth furthéV Increase' in volt^e, and then increased fairly abruptly 
xfhen the applied voltage exceeded a further critical value# Since 
the essential aim of Siddall .^e wçrk-was'to develop ; suitable 
evaporation techniques 'for producing-.:,’capacitor a#:, no -attempt, wan-'- 
made to identify any absolute value of breaMotm' field# ■
Meaver/
'7
dWmg7hl#_#aé#0#nté o'f # e  çap#it#céS' 
and lose t#gmté- of dieloctrio filme 'between evaporated métal - 
oiectrodéé; (Bçotïdh 1#$)- noticed tlmt;,the'voltage that dëuld' he 
applied to: a epéei&eh before.it ferdke'dom md: Bhdrtaqirouited 
- eeemod wduly #oll# : The low values were apparently not merely r 
due'to thin epote-.ih the didoctric films'■(Badtioh .6*S)'r 
' 'Hëtvér also .oWe#êd - that adsorbed moisture; strongly --af feoted" the 
■oapaeitauoèa md-loeees of the films#-,.-BUd there aoemèd to^ he-.a ■ 
aimiiar:/effect #,th#lr.hreakdowa fields*' ;
' The .low vatueB of broakdoxjh-field may he asaoci-ated with- the 
film\atWcture*-. W.stihg information on; the atruoture Of thin - 
dielectric fil# ia reviewed in the ..he:*, section» ■- MeasureméntB 
y of dielectric propertied'are also discuaaed'aince they^ are cloaely 
related to the atructme and-'-aince they may:gi# information on' 
electronic procehaea of importance in the breakdoW -of ■ thefilma# 
Bsctioh' l#3 lageneral review of #evlom work on' electric- breai& 
do## mainly in ainglo cryatala of alkali halidea*:/:'-;"''^
. 1*2 ..
; 1*2»! Weaver (1962)
made an extensive'investigation of the capacitanoea''' and loap 
tangente of filme Of liF# Nag!# %qi^ ,,
.'and %B# aàndwiched between, evaporated silver:'electvodOê.# , ^ -Both - 
tàn'i and the capacitance ehowed a strong aging effect In moet qf 
'these dielectric^ ,*: The detailo of the aging p#oeea varied from
aûbotancO/ '■ '
■r ‘ .7 V
aubatmioé -to' substmoe, but tw  ^ /MÙbuailj exhibited Initially high , 
values xMeh-de'éf edsed xîith timë| The èapaoitaacéé showed a 
eimilar but lees strong , tmdency* . It Is know that the vacancy 
oonaentratloa, : in a freshly .-deposited, film, exceeds - the thermo#-' 
dyhaiiiq equilibrium donqehtration, rnd bhat excess vuQm^oi# 
diffuse qiit over a period typically of the order of hours ot.-room 
temperature, (Beita 1946) * Weaver showed that the .initially high 
'Valuae were due to space oharge..polarisation:usçoeiuted..;with, cation' 
vacancy migration and-'that the de or ease in oapaoitanoe uhd'tàn 6 
took : place.', as the vadahoies. diffused-, thermally/ out of. the .-film# 
Exposing h -film-te dry air hud no effect# but expdsurd to 
atmospheric air. 'resulted In pronounced-and rapid inoreasee in 
capacitance Wd tan f # In insoluble dielectrics the effects of 
moisture were; completely reversible * When the vacuuS/bhamber,. x&th 
the specimen in. it# %#e-,re#^ vmcUatdd#7 tan f and the,, capacitance 
returned to the values they had before admission of moipt/uir#
.'./Weavéx^ '*é réeultS'for. dielectrics in th©.^ absence of moisture 
had ' suggested ■‘- that ' there were Iqs# peaks at very low frequencies * 
Oonfirmatipn.waa. obtained by l&cfarlme (1964) who observed peaks 
at frequencies doim'- to':about;0*01 o/s'- and ..in some cases .obtâinèd, 
results suggesting peaks at still lower frequencies # ' - '. Macfarlane ^ s 
reaults strongly suggested opace#charg0 polarisation dno to migration 
of vacancies thrcugh the whole thiol0#s of tbe. dielectric as the - 
princip^ il, loss/mechanism -giving7#ese/:#ry lo%Wrequency':p#ka#: 7 ,-
However smaller, pèalcs-were .observed at frèquëiu^ es about two orders 
, of magnitude ' greaterKv 0&pwing /thOr^ existence. /0% d, qWsldiary - mechanism/
a t
with a êhortor relocation time * Thie meehaniem "#pea#%to. fee ;
.migration of yaouEcioe aqroBB thV tl&elmeee of ihdividyal ' : ■.;. : '
orystqllitee with biooking at gÿàin feomdarles* ■ Maqfarloha ■' . / . 
euSgOBtod, that the -blocking wouM be only partial# thus eicplaihing', ■
- why both 'maohmiems ,'e# operate slmultmeomly# ■. . - ■' - . ,/
" '  ' 1*2*2 ^timothre thin films# Several methWo'met#
' for studying;'the struotwe of thin films* ' The cryatplliplty 
'-'(èryetâilite siée# orientation) may bé Investigated fey/ôieétron ;
"7 ' dlffraotidù* TfeeyelëqtroÉ mioroeoopè giveé: more ^dlréet ihfofmktiqu : ; 
, .,_ '/ 7:#/ the-...##tmllite miee end: the geu#OL''4Pp0'arWioe- pf^ thoTi-film'
■;: -surfèee* With very thin films trahemieèioa electron miorographe - 
' :-. '/e#-'; be ehtalued, ahd im recent yearthe teolmique-.of evaporation , -
' j within the mioroseope kmi ■ faoilltàted btudlee of the early 'ètégee ;of 
7'':-film/growth (BlaoWurn md Ompbell 1963# MoIIOb. 1964) * With 
(;.- / thié&ér/'epëdimeBp replica tooWigiee/muat be used* ■ -
A  : .  '  '  . '  ' '  '  - '  ! '  '  .  7 . /  '  '  .  .  . .  "  .
'te--/- -ffhlB 'films of many eubataueee* ore Imowh to oontain voids (hf#
, Eeaye#, #d imith 1957)» T# porosity of a film may be determiaed 
" by meoeuring the m e m  deheity# provided the deneity of thé bulk - .
/' material' ia, knoim# - SèVêrél optical methods for porosity measure"* ‘
, ■ méhtlmyè'ale0 .been developed; if they are used it is ueoeseary to ;
kaqw the bulk; refruotive index#
' ' , \ WfereBoep bn résulté obtained by those teohniquee arO, givon
ih tho following BUb^aeotioBs, which deal with the pmrtiouimr . 
Ldieleetrioe investigated in the preeoBt x/ork* Eo e b o b o-f or ' ahooaing
"them/ ' - ^
/:7te7:::7
tliadé materials/are given. in /Beotiqa 1 # g » .7.-: ; \
1,2,3 î-Joa-ror f o W  that in llWi#-.-
- fluoride tho initial valuoa of tho loss tangout oscooodcKl tho bulk 
vàlUW.by qmly '" afeoiit■.qmè//ordar of'. i%agBitu##;7X%##aa7ih the bthqr - - 
0lk8li -halido8 .th0l0Wod''W#'grWter;%7ab^^ of .7 .
maghi##* Mthium # 6oride ,xW/#so(%U8dal/i^  th# %§;chenga 
in tan 5 was ofesorvafelo an Bgihg gTpf: period# :iip; to^ 'afeq# -
xÀéÉS*'. ' Thooe ohoôùVÉtims were 7#tÿ%## to # q  relatiWiy {high : ;
mergy -.pf yao#Cy formation in'bithiumffltioride.whioh^ w^iil/laad'to . - - 
à correspondingly of Vaeahoi#* /thé offéota
of môietur# w#o oompietoly, rovereible in lltlitoa-lihorida .m  in ■"• 
other lhaolühlo dieleçtrics*
The otruoturo of evaporated fluoridé ; film has been
fairly extonaiveXy atudlpd* Bqhul^  (1949): invèetighted its 
properties by seyoral method## ^ Sléotrën diffrao:#qh.7Ûork reven3,ed 
a ' R&eroqrymtmllinq; ptrhetur# # At tliioî^ pBBsaa below 100 S thé
filma had a' [iGO^  fibre. Orlèntatiph whibh wàe^^^ j^  ^ he bqlng, ■ .
due to a tehdenoy for oryatallitoe #p#\'5p#''qh7 edge''^  reat^  # 7- ^ ,7 
their onbe faooe* . ;, With ihorèàelng .thl^^ é^SëéJthe bMontatim 
became random# -but é tenddnoy to (#ientatibn^  dôvelopod at
, abbot, 6pp -I ■ aad‘ beome etrohgor with/ fhrthor^ 'ihdroaae /in- idiiotoeae* 
Elootrom iidcrographatof thick films aeoiédtté. confirm;-thib ':,. . 
observation by ahfex&ng mbevGhnped .aryèt^ litoe w their body 
diagonale roughly/pprpendiqul# to th%#bp#ate% ' Thè pryetallito 
eiiiact/', ' " ' ' ' .%. 7/' {' - " ' , / ' '
7  7.
'.' \. 7,,^y'.C77.7/
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laoreaaod with'the film thlqkneaa, #  average oryatalllte
being "about 790 & on edge In a film-,70 000 E thlok* Em om v- 
Sohula reported thab it wa,€ difficult to .obtain clear miorogr&pha ■ 
because of a tondencB;^ ..f^ ':feplica. materiel to run into aooeeeible 
voids when ln.ndiution$-#o.tbat the: final replica wâ& dietorted 
on being separated/fro#:: the lithlim fluoride:'fllm» • - '
. fhe e^ihtanc©"•Of-‘voids wee'also shown by meneuring the 
refruatlve-indices- of the films by a total reflection teoimlque#
In this case voidn'whicîi'were ihaoceeelble to thel contact liquid 
could be detected aO well as those izhioh were accessible#-, The 
concentration of. inaccessible voids'increased;'from.O'"to 3*1# and 
that of accessible voids: decreased from 30# tc about 15# asythe 
specimen thiclmess'waa increased from 20 000 & tp 180 000 '&*
Halliday et alf (lf94) ccncluded from an electron diffraction 
study that lithium flueride films Wiibited [ldc^ ‘;';flbra .orientation . 
m m  at large thicknesses, while Bauer\{1956) found that 'a [lOO] 
orientation in thin films became random m  the thickness increased# 
Thus. Schulz's observations wore not confirmed* Bauer did observe 
a fill) 'orientation in thicker films# but only when thé dielectric 
vapour me obliquely incident.* , Baueris results suggested that the 
average crystallite sise was about 1000. £*-
It is now well known that lithium fluoride films are in tensile 
stress# Blackburn'and Oampbell (1963) studied the stress as a 
function of film thickness and deposition rate by measuring the da^ - 
flection*/
deflection of a glass cantilever with the film deposited on it*
After m  initial rapid aging"wMoh was a ttrib u te d  to  temperature 
gradients across the film  tMclmees# the stress increased more 
slowly to a: final steady value# - I t  was suggeated ■ that the cause 
of the stress might be e ith e r d iffu s io n  out o f the /film of excess 
vacauclea produced during depoeitioh (Hoffman e t a li 1994) or 
anomalouB lattice spacing in the cryataXlitoa {of* H olliday e t al* 
1954),
là filma exposed to water Vapour# or to filma of thiokueee 
greater than about 10 000 &' aged wider dry conditions, the tensile 
stress m  relieved by oraBtog* . 'Mtallon (1964} ' showed that craving 
in the p?eaenoa of moisture is closely associated with rocrystallis*- 
ation of the film material* - À carbon, feplica téolinique was used* 
(Garbon replicas are made by evaporating a carbon film about 40 8 
thick over the specimen in vacuum* The specimen need not necessarily 
be exposed to the atmosphère before the replica to made* In studying 
evaporated films this is- wx .important- advantage ' over other replica 
techniques,) Freshly deposited specimexxe had à very fine 'structure - 
over most of their area, but.- there' were some crystallites about 
500 I on edge# When exposed to atmospheric air a llthiwa fluoride 
film reorystallised in less than a second# and an electron micro»# 
gr#h showed that the film was ixow; entirely composed:': of èryâtaHites 
tother'morn than 500 8 on edge* The' priO##;:.:cam%ot be - dm- to 
solution to view of the"s#aH-'amouht ■ of water vapour 'available and'■ 
■Uie/ .... . '
' - -- - ' . ' ' 12# . / .  -  ' .
the low solubility of lithium fluoride, ' aiicV it 'was suggèatéd that 
the dipole fields-.of the strongly polar water molecule# on the 
film surf ace modify the lattiea bihdiuf forces in such a nay as to ■ 
allow movements at grain boundaries* it is difficult to deduce 
the orientation-from the micrographs of freshly doposlted-films, 
but those of films exposed to moisture suggest a [ill] fibre 
orientation*
Id.thlum fluoride films are microciyatalline * ■ The
crystallite sise depends on the film thickness and is affected by 
moisture but le an appreciable fraction (about 0*1 to 0*5) of the 
film thickness* , Disagreement exists as to the crystal orientation, 
but films more than a few hundred S thick seem to show fibre 
orientation, probably with the [ill] m Xs normal to the substrate* 
The films are poroUs i^ ith a void content typically between 20$ arid 
30#* Electrically, lithlmi fluoride films behave like films of 
other dielectrics except that their loss tangents have low initial 
values and, change only relatively -slcwly on aging*
1*2*4 Crvolita films* Macfarlane showed that the dielectric 
properties of cryolite in thin film form are .similar to those of the 
alkali halides*
Heavens and Smith (1997) state that cryolite films have a void 
content of i^ ot more than about 10# unless the, clieleotrio vapour is 
obliquely incident on the substrata during dopositioh* However 
'different authors disagree as to the porosity of cryolite films*
" ï . - V
m ■s.
■ ' . .y - -
The coïifiAsed p io tu ro - is  probabl;y tvK lo a ü t par% y/,duç' r,:,-..
.y\:. ' ' ' ' -'T; , ''Y':"
im ù ë rta to ty  su rrouud tog  th u  iro iT -activO  ï â d œ - of  h u lk  '
ro ry o U to * '- ' fe ii workero ou o ry o X ito  m#ùai#éd; ah -^  -
'' " /.\h
tlio tasa ives mû  th o  p re v io us  va lue s  th e y  aWWmd â q  mot agroo* ■ :•> .F'
; ' . ' , ■ - . '
' . _ Bourg (1962, 196.3), using i m f ,method# founct th a t the .
t.'''- '"- ' ' - ■' '. ; ■':\ .-<;'v t ;ç:
: pW O B lty o f o r y o llto  film s ' dooroasod ' w ith  inoroaorU ig su b o tra to  ;
tljajïorateo m û with improving vaouwx but - Waâ-.rnçÿ#' loss than ##t''
. ovoü ut 10(/V« and at proaourop of the orclor of 'torr#
a t" -, y ; ' ' • ' r / . " ' ■ t - . ■^'^ ' ’ ' V ' : e\': -
Uowovor the nf.l#36§:Wa8; ae#wW for a _
and -'the ' oAcul&t^ '-'hrqld^ dto^  h'svo'^ '-bemtiees' -
vVàlmhâd'.beenuood# ' ' ' v . /'-'t '
Bohiü.3 and Bohoiim or (1990) woro ab le  to  f i t  th e  ostporim ontal
' - ' ' .. ' :U-'
mcasmrements o,U.>oâiy,tp‘-a-t to o r o t ia a i ^cnr-vo :.a'
provided they asuimed n 1^34* Thé imethüdtoeëméttb^ ^h^  
s^hsititeL;*to:'.aboat ;fcho second decimal place, and henco • by applying 
the'borent& '^Wrm%0-f6ÊmÈ'h""^  ^ t . -''' - -
- ' ' ' ' ' -  
where n i§ the meàn re fr# tlve" i n d % y d f f t o d  pito.:;thd'.
pêveè# poroeltyÿ.'^ ^^ ^^  ^ lÿè3.ueK o f:-p /g ### :th m '
','Co?il&:have héen ' doteetéd* Thè- ^ eèult'ê- tWe' êeèm' ' indléate' -a
'T^  . ' \  ^ - - , ;
-oohtinuôue film# b#tag eih  the weertainty':'âe ;te: toe-
yato^.'ef:n_-;rendere'thetom ^
...-;•, ,■ - ' -r'-a ...... , ■ , .. “' g ' ■ J . '.. '
t o  w - e ^ W e iv e .ln v e .# lg # ip h $  K e#etoenn e t a l* .  (1961) ■ ■'t'i
:i ' ,' " î V
■ > ;  i - . , * -
■??•3,:»338i': ‘ .R'%#K iSia 'V0.# #  -filmi? ,0f. /.'■ ■>■ cry - ; f' , ' ' "
thickmese 30ÜO & 5000 %  but greet# in 1205 8 films*,- -'Towj'-.
'explain the;high''valu# the authors suggest'that., eompouïido of ,
MPg and Haf othér' than pure eryallto were being formed# ; It is 
duo possible* .however,, that the aooumed value of m h a s  been 
too low* ' The mpm porosity ealoulated from ' the -mo^ ioured t m  - 
fraptive; iudleop - of the thicker films is 5# Whereas the authors 
obtained values'of-,about 10# by dmeity measurement e, mid- thef #t 
that the oaloulated porosity is lower 'than that measured direotXj' ' 
again tende to ihdieot© that the bulk rOfrâùtive iu û è x m m  high# 
than aeeiMad# . %fortumhtely the densities of. the thimier filmo . 
%#re not.determined*''' ■ ^
 ^■■•'The results, of reflectivity meaeUromenta - suggested the . 
existence 'at the; fito^ air interface of a trmsitioh-4ayér-whose, 
refractive index imy be either greater -or less than that of the .■ 
.main', part, of the .film# The value'assumed for #  . ■ affeots the ■ 
magnitude of tS:ie •refractive indices of the two parts of the-filïti-. 
but not the conclusion that a transition layer exists*. . Resuite- 
tending.to indicate a "éouohe de passage" were also obtained by
' Eoppelmanh et al# al# found that'the effect of exposing a 
cryolite film to hir saturated with-moisture-was to produce a./'- 
partly reversible increase in.refractive index# On repeatedly 
admitting mêlât :ulr and re#evacuating, the refractive index- rose 
and/ , .
. / , ‘ • 15,: - .
am! fell through the revorslble part of the Inoroaoe* ,
' 1*2# 5 SMlum ohloride filme* The results of Weavof; àad of 
ItefarXanetohoW that the dleloctrio properties of sodium’ clilorl#e 
films dp hpt differ in m y important respeot from those of a
typical dielectric film as described in Sub#*aection 1*2*1#
' ■ ■ , ' • . '
Bodium chloride, in common with other soluble alkali lidlides,
has been rather neglected as regards' structural investigations*
Bchula (1949) studied evaporated sodium chloride by electron dif**
fraction and electron microscopy. As the film thickness increased
the orientation followed the sequence [lOO] #'random [lio]
random or slight [210] , the first transition taking place at about
100 % and the last at about 25 000 8* On exposure to moist air
re crystallisation was detected by observing the diffraction pattern,
Micrographs were given only for very thin films that had been
exposed to the.atmospherq* -
Ramos and Milman (1962) also made an electron diffraction
study and found the orientation sequence random [ill] -* [21^  ,
the first transition taking place about lOOD 8 and the second at
about 10 000 2# fossibly an initial [iGO] Orientation was not
observed since it occurred only in.very thin'filma# At greater
thickneshea the [ill] orientàtibn .f odoVdod by Ramoa and Wilman was
found by Bchuls only ih films condensed from vapour that had been
reflected from some surface inside the vacuum chamber before
striking the substrate*
Schuls/ %•
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3chulf4 gava eleotraù mlcrogTaphB showing'reqrystalligation 
of very, thin èodium chloride fllmp on exposure to m o is tu re * Mo 
similar study for thicker films of this material has been soon* 
'However Weaver ' (1962) published optical micrographs showing that 
rubidium bromide filme reqrystallisecl on exposure to mter vapour . 
to form euba-'-shaped oryetallitee about 0*01 mm (100 0^(X)2) on edge. 
This tends to imply that the film was no longer continuous#
Sodium chloride has a lower solubility than rubidium bromide, but 
one would expect similar although less drastic roorystalllsatlon*
7m interpreting any experimental results on oleotrloal break*# 
down of solids, the possibility of of foot a due to apaeo charge 
migration and to the strhbture of the ■'dieleqtrio muet be talcen Into 
account, Those effects are discussed in the first two of the 
following aub*»seetions, . In the remainder of this section- recent 
work giving information on the bi'eakdoim m$ùhaW,sm la surveyed.
Most of this work has been concerned with single. crystals • Of alkali 
halides, but other solids are referred'- to - from time ^to time.*
The earlier work on electric 'breakdown is not •discussed here* 
For a full review the reader is referred to the book by Whitehead 
(1931).
1»3»1 Spaces Ghargg effscta* A graph givea by Oooper (1963), 
reproduced in allows-the breakdown fields measured for
potassium bromide by various workerb as a function of temperature, 
The/
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Brealcâûm tt€Là of potassium bxomlde aocording 
to vajdouo wzkem, after Oooper
1# VoaBippei m à #ger 1^ 49# d*o#
2. Von. Hippel m &  Ager Ig#» 10*^ seo ain^e sawtooth*
) .  Von iîip p e l and iXger l)4ÿ# 10**  ^ aeo a ingle sawtooth.
4# Yon Hippel and A ge r 1$^ 49# aec s ln ^ e  sawtooth.
5* Kuohin Ig g ). d*o*
6. Khohin X9P9» 10*"^  see sin^e (apparently sawtooth).
7* Austen and nhitehead 1^40# d .o .
8* BuehL and von Hipp^ 1?59* d*o*
9. Konorova and Sorokina 10*^  ^seo single.
10. Eonorova and Sorokina Iggy*
11. Cooper and femaadea (Cooper 1962) , series, fla t-topped .
m^g>2
Breakdoi/m field of potasslvon ’bromide 
after voa Hippel and Alger (1949)*
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'ïhe> diffomxt of abow that when d*q# applied
voltagee are heed the. broaMo\«i fielda incroaeo to.reaoh a masdmufa 
at a Gidtieai temperature and then decrease tdth farther, . 
inereaee of temp#atwe$ ‘ With applied voltage pulubp of about 1 
Bîioroaeeond düx^ ation, on the other hand, a monotonio,, Increaeo , 
with temporat^ jro iO ; pboerved. and there de no dieoontinulty at. T^ # 
The difference le more clearly Oeen In Fig*1,2^  which Id roprcxîuced 
from thé.-.'paper- of von Hippel and idger (1949) and nhowe theee ' ■ 
anther of reanlte alohO* .fide diagram eleo ehowe that ijith longer 
pigne voltagoB an Intermediate eltnation do fomd at tovàporatüfen 
above -T * " ' ' - - '-'V'
/ fho'varioue.'.eeta'^ 'of .■feaulte in Figélid disagree,'darionBly ae 
to the valuen of the breakdown field* For ’bhia reaaon>. aiid since. 
the bre.aMown fields prodiotèd by different theorios do not differ 
greatly, it is impossible to determine the breaMowh mechaiiism 
from the graphs* Wbr is it easy to acobdnt for the.1 decrease in . 
broafeclown field witlr.incroaslng temperature above; T'for most 
breakdown theories predict an increase in.breakdown field with 
tempBratnre. An esrceptioa is Frohlichts high*-temperature theory 
(deatlon 2*3)? which predicts an exponential deoroase in breakdown 
field with increasing 'temperature* This theory assmes an 
electron density in excosa of a critical valuer fnid in proposing it 
Frohlich suggested that this density would he reached at high 
temperatuxea* In this way he was able to explain the existence of 
Tk and other. aspeots of the observed behaviourF^olillch^s/
; IB*
Frohlloh hü suggestion cannot however be reponoiled with- the 
fact that at ohort applied voltage durations the decrease with 
increasing temperature is not observed and cannot be 
distinguished*
I Von Hippel and iUger, (1949) suggested that at high 
temperatures positive ions might have enough mobility to migrate 
to the region near the cathode giving a high enough concentration 
to increase the field locally^  so that breakdown wotdd take place 
at à lower raom applied field# à similar effect: may arise from 
the existence of a negative space charge composed of electrons.
The occurrence of related effects has been confirmed elsewhere by 
von liippol and his colleagues (von llippel, ot al. 19531 Of* von 
Hippel 1954? PP* 232 et soq. ). The, ionic mobility may be too 
low to permit space Charge formation when the duration of the 
testing voltage is very short#
In studying effects believed to be due. to space/ch^ge 
migration it is desirable to be able to control the ionic con- 
ductivltios of the specimens. This may bo done In ionic,;crystals 
by irradiating them ao as to produce F-oentrea which may then bo 
ionised by illumination. Several authors have used this 
tecMlcjue (von Bippol and Alger 1949? Inuishi and BUita 1954? 
Forob*ov mid Vorobyev 195Bb, Vorobyev and Kostrygin 1962)v In 
general the broaî«iown field is depressed in Illuminated coloured 
cryateils* This observation is consistent tiith the suggestion
,19.
that space' charge'migration may infgaOhoo:breaMown^ /fields * /
^  'alternative.^  i-;ay ofgft0i%asiagctîie:gohic/,co?^ qtivitiês 
of alkali halidO bryOtala is to dope them with diyaleht. impurity 
(GdopOr'bt‘ al* i960) * The .-addltioml'positiyO';^  ^ yaomOi#- ' 
formed in this way % are for the most part free from the divalent 
motal' ions', '’..wliialf ■ayo-- themselves. relatively-- immobile,-so that 
positive ion migration is almofst the only mechanism contributing 
to the increase in ionic conductivity (Beit^  1$)54W #en 
divalent impurity :(Pb01.j) was added to KOI in concentration^ of
' ,V , • 7  , , ■
0*009 and 0.02 mol the. oritioal temperature decreased
frora abouti 110*1*0 to about - 60*^ 0 and - 120^ 0 respectively, so 
that, the forouMowh field was reduced at tcmneratiires above the 
now çriti#!,: temperature* ' When short pulses (O.ÿsS /f^ sec) .were 
used the decrease at high temperatures disappegirod, in accordance- 
with the .rèèuitp'éil yon'llippel and iEger./ Finally the best 
values of A¥, the depth of shallow electron traps in FVohlich*s 
highmtemperaturb; theoiy (equation .2*7),/ wore calculated from the 
results to be of the order of 0*1 eV, whefeee one would expect 
much larger’values^ .. These facts together strongly tend to con­
firm that space charge effects involving positive ions are 
responsible for the low values of breakdown field at high 
temperatures ratheV than DYohlioh *s high-tcmperatpro; mechanism*,.
In pure HaGl tested with 1:5000 yMsec piü.ses the breaMotm 
field was, founcV to ilecrease ^vary;;sloxgy.-with tomporaturb in the 
r
.Ax;... A
raeult# of (1959)/- who : fow& that the hohaviqur of % G l  - , ; ■
was #elitatlWly,similar;,;to tlmt .already doooribed fpr #1#;
The-number of specimens tooted - eeWe ' adequate Im botSi iavoatl-.:,/ 
gâtions^. ' Foooible. re#<mo far .the' difference ore. that Goopoû ' ■ . 
et al*.^  /milke Kuchin, udcd mmealod /opedim###,^  ;and’''h!iat'.fechin ■ 
w e d  .natural rockaolt tiMch would contain ^ id en tified  impurities 
wheraaa Oo.opar at 'al,* .uoad oryetala gr## by the Kyropouloe - , %- .-
.’teolmiqtie fr.om a -melt of analau purity salt.* In IfaOl Cryetalê 
'ContalniBg;;ttp to 0*096 mol $ Od/fe of OdGl^- OoDper and his 
oolleagitoB' observed that the only effect : doping had-on the breàic-' 
. û m m field was to increase it at low tomperntnren*
â difficulty in understanding the offocts of space- charge in 
electric breokdotm arises from the results, summwised.in.. Bub** 
section 1*2*1, of the dideatric : constant and loss ffleaauremehto ■ 
made by Weaver (1962) ...and #icfarlmie (1964) # The principal 
polarisation mechanism Involved migration' across the #tlrC spe.olmén 
thickness# The frequencies at i^Mch the associated loss peaks 
occurred Here., seldom'greater than 100 d/s even at. températures in 
the region of 150^ 0, and wore often less than 1 c/s* The 
corresponding relaxation times pro ..■clearly e#remely lmg%.:,' In bulk 
op$&#w they t411 be evm 3.onger beckiseiof the greater'thickness 
and are imlikely"to be leas,than a second* However vc#-&pp#l and
\ - M & r ''(Î94Mx'''^  ^ '.(1960). fômd
6f ,# shott W  mVeralmiarqeeGOh% :
èuppres#, ‘bUe .mechaniam rehpbnê,i%e for ' dépreBàiftg’;tfee-b '
, #old above T^ , This suggests :;m,';rel#iatiqn -time. #: ## .- order " ' ' .^,
Æ:Mâlinoeomîs at most# ÜnlosOyan ■■explanation for tlib -,
; discrepancy can bo found it_8eemg%nllkely th^ÿthe'^mecW
- ; :#ié. simple ono originally Bugg##d by yon Mippol oml'Algor wher##,..\ ,
posltlvo iono migrate to the cath6db\Wd oaUdeXlocdl field. X >;/ ,
. ' : . .. . : /  
qonooiToratione* '- ■. ,
"Xy :'3%'foye"lodving th$/subject of Aepado^  phôÿgèÿ^ bÿféotogt' phould ' 7' 
be nbtW depend#qe of bre^tdown field m  te^pefatwe :
- ohxthe d#ktipii t -If'the ■ applied voltage may bo xquitb .complicated*
. Fig*l#2';#hp#' that von Hippel mâ âlgèr-''fôuüd a minimum breoMom 
field W t b  xyolt&geo of yihtemmdià# '##tlbnj.(abotit -10*"^  - 10^/déo)' -^ iA/ 
wWm 'the'.#mper#ur#;:%fw^  ^ ' Those mthorè doooribe tbeiÿ :
. * < ■'' - - -i  ^ \  r " '-
résulté ? pm this'mibjooi w  preliminary and their.. ebncMipioh^ ln^ x ^
■ itbelf,'wéùjcl not. have a high- slgwificanoe* Sisiilay/roeuXtB have, , '
'■hbwèfèr^ "'bôeh obtained by 6*4* Vorob'ev (1956) for # W 1 ?  7^.
,  _ y ' ^ . ,  y . ^  ^  ,;\-/:.':r/rAyA"A A-
KBrA/feb jn lii the.breeMow: field remained constant-aa t.- was'- .
' ' / AAlh : - :  ^ '= 7- ' ' \
d#cr#.8#d t6 abo# 10%^ ^èc and thon incraagad oteoply with' further,
' ’ ’ reSnotim, in t/A* \ The èteép r l #  is prdbablÿ due to a time „lag. '■--•■ . ■ ' ■ 
g//"' '-' ''%Ab:A//r \ '"'- .. ' '.'x/yy.'''..
■ - to breakdown (^W^eotlbn ; . Vorob^ ey? 11W  von flip^ l-X'dnd'--' 'XA-x...,;,.:.';'
A\' : - . - //A"A' / -sA- A -  T
" ' x^gov, used sawtooth pulooO of the shape sketched in Fig.3*1 (inaot)#;-^ ;.;// 
TW rbpuite -ofAKonorbva .-#nd EorokiM/' (1957). for KOI. to#/tO ;
" - ' ' . . , ' "-AA22». ' 'A ./ -' . '
Indicate a similar'■'■dependondo, 'but l*b;is .not çlewrtWt ' ptApe 
shape was need.' Kuchin (1959) appwe#ly,udi%-..##^ ^^ ^^  '.pulmes? 
observed a gl^ Dllar'effect In RaÜlp W t  found that with the' changes 
in brealMoim field there Were./hbdoclhtdd variation^ ; In 11? -which
. . . .  . ., V- , „ '•;-' • “ - G.
firs t dqorbaeed and tben returned to its d#o# "value ad ban - -■■ ^ - -, ap
■ ■fî '
reduced to about 5 x 10*^ d^eddnde* IWhln ^ e résulta hre.% /:
reproduced in Fig*i#3?' where' ô#h point ip- stated to be the,- moan ■ 
of 30 to 35 result8* The^ reeultg- qf tnigohiumd Buit& (^1953) 
who found that brealcdown fiolde medeured - with 1 :iOO'_A(Béê equar# 
puleae were lower than the d:#o, ÿaluea, ù# conoiâtent with the • . 
hypatheaio of a minim# broalcdo%m field, at ;pW*8é'tWa%dhe of thin 
order# ■ " . ', ,. . '
The Wldenee" for t W  reality of the effect te bbnp'i#rublë#
It may bO; asboeiated with :the: eXietWoe of ti^ meqhanlemo of ' 
epaoe^ qharge formation having: different relaxation times'-no that 
their .offoatBxuandël out-at-certainvVoluea',o£/t.^ ê\ -However-: the' 
roBulto Of different wprkoro^  are dbnflia#%;':'% maoy. detallB,.-and 
it is not, poaBible to ooraç to a final aonelusion# - - ' ■; ■ .,
Was pointed out in 3èotioS‘_l*l. that à.dihordèrM. structure may 
affect the braaMom field* Evidehw relating/ to this /poesibliity
is discussed In #isAhub*"##ioi%*, ; : •,„ .
OaMerwbod, d.ooper/ahd Wallace (1952,' '1953) obtained hibtot* ■
grams of the'breakdown fields of. potassium, ç%orldé .idrydtala * 
âithough e#r#aeu#\ mech4^ b)^ (^  breakdownfields/
Eo
>
u .
wo0-fOO
T, “C
Breakdovwrx- field of rocksalt after Kuchin 
(1959)' Sin^e-shoti pulses, apparently sawtooth.
1, ^ - Y X 10  ^sec; 2, IQ ^ sec; 5, 10  ^sec;
—5 *“é4, 10 sec; 10 sec; 6, d.c.
. . 23./
"'. ' .'"k- ' . T\.
%;$gedi##8. mmeal#; tW'other,handÿ- ' :\r: /;%%
' .'/ "/ ' '/ ' ' :\ ~ \ ^  ^
the rWg@v Mwmdiiced to abou%,0%^g to IW/om^and thé n;oW - :,■
- Ÿmlim A almllaÿ.b# more pNAoimcW 0f^ eot im0 goimd '._•'
■■-■ ■'  ^•/'■ ■•' ' ‘ ‘ -", ■ ; 
In pot@B0iim bromide (Gooper::l#2).# 'f-%eae':Qhe8%%t%om8,mgge8t \. .■-. ■ ‘ ■ . ■ ' . " : ' ■ 'ri t >' • <-/' -, -
th $ t the effaota of ;gla^tie-strain in  a. p rysta l t#nd to  Inorgoaè Ay 
its oleWrle Armgth# \ Gal4e:No# #  oonfirmed ttiis hypothesis :r
by testing potassinm. chïorMo' orystSÏa that had been ^ deliberately /A ' - ,, ■-?
Strained 'aM. showing t^hèt :the'mean ..breakdown field was inornmed -r ' ,
and the range of yalttes beema wider# ,Innlshi and fnlta (1905à) .'-■V.,/,
obtained farther confirmation''by showing that in potaeainm ehlorlde ' 
spéolMehs nnder #Ohanloal -atrese àppiiéd with a weight the breaii« _ 
doi# field increased with thé load#,' ■ ■, '%
The'roost obvions interpretation l0 that increased electron ■ ./ .s,
so&ttering at dislocations and''possibly'at other eryat.allographio 
. defects in the eWhined crystal',leads to n T#e In brWidbwh field* '
The ohèèrvntion of Innlehl \:#d:' Bnlta (1959^) thnt the breakdown 
field deofeasod again : if-the specimen was aged (apparently still / .•'•
iWor load) for several mihhtee after the initial etreeelng may^  ^ /
■ do, the .authors wu^est^ be related to diffusion, of defects to the::,
aiirfaèr of the epeairoen* ■' • - .
I /' . '  ^'  ^ " ' ' . / . .. '/
- - At ' fields of’thé Order Of the: breakdown value ; the roéchanionl ; ■ \ 'A-
A V  ■ ■■., '. - -A,-" A;
-streésëB'in. an alkali halide orystal^ r^oay be éuf0*oient.',to'induce ^ .
' p la e tie  s tra in  (2d^Mev8kdya 19$1) * This possibility'was studied by
''Oootfer and Waliaoe: (1993f 19S6) #o; f ohndr that the .breakdown, field , : :
  ^ .... .■  ^ #
2L
.inoroasad with the minimum field neoasaary ‘to produce/'t 
strain aa detected by the onset of light trmiemléslon through 
the oryatal, when positioned betimen crossed polariser and 
aialysar* It Is misohabla to t#:o F ^  as a^ meastwo of,.thO;' 
concentration of dislocations in the crystal before it is 
strained by the field, because d #gh dislocation concentration 
will be associated with a high mechanical strength* ^ ' This result 
therefore tends to confirm that crystcdLs which contain large 
numbers of dislocations before the field is applied tend to have 
high.yolectrie strengths* ^ .
Most of the specimens tested broke down after the onset of 
plastic strain* Thus the number of dislocations at breakdovm 
i?ouXd exceed the number initially ..In-the crystal* ' ■ A*iV*: ¥orob*ov 
(1956) has criticised the conclusions of Ooopbr and .colleagues 
on these grounds, stating that "the assertion that there is a 
difference in the measured electric ' strength of preliminarily 
deformed and unclofomed samplos has no meaning, since the samplea 
broken down are already deformed’** Vorobyev*s argument falls to
explain the experimental fact that increases with and
ignorés the reduction in scatter and the loi?orlng of the mean 
breakdown field observed, by Galdorwood et al* after annealing*
On the other hand it is not obvious why should bo, related to 
the initial rather than tlie fj.nml concentration of dislocations* 
Possibly breakdown has taken place iti regions that imro not strained 
b y/
■25*
; by tho field, Y : Opop@y and " #iotOg%aphg Qhmrlug
#mt - only- locally, crystal oftor
c m #  of slip* '■: Thlo Indicates #$%.■ etralhl#.- Ws aleo local.*'.: 
A,::.Y;-.0oop8f 'and" hl0 colléagùçe have péintod #t %%$ (fide scatter 
: _ -. id'JtO'430 ,e%0#ed :ln,,We0#qwn ■ më^èwémehte evm #eh,0#rm%ooU8 
. _ éffédtçJmve bWn: .  Gbnbequehtly lt:'l# meentlal: to- test
large numbers ofr'ep####;#
tbi#,:Wpeot 'b'f';#0l K ' W o r k , d i f f i c u l t  tq.;'##8CY,
. ,- ' . ■•■ ■ . ;■/■ - ■:"'/. - • • ;,' ,'.' X. .'■ ' . . . . , . : . ■ -/.v;
slgmiflcance o f tW lr;reoùltB# /:G A de#b#/ot ôl*'\©lso -
-Aé :\À  ^ ?/' ,
th#' wHireaa ■OztrameWe', Effects uàü#%:t#d''to- reduce thè'ÿb?#^ * ' :
ddtm flelg,,. -^ plaWtlo '.#rolii' In^aywybthÎYtôMo . -
cryatnlbfv %nce,lf'.picbp# ;%
precautions are taken>'the-most elg#lflùm nt#% ù# of •■ 
teeâfeiowÉ"field:for- oomparisim :#% ' theory '|43J.:lie-''’im0hg'thé.: ' 
lôWÉt measpr0dÿ.;:rW)hèr'th #  mdh#'th0.:,hlglieot,aB 'previously ' -A'A , ■
It ' #QUld 'be- noted that; although in the deu#,
rtvoryBtala^ studied by Cooper-.àM- hie. co#or#fa/ heon ■
A # # -  th# disorder, tende &o ■ Increase^ the eie#ri#L'a:W#g#b
$ to fedncè it may occur = In other ^
.- -"■-; :,.a; ■
1*3*3- T%e.,:lagp^ .* fhe 0te#-;ÿieè/:in breakdp#Ailold obpç|Têâ 
by .##eral) iforkOra ; ■when the duration o f the. applied-'yollagq. . 
■OfeasèS' to  .#b#4 :10^%.'aeo (% h#O ctlon ■ # ) '-dw^td^’'the. /
. ' .,A/ . '
4 '  -..'
' . 2 6 *  Y
■ oïdatéàoe of a Mmë lag to hreaMoi#*' When àautoôth puises o(
the- oimpe éhowh im ara udèd, thé applied voltàgé mey ■ A> .J;
' ' overaMoot'tho breakdown, valua eo that the measured braaïcdom _ Y .
/ voltage Tiàeà-’(Cooper'and.%bB0aft-1936)• - %th squara puieèâÿ 
iho _upper saattar limit''Of ;thé experiméatal pointa will^riae;.' ' '-',Y
' whm the puloe. dufmtion iô;;of thé 6r#r of the total timé leg -' " '
md 80 willYthé moan Iwèhkdpûn field# ■ Kuahin (1959) hae - " .
■auggèated that thé bfë#dow Mold these capo# may éxôééd the
- oritiéal fioM-Btrohgth for;%aohanidal dieruption of the apoeimoh, 
sot that thé'-latter'will he the. final mechmlem of breakdown 
The values obtained by several workera for the mean 
statistical time-lag-.iA md the formative time lag t;, are ’ 
summarised in Table 1*1$ The total time lags ■
obtained by Vorobyev and hlerholleaguos are #tored in the cdlmm 
■/beaded elhcë these #thors. consider that ie negligible so 
that ' ' /. ' ' / . :
In the general case where b o t h ' m d  t ' are appreciable the 
i‘élîii,tiV0 & 0queaojr of total time lag@ greater than t, will be (of*
Section 2*2) :
Yt *• t_\
e  ^ A  / (1.1)
'- : : '  ■ -  ' '■ ■■ : ' ■ - '  ■
Various workers''haw obtained results satisfying equation (1#$ mà
: haw thus' been able' 'to;-separate’ the statistical': and fofmatlW timq
. - ' Y / Y -  ; ./-.A'/. ■-'
: - i / : /
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lags è Theso authors * résulte af'é. marked' "s tat * A in lAaBle. 1 * 1 * •., ^
This method of finding has been criticised by G*A* VbrolAev,
{1962) m  failing to establish that the oalciiiatéd atdtlBtiçal. ■
time lag has a phyBical existence* It is difficult to agree 
xfith Vorobyev tdien the observed distribution of time lags is the ■
ome as the theoretically predicted one* îlîven if showed ' .
statistical- variation he a result of thermal fluctuations or of , 
experimental errors one would expect iraluos distributed^ about* a"- 
mean rather than the distribution of equation 1*1*
?orob*6v and Me co**workors themselves determined totM time 
lags of the order of tens of nanoseconds at most3, and, whether 
their assmiption that the tiiie afe purely formatiyb; is corr'oct 
or not the statistical time lag cannot be greater than the total :
time lag* . Oob|)or and. Ms Collëaguosy on the other handy obtained
time lags of the order of 'mxcroseconds* Possibly Vorobyev and his
associates have obtained ■ small vMucs because of tho high ov'ex»-- 
voltages used* .Sonchik (1958a and b) measured t^  at fields 15% 
and 25# greater than the field strength for a 90/l.brealcdown 
probability* The actual perce%%t overvoltages for^  individual 
specimens would on the average be even greater* . Cooper and Mb 
colleagues determined breaMown fields by applying successive pulses 
of amplitudes inox*eaping by a constant fraotion, in some oasos as 
small as' 1$, and imasured the statistical time legs In the course of .
this, procedure* ■ The overvoltages with, respect to the breakdown 
voltages/ - .
voltages of each, iMivldual specimen would therefore - be /very ' small 
-ahd'tho BtatiBticaX-timevlag-’Oorrpspondingiy larger . /.' ■ _
The intermediate vMûos of time lag méaBUrëd/by ^ Katmmwa, et , 
M.*' (1954) may 'be.olmll^ irly/explained -Binco these -, 'Workeré, wqdy 
fixed oyervoXtagOB of ,?/5 nnd 19/A with rospoct to thé/moan break**^ . 
doim field#  ^.A-:- - ■ . _ ’A_ /-/ '
Thus the time lags measured by Vorob * ev md hie dssobiatOB /, 
may woll be almoot purely.format:lve-:aa the.%author8-éuggéatè'. The 
fact, that Cooper and Smith (196I) oetimated the formative time lag 
from the duratioii of thé applied volt^e- aM the lèhgth. of;'a . 
paï*tieÆ breakdown chahixel as being of the àame, order teadpi to 
support this view# On the other hand there in little direct 
evidence that the ntatintical.time lag in negligible at high over-* 
voltages# ITorobhiV arid Iforob'ev (1958a) fouM thë broaîalowh 
,fieldn of uncoloured roolmalt cryntala md of. coioured :cryhtale 
under illumination to foe the ,same when meanurod with pulnen of 
duration 20 # 30 nnec# AlhoBO authors state that an a resuit of . 
voltage overshoot one would expect a reduced breakdown field in tho : ^ 
coloured cryntale If there were rni appréciable atatictlc/al time . 
lag, pi'enumably since the electron supply is greater in the coloured 
crÿetals and eorraspondingly shorter (nee also Mel’nikpv; 1959) * . 
However Oooper mid »?rnith obtained evidence that the électrons 
initiating broalcdown originate from the ; cathode, ■and depressed 
broakdoirn fields in coloured crystals are Usually ascribed to npace- 
chorga/ - , A ■ .
4?*
charge effects* Secondly, although Vorobyov et ol* CX9èO). 
stated that discharge channel formation began m  sébn .as^ tlyï 
broaMowa voltage was applied, it is not clear how accurately 
this Observation could be made* Finally,, SOhchlk (1958a)  ^
found that t^ increased .with temperature in rocksalt: Crystals 
and explained this observation; on the assmptlon t^ t^  with 
negligible by suggesting that: the stronger lattice,.vibrations 
at higher temperatures reduce the velocity, with which an avalanche 
is propagated * Howover if breakdown qcours-by an ayalandie 
mechanism his result is also, consistent with .ppsumang - t^  = 
with t« negligible/ because in viet^r of the Increased electron
. X  T ;v  ^ .. ■ ....
scattering at higher températures one will on the average have, to 
wait longer for mi,oleotron to be accelerated to the ionisation 
potential* -
I*UrthGr work is necessary to clarify this question, but the 
tendency of the ' available evidence is to suggest a statistical 
time lag of aeVoral mlorosooonds at sufficiently low overvoltages. 
This is consistent with avalanche breakdown theory but not with .the 
simple theorios of collective and, fiéld*»8mission brouMown* „ - 
However Oooperlmd ,:::Smith%(l96l) have pointed out that ;u: statistical 
time lag may conceivably exist even in oolleotive = breakdown since 
the electron donelty may reach its nbcassary high value for this 
mechanism oMy/duri%ig: random-, flûctuàtlons.Y , Thç:e%ist#ce .of a, 
statistical time lag,cannot:therefore bo taken as.conclusive- ' ■ j é < r r- > , , Ç
evidence/
’m iâ m m  for an aval&noh# mo&ha#l8&*
' - '
 ^"'In paeeing It may 'ba note# that Ooop^ r ami &ilth fourni
cllfforent Btatlatloal tlmo.lage-lm. ooQfum ohlorldô Mth oathqao
surfaces‘ûf different metâXâ* , $h$,e eiiggoeta that the oatliode,
If of motaijt le the normal ooaree of the eleetroma initiating the
breakdoim proaeOB,#. ■ /kooording to Cooper m<l Smith :,the hatWO of
the aathode-eiirfaoe. doea not affect the breakdown field*, Von
Hippel and âlger (1949) ÿ- on thé other hand»- fomd a lower break#
down.field in potaeoihm hr'oi^ do■ crystal^ ' when "the, cathode wae of
metal than wae of potaeslum bro#do eolntion# however
thla .qontrâdletionkloéB .nOt alter the qonelnaion-aa to the origin
of the Weakddwh Oleotrone#
- 1#9#4 ^e#breaMown. nolae* - '#-n61ey;pre#hreakdown pnrrent
id an e%paated'characteristic of an avalanche mechanism and certain
authors who have observed pre#broAdo%m noise have /regarded it .a.e
evidence for thia typ#,ai\mOchml8m%(Haiyoi*th and Bo^ orth 1934»
famanaka and Suita, 19!?2|':VEawamora~'an4 Cfeiuki :195^ ) # It wae not.
verified' that the ' observed-noise-was actually due to avalanches?*
Bowers and Suita (1955) showed' that the'•frequency Spectrum- of.,the
pre#breakdown nClee in-mica ^and-ESI contained no large" •component
of frequency ■graater, .than about 10^ c/ê> whereae If the üoiée
resulted from pr##bro#down avalunchee, one would m:peqt a ^prmnlncnt
component with a-frequency'oforder the reciproo^ of the
  ' . X \z' ;
etatletical time " i;*^e % - about 10 %_ ^o/s according to: the résulte
o f /  . ' . - . ^  . : - '
• 31#
of Ooopar md his assooiatou# The fact that tho obsorvèd 
freqnondioS:were"lower eoùld be aqçountod for if* the statistical 
time lag wore m'usuolly-long, as. is possible since Powers and 
Suita worked at field etrengths ih. thé pre#brçaMo%m region*,,.
However in this case one would expect a stronger dependence of 
noise, current on field' 'Strength ..then was - actually observed* '
The authors themselves suggested Motivation and decay of 
sensitive spots on the cathode as a tentative explanation of the 
noise#
The absence or iiéar*^ bsenoe of pre-^ broalvdovn noise in the 
frequency region corresponding to the statistical time lag is 
unfavourable to the suggestion of an avalanche breakdown mechanism. 
However'.if the'/'-hvalanche Biaa;,inoreaded-vea^ y rapidly with field 
strength as suggestod by the calculation in Section 2*2, the noise 
current Tîiight be appreciable; only at field strengths within a 
no3?row interval below tho breakdown value, oikd would bé difficiiLt 
to detect# '
1#3#3# Effect of apQCimeh thipkness The variation of 
breokdoim field with thiclmoss. may give information on the braak- 
down meohairiBm-hricl has been studied by several workers# Ryu and 
Kawamura (1954) were unable to detect any variation in potassium 
chloride in the thidmasa range lo'*''" to 10^ mm# However unless 
adequate precautions are taken to dVoid structure effects it is 
unlikely that a variation as small as that expected in this thiclmess 
■range#/
range . doMld:Be;bbservacl*:; , Oqppor ,arki (1961) 'obtained a - . ;
high W b i v p  .Gorrolei^  ^ botweoa tho minimum
'va3.ueSy.'pfr::;ol0qtrio spdiqm.: chloride,, orystals ;;md /bheir \
thioknessës in the: range Ofl;tp 0*6:mm#» d^îile Kootrygin (i960) 
found : that the olectric-strength of the ..onme. eubêtmoe ..inoredeed \ 
from about 2*6 to about 7#g MV/om as; the thiclmesB was decreased 
frpBi about 160 000 & to 32 000-S* Thlo evidence BixggeatD. that 
a dépendeneo doea esdet#
, Althoiigh the thlclmese dependence hae not been widely /, =
Btudiecl in Bingle#orystaX alkali halideo.ÿ aew£*al WTorlcex»s have 
inyGstlgatpd other thin oyatems^  and. some of them have attempted to 
comparé thé observed variations %'^lth those predicted by theories)*
According ,to equation 2*4 (the Seitsi*«Btratto.n equation ^  Section
' ■'■' 1 : ' ■' '
2*2)» a graph, of vareua log will be a straight line*
itawamura and .âsitîîia (1953) plotted in this way their reeuitB for;.
alumina: filma; formed by. anpdlaing ^ evaporated aluminium filma» and
obtained straight , lines at 19B^ Kj, 30O^ E» Hmd 373^ E# . being : , .
èquatipp 2*4 'they then determined yaluea fm?' thé eXeçtron moMlitléé; ,
at theaa temperatvirea*" ■ The roaulta of Lomor (1950) for BimiXar»ly
p r o p e r e d . films, / however» ■ hro' ih-closer .'.mccordmce/ i^fith '.thci-f'; ' •
a -a..):;':
with 0^ T 0*28»: than with the Seits^ Stratton relation* This:.can be 
èoeh by compm^ ing Jjomor*a results, as a graph of log %  versus ’log L
' \ ; ' / ; : V -; ' - ' ' . ' - - - , - / \ '
: (Fig*l.#4)''with,'the _same results as a; gra|h''of versus,--log:^
RestLlts of Lomer (I950) fiJluirdna, replotted as graph 
of log(hreak:down field) vs log( thiokhess).
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Eesults of Lomer (1950) for alumina, replotted as
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-rpl $h0.form :(1#2) '%-JW prodicWc) :
%hnaja (1964) on theoÿ^ tiaal grou^ dl x^ ith ■
0*25 mid 0*5 (80otlm 2i,2)# mthqra themsolvm al^ atë that
equation 1*2 was oatldfled with ot « 0*5 in the reaultd of Morrill v }v
mid Wet (1963) for ctodna*' ■ The reeulte of Kavmum.' and  ^/
>^ 0 tlmé ünuBUal in ea1>iî3fying the SoitK-'Stratton folation*
Unfortimatoly their graphe do not permit rocaXonlation back to the
valuea of L and with sufficient accurnoy for a plot of log, Fg
against log I# to bo uooful*
In micUi thé foeulte of âüéten and Whitehead (1940) oatuiot be
aatiefaotorily fitted to either equation although they do indicate
an increase with decreasing thiolmoss* â dependence was also found
in this material by - Eyu and Kawmnp^a (1954) * Kawamura again
fitted results to the Soits-Stratton equation and calculated electron
Mobilities, but by plotting the results as graphs ; of log versus
\ L
log L m û of ^  versus log ^  it is easy to show that equation 1.2 
.  ^  ^ . ' . : 
with i £=i 0*64 i^  a bettor empirical description of the results*
The graphs are show:in- Figs*..1*6 imd 1#7. ' '
In Qvaporatod films, tho réBults obtained by Plessner (194^ )
in. general ihdioate a thlclmess dependence# Blessher *s work'is .
reviewed in Beçtion 1*1#
It seems to be established that a dooreaso with Increasing
thiolmess exists in the substances .studied by previous x%for%#rs#;
This is strong evidence for avalanche breakdown* Until however .
.moro/ ; . ' A- .A -
' more. re£5vCl.tB are^ availablé'it :1s.. imùlso' to clra:w conclusions - ^ v - 
À regarding^ the form of thé r%àrding tho =  ^ % ;
* exact %po .6f 'aYalanoho.mchanism#y ■ ■;  ^  ^ /, ‘ \ /.'-, '
.144., .-' -■, -
' :. ,%ld0nc0 hae' just been'preséntocl that liv'variQUS BolCtd. • .
, /formp' tho hreaMown fieldfdecrqasem with Increasing; specimen 'thict> , ■ ;',
n o B C .îloéshér^ a- Investigation appears hpwover to be ^the ybhly.;,;- ■ ■ / %. 
attempt 'bo detect a similar variation' with, tbldmess, in evaporated '
. filma* It-ià'therôfo3:*o'^ doeirÙbÏ0:pthàt ld*OBenor%>'cbSeriratim:'tv •-’’ ;'
should he oon,firmed* ^ This the present author has attempted to;do*;;
•' ' Dependences-, of thin kind are of particular intereE)tYih';thln :.d:.-' '
specimens since lufalanche breakdown theories predict that Imj,, ,  
dependence' of breakdown field on, thlçïmêen will be strong .at-amBll -
thioknesBee* This cuggosts thàt veicnum-^ epocited laycre'may be .. . , 
very UBofal in studying the breakdown; moohanismp for they can it)adlly 
be p^ rodneed .at small thiolmosees#- On the other haîid'the filsr - . 1
etructuro may affect not only , the magnitude of the - breakdown fio3.d ; 
but uiao its thickïiess dependence* ' will .be important to bear . , , 
this in rmlnd in interpreting the results, partieiClarly if the observed 
breakdown.fialde differvfroïîV'the talk, vaiuoa* , . .
' ' .y The present x-iork was first, suggested by Weaver *s. px^ elintinafy 
ebserv#ioh tpec#Oh that the breakdown fields .^ of ^evaporated , : - ' 
dielectric films' were surprisingly low and seemed to be'affected by 
moisture* The present axithof has attempted to- extend these . -
.-y:^ \ ■ . ■■■,:■'■ '■ ■■va.-V,:
observ#ions/, :.; ' ". " v.:-- •
. voomrmriiig' tlia; rësultn. of ^meaBUï'f^ïîqnts,.^ on:;evapor#é(l layea:*^  wlth-r; ' ' . 
publièhocV-rôbillts-'for bulk matorialp* .,.It was necessary to,'. , - ' . •
vorl^ %at:# 3/)M;/#*é8Môwh. floldo, wéreÿyiot-'duo to; oxtraneone ■ j; ; ,
oauSeo* The /oxperlmeutal pracaxvblpnrj tâkôn to avoid >pa-iitbrinoio- ' 
moqhmisms and ^ el##ddaz.#fec ,.uhq;;dë00ribo $m Ohapter 3 m â ; . ■
. :furthor' diBÔûèsod.-iii “Seotiphs 6«X-to -6*3# • •.. More fundmnentaX ■ 
èxoiWhatlohb of the low Valuèo of bréàlcdbwa fiéld in term of^ the . ■•
.. ■ filM' s'bTOsture oùüld,thoiivbo -sought# ' , .
. it ' is • ziooossury to\-U8e, evaporated', fiiotal;- ëleotrodép•' laiordor . ■; ■ /
. " ■ '• . /T " ' - ■ ; .
to reproduoo Weaver ♦b oxperiUaentàX' conditions, as nearly .as. poso5-bXe#• 
This eloctrodo ' system hac the furthoiu advairbago; Ôveru a . ophoro-»and-*» i 
plans coufigUrahio& of apprcxdiiiatihg _ r#Vô ' closely ^ to 'thoa dosign 
that Might- be.found--in an èvaporatéd''-capà'citor, - and. of .'.avpidi'hg.:-tba 
danger; of OTrbaminabioU/ofathç: aphorical; oleotrodo, by •fil.mo ,.of: . 
cop.dp and of diffusion. puMp*. oil,, On the other hand edge effects 
may 'OGour with uvaporatedielectrodob*. ■ The preoautiphd taken-to 
reduce this , risk are ;d:lsouBsed in'B:ub.^ -BOction 3*1*1 a.hd faction 6*6* .
The principal objectives, of'the...présent .work, may now be 
Gummariaedj; ,  ^ ' ' -
■■ , ' . . . '■,' ■' ■ '. '■, i:, ' : ' . . ■ ' , ' :
1# ■ To extend-the 'observations made .by .Ifèaver on the .break"* ' •- - . ■ ■■ - V A . M - . , - -
down of tlleXeetric. fllrme :eandwiahecl between■ oveiporated metal - 
eleptrodos, tmd to.'relate thizMfilM dhd bulk breakdown,by comparing 
the,,,;resiuLts ■ id/Wi : thqso (' bîàtMned ' by;, pro# ous :. workers on - bulk. materials *
-..A"
i ,
a a a v  . ' A.: - . A ;
, To obtain information on the breakdown .moqhanlqm*
,.3i; . To.jfiidy; of '$oimtnro_un 'the breakdown of
tho .f'.;. / . , ,' ... . .
To; compare repultO; of .broa^ kdown mqaoureraenté on; evaporated 
films with published rpauXto, for bulk materials^  it is ' deoilrablo 
to. : choose. ■a material xApeo olootrlo strength pan , be p^ eaoonably, 
einiply ca3,culatod from eyeleting thooriGC and whoso breakdown has 
béou 'Widely atndied •.expérimontally#.:. .,.BotH conditions, are well 
&atlpfled by the cosmnonor alkali ■ halides « Unfortunatoly most.
alkaM ImMdee; are-'readily.aoliiblo lh water and are therefore, hot 
only tnproniieing as capacitor dieleotrloe' but a3-po, likely to be 
msultable for .adsorption studies.;.. .Mthiim fluoride io .relatively 
ineolublo^  but its ôlèotx'lo breakdoxmi in Wlk form has received 
only limited . attention (Section 1#6) # : Moreover .although the 
properties, "of- îlthittja. fixioridè'^ filmà. -;àre fairly-r'#llteown,.r,tho.. 
soluble’, alkali halides tin; tliin film’ fwm, have boon. largely
neglectodg : perhaps p#rt3y:' of ..their làcK
practical •ns.Qfülhéso aiid partly because they mid ergo extensive .
structural changes on éxpoSnrç\ to atmospheric moisture (##èr 196^ ,
Mullen 1964) and are therefore difficult to study* , ■
As a compromise the .author. luiveatigatod. lithium fluoride and 
sodium ..chloride* . The-.latter- substance has been the Imbject. of , 
extenalt'e breakdown studies in bu3;k form, - Results have also been 
obtained for- cryolite:' (Ma^ AlF^ )* '" Thie material" hue been widely/
37#
widely 'of:-its, ease of r.;' ;
eVaporut Ï oh, low solubility, ' wd ; good stability in thiti film ; : ^
fornu It is thoreforé potentially useful, as "a capacitor cliGleotric# ; 
HeBùils of ibvdstigatioh of 'its -..electrical properties,inqluding. 
eleotiloal bré^ ^^  may therefore have pz*actioal :.
importmxob in the developmont of tbln film capacitors# . Binco the y 
éxporimehts' désérlbèd, hérdv.ware:, parfprmed^ . the. results, obtained '
by Macforiazie (1964) have shown that cryolite has promising dielectric 
proporties for applications in evaporated capacitors#
X#6' I3ote.^_op:-th^...,m ..Qryptals of. M t M m ■ '-■
Von Hippel (1935) measured tlie electric strengths of several 
alkali holides. (of# . Whitehead 1951, p#6l)* The vt;ÙLues .quotod for ; 
lithium fluoridexu'id sqdium--çüorido''were respectively 3#0 MV/cm and 
I15 MV/cm# :. - If. one accepts the conclusion of Galderwood, Cooper and 
Wallace:: (1953) that the lowest, ezperimontal results not affected by ; ; 
extraneoun processed "are -the;$ost('héarly equo3«'to .tho breakdown field, 
of an idéal : crystal, one will regoid von lüppal Hi results as Mgh#
The breW d^oim field obtained by Cooper and Bmith (I96I) for -
sodium'hfiibrido; wah\ about ' 0#7§ -W/cm# ' - On this - basis' one..;may. - - ' - ■ 
estimate the value in,'iitliiima fluoride at very rongliXy .
1*5
" 'r ' -' ' /%.' . '
' '- XHKOHIiaiOF IWTimmiG mBAmOWNl ;., : " .
The physical modèle on which the variduè breakdoim theofleo
are based wore b rie fly  doeoribed ih  Sootion X#l* ... In the presont
chapter the ■- theories : are die cussed in greater ■detaj,!. „' :.-:
2,1  ^ '
Tills theory is  based on a paper by Zoner (19.34)* The bound
electrons in à. d io leotric are situated in  potential wells in  the >
neighbourhood of the la ttic e  ions or atoms (Fig#2*1, continuous
lin e )* I f  a strong fie ld  is  applied,tho potential diagram bocomes
distorted (broken lin e ) and the electi'on may escape from the
potential well by tunnelling as suggested in  the diagram* , Fof the
number g^ 'Pf. elootrôïiQ escaping in  ti^is way pear second under an
applied fie ld . F, Zoner obtained the equation - ; ' '
where a is the la ttic e  constant of a one*<limQnslonal la ttic e  and
E the energÿ gap between ; the' ' filled " band: - md the valehcG band,
âa
dt varies with F in  the manner sketched in  .Fig*2*2#
This suggestion was criticised on the grounds that to acoomit.,
‘ , (^0. ' ' ' for the catastrophic nature of breakdown ^  should increase almost ;
diecontinuously at some value of fie ld  strength. In the lig h t o f.
la te r developments in  breakdom theory this criticism  no longer
seems justified* -As ' Beitss (1949) implies, the fact that.free
eloctrone are being emitted does not uooessarily ensure that brealcr
down w ill follow; one must in  effect calculate the current density
\A,-
Zener effect. Potential well in absence of field (continuous 
line) and in presence of field (broken line).
Dotted line with arrow indicates electron tunnelling.
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(After Stratton I9 6 1 .)
t h e s e c d  . Mlth ;.a::critical. qüri-ont , ■'
■'Vdonsity f6r breakdqm*¥hun in Fig'*2*2,^  to ovory valno o£( . ■;
■ ratq of elootron onqapo there %;ill oorro#6nd a ceftain yal#';of :'t'. - -/i,:'::
■ ':, current' doheity*' ' riiie:..vèduo.;-ôf■‘field, otrehgth:'at.-i&lell-this■ 
..qurrqnt'denoity ‘oxeoodo/'j^  #11-he: thé^broW^pwn/field 
ahd;#ll.ha d oriticel .yolue*/^
ïho theory has been extended along theoe linos by Jl^ ànà (1956)^  
and.also 'by Stfattbh (1961)# # o  pointe out that:'F^  will::.usually..be':: ■■■';- 
higher than the brqakdowh_ fieldsfor- oth0r''Ëé#ani#%n'/ïh .in'sillatqrs#:
Thus m
b of ore field omission breaMoun oan take plaoo*, There in^  howoyer^  
some evidence for field emission brenMown in sémiëonduçtore under 
. oortain conditions ' (Ohynoweth; md ..'MoKay. 1957,WilliaiAS _ 1962^  ^^ B^oer- v
; et alé 1962)# :\ •■ %y- . ( ■ ' .  ' ■-. , . , .
:3#2 -
The suggestion that breakdown of 'solid dielectrics''rèshlts" ■iS'om;-?:' 
disruption of the/strueture'',by,'avalanches of'electrens\r.frd*^ d}by,:;:  ^
impact, ionisotion'.was' firstijmade by amthers%ultse (1923) and,l#er ■:,-f 
' 'doyoloped:..by:yon-' Bi#oi'=(i932^  1937)# '
. /./•' A Tree ; electron in'-a-dielGctrio'.-wlll 'los0\ehorgy':.to' the.' .:y f-y--■ '
' • iottlco vibrations ‘at a rate.'-. (§^)-'dépendentv the.:. e#r^,(ÿTof . t f ‘:'i 
■" ■ ‘ electroh::and' the. -lattice.:temperituroy'Tt'''' ln;=l‘ig#2ii3 -(after-iStratton;,
. Y 1961) the yariation of skotchod#. . ..//Von Hippel'argued .
that sihce the majority of the itVac electrons will have onergios '
' ' '  ’ • '
below tho value corrospondlng to  tho moxlisma in tho curve, the
lattice vibrations will in effect oonetituta a * friction barrier t" f  .::Y : Y -v’ ■ Y ■/,.Y... . /■; "Y,' ,‘ , Y ' ■* ' i',’'-'rt'Y''Y:."Y , -, Y. %
against acceleration of oloctrone to higher energies unlooo the 
■^pliçd lieMvlàohi|h’:'enoU#-1^ these low energy
elections #  # r#eYgri.utor f {
ThO/'yeriii'^ iqà; # t k  _the rdte a t whicli eleotrone
.gain ''#om' thé fieM Y io::'#eq %t bovoral fio ld
:e tre% th0/in .% g *2.*3# v- I f %'#%th e .l# ;.# e rg y  oloctrono are to  be 
aceqler^ed #, - the fie M 'itre h itth  must h##- thç;v#ue or nearly 
Vaille^'. at- wM% :tîi0^e^ io  • tongsn tia l to  th a t
reaqcm.Fg is ueu#ily<t## an/thé\bfo i ^ d b # •. 
#00: eëô#ding:tb\ :#lth#ghn '
V #  IKppel .poihtbd 0#:that;aqcordi#g to bin :
take #açe,.at' $ #ightlyYl#br, field (von ilippol^ ahd #ger;i9#.)#\'...
; ' ; ■ -'ethat in tho field ntrmg#%;.:4b W
no e#ution exietq to:#0 energy. -b#anee:'e#etioh.' '
It thèreforé qee^e (reqcqnablq ‘to.. the -breakdown- fléld# .  ^ : 
'However■'.a^ We0-"àirongthè below; %  thO: higher bf the two; holutlônB,'- '. 
Ik (#ig#2$3), oorreepoMe : to m  .ùnstablê '$#ilibrim-':m%d:eIeotrone - 
of 'èÿ^^;gre#er r # w . #ll i#vms#- their.m#%y ,i#efinitely, , 
mloae- there e#0tBYmqth#. .laqohmiem '-of oner# loeq,'.:' ■
te:}f#Ii0iW#:;With\tl^  ^ vibratioxin (Frohlich 1947b)* limp
a‘steady'State is impoeelble Oveh at low field; êtrengthêx 
%Pb0ï#y(037# 1939) aççwéd'that the 'ait#*ative ïtiochahiem wo#dY';, Y 
be//':' ' ' -/ %
ÇY' . ,:;:V:'YYYy Y:
he/ylmprnqt .loÿléàbipàypf ;tW .latiilôe ,ions-;ppd..on;,tM.E' bas W  proposed, 
a diffpront breaMpwa, oritorion' from to Hippel^qy , tkrorring :to ,
■' #  will :'h#/gr0#or;at'- low field otrengthB th8A'-;'the\ / %
iohiS#0 n-pdtent01\X/pfvtlie#ppp*;/Y‘''#l' êlpotroUa/of rénorgiéo- ; . 
in- oxéess of 'Bp will . the.rpfore .be able/to. dléOipate ■ their energy y
’■■-Y''. Y'Y Y '  - -Y, Yi ' Y \ v,\ -Y- ‘,'Y , ■ < , ':'Y .< - - '
by;ip#sing/pollisipnS', -'Mïi(i%rln'''th#j région-, of field étrohgtiip 
prpvidO; a nipa# whereby theYdiel-octrie, retains its stability rather 
than.a breakdown meohanism#: \ At higher field.strengths,• howeverg . 
where; Ik/kv-lèos'■ thah_ I ae ehow .in ,the diagram^ ' ..electrons \'ihY-tho\--'■ 
rangq./Èx, to.-lYWili'-oBly be able,,^to'. increase their energy,',and, y ■ . 
instability viill roBiüf,#. Frohlich ^aeeumed that^  this would lead 
to. breakdown^  and/théreforé. pfopoeéà aie. thé critical'bréakddwn 
field f|p ■ thé/Véluq:\of‘F ; ; a ; t " , # i c h ' y // . .;, 
y  on îllppel/aM his oolloagiièr^  replied., to FroliLich'e . 
Qriti'ciom'by-'bxprèooing the.yiew that the mmbér,.of -çlectfbnaY. 
inqroaeing. their' -energy/aGcordihg'-. tpYFrohllch *8 .idoao' woidd be so 
email that ihsuffioient. energy wotild be given to the lattice to 
disrupt ^ it ,(voh' : I'Eppal and': Alger 1949) .#, . - However - in Yvon. Eippel 
theory all the ,,ffee;. electrons would have to' bo accelerated to ; 
produce, breakdown, and tMs, acQumption of the number, of electrono 
required'iB, itself quite, arbitrary*' . In neith#?' of- thooo/'early 
theories was thore:an attompt to calculate a critical current 
donsity for bredkdown# - . . . ; y. ..
Y ' .e%preBbioh/obtain0d:''by ' %b#ioh/'for, the breakdown/fièld' '-
■ 'Y . ■ ■;
l.fj
À2i
/j . ' , Y ■,'4
(2*3)
wHère fl is the cîénaity of the dièXëetHcj, ft is its moloewlt» weight,
is the waYoleBgth of tho first Ultra-violet .absorption maximum 
in 2j ih '. - rostqtrahiqu wavolèngth ‘t n  mich^ ono, irr the
restotrahlon frequency, and: è -^ andv%^uro‘ the otalàc and:;optical
■ . . ‘ . Y . ' -.Y ■ Y . .
diolGçtrie cphBtmitèé Frbhlioh uaoci a quantlm'^ mbhWioc^  ^
perturbation method;, in calculating the. ©leotroh^ lattioo inter action# 
The validity of this procedure has been discussed by Seits (194B, 
1949) viho concludes that at oolXision froGiuenéioB of the order . 
that -occur at-field strengths near the breolcdown value methods of 
this type are to be regarded ae "semi^uantitative# . Hovorthaless 
three of jOVohlichUî predictions are important#. Firstly, the 
breakdown field will-ihore.aee with temparatirre*; .: Bocondly^  if m  - 
avalanche theory applies, the breaMot-m field will rime lAen the 
thickness of the apeclmoh: decroases to ap^ oroaoh the mean frao path 
of an electron 0  the material, slhçè the electrons then have a 
shorter distance in which to reach tho ionisation pptential and 
must be accelerated faster* This has obvions relevance to the , 
breakdown Of thin specimens#, ïhirdlyj, Frphlich pointed out; that 
a dielectric cannot break down by a. mechanism oi/thlp kind ak on 
applied voltage -less than the iohlehti()h potential exprwaed in 
elootron volta*..,;-'Y';..; ■  ^ y;:/..k.'
o a w / ' \ -  ' :4 : '
: - ' 4 3 * /  -
Gallon (3.949) using the methcM of Frohlich (1937) .oalcu3,atod 
the vaille of breakdown field at p% /according to von #ppoI0 
criterion* The final equation io /
( #  “  ' 3 ^ / ( 2 * 3 )
whore (Atu ).i/ id the reetstrablen energy in eV# The only
■ ^  ■' ' ' ^  '
disposable oonatant in this equation ip the ratio , which W13.1
foe of order X* Oallen also gave a method of c#culatihg :at
other temperaturêé - - and : predicted that F would inorease oXoiAy with ,
temperature# : ; (It lo eometimoo stated that in van Hippol^ .s thQory
eloatrphB ■•.■are/ accelerated along the. field-und the energy ' gain is
proportional to the field strength, whereas in Erolilich's theory
the élèotrono chmige direction ^ teh-they, collido and tixo energy
gain id proportional to:the square of the field strength# Gallon
follows Froiilich on thin point although using yon nippel *e criterion
for the breakdown field# )
The first attempt to approach the problem in terms of a
critical..'currant .'denoity for breakdown .-wae made ..by Boitsj. (1949)*
It waa assumed that breakdown was caused by localised avalanches
initiated by aingle electrons# Actual values of current density
were hot considered, but inoteàè the critical avalmohe ai so
(number of electrons) for breiHedown was estimated# Breakdown was
aaaumed to occia* if each ion or atom-in the path of the avalenohe
received at least 10 eV of energy# , fieitK estimated the density of
44*
free electrons of energy aofir, the ionisation potential that would be 
nèeeeeery to transfer this amoimt of energy, mid henoe, using a 
value for the volume of the discharge channel estimated by asBurning
*p
an 'effective diffusion :• coefficient of 1 om Yaee for trmiaverse
diffusion of eiectrone in the avalanche*, obtained a rough value of
IP ' ; \
10 ■'for the\critical avalanche si'ao for breakdown# Since 
2^  - 10^^ when i - 40, it folloi/e that, if two electrons are free 
for■further ionisation after each ionising collision, the number 
of ouch ca3J,lsxons made by the starting electron in an avalanche of 
tho critical sise for breaMown will be aboufe 40*
Using Seit^ s^ approach, Stxmtton obtained mi equation for the 
breakdown field, %'Ovided i)he relaxation time of the conduction 
electrons can be assumed equal to the mean tinie between collisions, 
the relation may be written ■
where H le a constant field m û is the electx^ on mobility
corresponding to the mean energy of stable free electrone at the 
breakdovm field, which is appx^ oximateXy the energy at the lower 
(stable) 8o].ution of the energy balance eqxtation (Fig#2#3)# The 
breakdom fi03.d decreases %&th increase in the epeoiiaen thlclaiese 
h, and the variation Is appreciable at thicknesses of tho order of 
hundredths of a iml^ limetre# This in In contrast to the earlier 
suggestion by Jj^ ohlich that a dependence of this kind woxfld be 
noticeable oiiXy at thioknooses approaching the mean free path of
. ' - :' ' V:% / \ y  ^ ' ' y ;  ^ '
an electron*: However Stratton also pol#s mt that breakdow by
Seitèî Uâ meohmlW io tliebrotloaXly Impossible .below a critiaal
'■ ' ' -  ■ '  ^ ■ .  /  v ,  .
thloknoGB ,. Y - ;■;■■’ //'•.=■ ' : - ;/ ,/■ ; //■■' , ■ ' % :Y:%%Y
where
„ f % Yfc Py  '^.('i.f e^) +:Y : '
;.„Y. '/Y;:i0:' -. - y y ,;.//' :
® ' being tho Debye ; temperature of the - lattloo,, T tlie latticé 
temporatwoj and H and i having the, paitié BigixiflGahce .ae in equation 
2,4# ' Btratton qxprosboe the view - that' In praotioe, a _largo';increqBo 
•in breakdown fio34^ - would ..be • obsoryed;. at thicluxesBOs cleox*oaBing
towards h U Now in àodtoa ohlorido F|| — 1#4 MV/om and ®  -. 30D^ K^,
■ ■ '•'■iq ■'■■'■ P-. This gives f 10 -f V/om" at room temperature (taking i as about 
40| its ' preoise valuo does not affeat the order of magnitude)•
If/H '(Heitsia/eG.tiiiiate)' xm then find/ 100 ' Thun '
when the thiokhonnqn; deoreaeee to- eoveral. hundred- £ a further 
increabo with -decraasihé -thiclmond 'tey foe -ouperponod .ph the variation
predic'bod by equation/2#4 y^ '
' In - 8eit!:'5 *nbreakdown lieohaniê# -it Is roaeonable-to expect 
elGotroh avalanches belowthe critical, oise at field atrongtha 
aoïi'iewhàt loàvS than the/bfeqld^ lown value#'/ Those vïill, not lead to 
brealcdown'^ ut'will/I.ead'.;t2:' a.qioiay^ prçr^ broaMown .currmt#, Howover. 
Kmmmura ot? o3., (19%) 1xaye;:|3ointed/dut, that such, avalcuiohoa, would 
be eurrouhded by intbhae'radiei floldO/iMch might":-greatly '• oxeëod .
:: .y:/" -y/'/ //v'y:':'':#': Yyyyy:::/-:^ //'' 'y-Y-YY- " - -
■ the- broakdoxm "Value$:. ■ To estimate ; t^ v-radiàl:, fiè0/:j#:; piay,,asaUmo_
. :  . , Y . Y  , ' . ,  Y ' .  Y ;
;,Y."YyYY
y 46,, ; ' :y : y,.-
that It i#uM 1#/:#pprc>ximat0ly qpWrleql einco'the eloctfohs \ - 
x m M ,  W  'coacmtmt#: M  tfe/aivanclhg #p_ of t W  . e m W # m #  
fhon taking'the miliuh of # #  ornxWiohe-tio to ao' -
■Beits e8tim#ùè,,.and o s s m l n g , : a , : ; -omotput of 10, wo 
mu j ootimato' the radiol - fioM'-cd^/tho^tàirfaêè. of ; tlioy aÿalôuaho
' y/i. y-" :. y'' y - -ehcmael m  appro^dlmtoly %0 • ; n MV/om,.ohem ï\ #. tho --:av#lmçM 
sise# . This vKliW will If M'too low,' haWuso ''%W,/total '
timo roqxiix'ed for t w  avolmoho to form/will m k  oxoôod/abôut ■ ■■'
-',S;
10 aoûoado -mâ- tho éieleoW,# 'oonotà# Wll- 10
at tho. froqaoabioe muQ^mû*-' "Thuo i&th/a brêeMowh. fioM- of 
about 1 IW/om,/ t W  ràcliol fioM x m u W  wôoôdytho: broaWo'im/volm 
if mi civalaftcho roachod a- aise "Of. 10 ' •oloëtrbm.hfeàr 'thé., .ahodo* 
Although breoMowA woidd not n^oooparlly on'mo^ .'tWoo .consider** 
ationô ôuggoot that the oritloâX ^valancli© bÎso, shoaM W / W t o n
-g «I . - ; ■ - '
as atout 10 raihôr thon 10"”'" eloùtrons, owfôSpWding to about
Z!} instead-Of 40.'ionltiihg oolllalono of -., the- ét%tl#g'#l0ùtrom*- . 
Howevôr this objection to Bolts hr phpdaal model may- hot bo a. 
aorloua ono, -booma# Soits bimsoli pointed o #  that"tho aValmohP- 
, nlao would, inoreaoe voiy rapidly- %41th field 'B%mngtW'' The 
bWaWoim field ih/ theraiora! not wry:,honqitivo td the oritioal/'
■ WalaaoHo siso# ■ - ' ' . ' - -
; , This poi%xt may .bo. .olorifiod. by. d simple mlculatiw». ' M
. 0();uation:2#'4i,'tha effeOt. of the factor i-wil3* not bo noticeable
■■ ■ r , . , . - . \ , ■ ■ ■ ■
if; ^  »  4- - K  is %ploa:Uy/about i- /
. ' -'ii y hY.y.y-":
../ .Y " yy' /' y. ' : . : ;
Y—  ; ' Y/Y . ' Y:,
y " 47. - , y ' ,
Ei.eotrqn mobilities iii soei© alkaîl îi^iilicteB at fioXd strengths ;■ 
haw been qWLmlated by Hofstadter (1949) frota the theory of
Frohlich and Mott (1939) * The thoorotlcal valtioo at 300^ % ratige
'Y‘ '  . . 2 / ■ y  2 /from about 7 cm /%0O for potaBolum bromide to 216 eiayVseo. for
lithium fluoride# At higher field strongtha the mobility ijill
alter m  a result of the.,greater■taeait electron energy ;{Fig#2f3),
imd according to 'Frohlioh (1937) the change will be an increase#
Eowowr the curve for (^ )|^  riees'steeply from the energy md.s
(of# Oallon 1949)# Oonsequontly tho mecm electron energy trill
not greatly mcceed its 3^ero*^ field value and the change in mobility
will bo email# 0  practice the mobilities are actually likely to
be less than the values quoted above because of electron trapping
(Oollingb. ahcl Jlirboli 1964)# 'Even if. -the theoretical value for
jt/ Ilithium fiuoinldé is ao oumed, however, ---2=—  la as largo ae
Oabout - .0#3B even- in- a epoolmen of thicknoes as small as 1Ü00 iC,
i 1whereas T 1$ of the order of Thus the avalanche sise is un-
likely to be important in. alkali halides at room tmperature except 
in very tliln specimens of aubotmicesvdth a high electron mobility#
In pEwsing, it may be noted that if 1 id taken as 1 as in froh3.ich^ s 
early theory the predicted breakdown field may not be very different # 
Coo%)er and Fernandes (1953) have drawn attention to x h a t may 
be' a more sqrious difficulty# In the presence of a radial,field ; 
eni electron avalmxcho would not be propagated 4xlong the applied 
field but would xfWder at random- through/the spedimen#/'- ' / Die
; : vy: ; , : - . . .. ' - - - : ' ' - ' ' - ' - -
' ' p a i A o o#ldü heiœ-lioQii dl3E*ô%'Vod by-.mmoi'oW
{é»@4' '#% "lllppai 1931 a'mKi:b^  Da%i08pi%'3,959#> Ooggim- . .-
-'. 1938)#' . ' - - '", -, .3 ' .
,  ^difflmiltlem may liD avôWod :h ÿ 'WgaWimg' the ' ■ ; ;■ ^ .^
proccm^  m  a mmltlplloa0#% -of -M m ik W  thiwgh^
out'.tW m w  0%p(^W'te.#0 field $*a#oy.tWi 
• looollsed aÿalmqho iriitiated by aingle olootronw* V ' tlH A lm :.X 95 1 »
. 193$$ 1933)* ' walmid# miUMpllea$&:qx3:i%#' -
o lm W m  at the aatho# 'am ■eong^Momd ' toy' Foyitmi- .#d
Wimaja (19&i):wW'%nd''#at tw WW(dom\fleM.lB\\pmpD%'t;UmA. '
■ , . ■ : -, , . ■... ■ ■ _ ■ = , 
to xr aAe/?0 & la, the? apeoten ttoiolmoâa -m û eu Mos 'WWo# i- 'm tV *
in tmy thoezy of walmiohe toroahdom^  oieatrmo am" aeaur»!. 
to too/,^ oMw*emitt0d l#0'tho ooiWaotloA toahd of-the dioleot#G#
Whoth# talce^'. WLaee fmm potoni&M imHe .or-' from- '
tho'-.a^ hoaoÿ 4 M  oootimmeo WLH too a mro. eyWw %he'ele#rom >' . 
am thaa 4Aooel##ed to prodwo a tomaWo&m 
themfom <W#dt w :g)tatlqtldal 'time lag't^ . tootooii'tlio %.. ' ; . ,-. •
of a fioM .
ûmïXp^ follouod'ily, a aratlioîÉ? time' lag the formation. -
of ;.#o dlaol###'' '/ '%oi^dqd the inltW&l# 'evm# poàt^ -mhdWy -
la time» tW: otatiatioal^  time lags will-too dlHtÿiWt^d. âodO)%toü()6'.
' ' ■  ^■ ■ -■:. ‘ . ' \ \ 
to # 0  Im? mlatlyp fmqimaoy.
w y  - "' - ; . 'x/'':' . ' '/,
" " ■ .;iX:
ffoquency Pf. tlim lags greater than t# Ihe oonotant \ y . . which .
' ■■ ■ - ■ ■ ' . •■ ... \  ^
Will he referred to' here do.the ’*moaxi àtatlcticàl,,t:lmè lag’% 
will decrease as the overvoltage is increased#
2*3 Collootivé BroaîcdôWn#
If the free electron density in a dielectric is large, 
brealcdown may rpsnlt from acceleration of existing electrons 
rather than from freeing of new ones by ionisation# Ionisation 
does not take place (at any rate in the early stages, of breaMown) 
and là replaced by intereloctronic collision as the energy loss 
mechanism wliioh. renders a steady state possible (of# Section 2#2)*
In this thesis the term ’’oolloctive breaMowii” ;is used, to inolttde . 
all snoh broalcdotm mechanisms#
fhe *^ highvb©mporature’* theory of 3Xrohliqh (1947a) Is of this 
type and refers to a dielectric containing electron traps of varions 
depths# 1M b theory is musuol. inx^ redioting a deorease' pf 
breakdown field with increasing tem%)orature. The form of the 
dependence,is
A?
J?gî= c o n s t , . (2,7)
, whore ,v’ A7 is the depth, of the shallow traps* Strictly T ehould 
be the electron tëmperattire -'but-it:Is appz'oximately cçrreçt tC'. 
use the lattice temperature# This theory was proposed as 
■■applicable to crystals at high temperatures $ to impure crystals 
and to aEiorphous solids# Its application to crystals at high 
temperatures was qualitatively in accordance with :thç expOrlraental 
, results/ ■ ■ ■ -X' ' ' '
rasults avallaXile at the timb, whi#i sho#d à bz'eakdoim ' ^  .;. ■
inçreaBing ' with temperature up to à ' oritioal temperature T and 
then do or easing with further InGrease of temperature (8uh##eection 
1*3#!)* IXrolilioh oonsidés^ ed that at tempe3;»ati3reB below 
hie earlier theory of breakdown by impact ionisation applied,.; , 
whereas above the.free eleotron donoity was. euifioiept to allow 
the oolXeetivo-meclianlam-to''operate ♦..
In a later paper (lŸoiùlçh^ and Parenjape 1956} a theory of 
ôol3^ eotdVQ breakdown was developed for a crystal oontoiaiing ho 
impurity levels* '
.Mo'ntatiOtlcal time-lag is,/.predicted by thie theory', of . 
coilGctive breakdown, bût Cooper and Smith (1961) have pointed . 
out that' a. statistical;, time lag: .may: exist sinm the . electron 
density may roach its necessary Mgh value for this mechanism only 
during ■ chance fluctuations y ■' Any formative ■time • lag will. be much. ' : 
shorter than in avalanche breaîcdovm provided the free electron 
density is fairly uniform- throughout: the specimen, but in the case 
considered by Cooper and Smith the electron density would probably 
fluctuate in space, as. well as in time# Consequently a forinative 
time lag would arise since free electrons would have to bo accelerated: ! 
to. the anode from a region'of high electron density before the ■ , .
voltage across the specimen could collapse# ‘
' . . The-oolleotive'breaMbwn'field, like the,,.,08ner .bf.ealalownyXleld,,.,% 
is ludepondent of spacinien thickness, in contrast to the avalanche 
breakdown'field iMchrde'creases with increasihg^W '/!%/ ''X. '
For."'this’reason certain au#o3?s;'#;not\inclWe .avdl'm#e- 
m e p h a n i s m s  : u n d o i "  : t h e  h e M l x i g  o f  r l M i d j t s i o  b r e a M o w n  x O ' f i j y c r  1 9 5 8 ,  . 
Fr ohlioh and Ptn>an|ape. 1956) # . In this thesis thé mord ' usual 
tériiiinology, is ëmplçyed : . #iy..^ on#hei''m8l':'meohanism,that ddSs hot ,; 
arise from;extraneous prooossos is.referred to as intrinsic# ;
, -/; . . y. .
Attempts at.a rigoroUvS theoretical approach involve the>. 
solution of the Boltsni.ann kinetic {equation with tefms>ï?ôfo^ ring 
to. thé interaction, of electrons i?ith the field .and with the 
lattice x^honons,.; and to any other interactions that, are to bê ■ ' 
considered, \. Ideally one ahou^ xl consider not only, oleoirron^  \\
.elootrdn interaction. and ionising ool'iisions^  but also re- 
combination processes; analogous. j^ -'ocosses '.involving" holes, and - 
olGôtron.injection at the cathode# In .practice: it is necessary 
to make OTaarous simplifyimg; .'as#mptions. to render thé solution- 
tractable, and qonsequently the predicted breakdown, .fields are ■ 
at best ,no more reliable than the results of the simple'-theorioe:., =.•.; 
discussed in:the preceding sections# . In, xwticulax one of the ’
terms referring to electronic interaction and, to ionising 'eolliélonè 
is usitally neglected, so that theories refer to x^ ure avalanche 
multlplication brOakdo-wn and pure collective broa3.rdown respectively# 
Mor#yer/#t%f#t6m.:'points 'but that:the variation /of. Breo electron ' 
density wi'bh distanoG, along the/
'y'
. the la uAuolly ^nè^ édtedV-' This ' oo#Wmt . wacr:ma%: in, . ; ■
Cohnootion With & speclflù thèpr% that of !%ah% (1952)$ but it 
is''geâôhbllly',hppilb# f '■l,;.-^lfea;vtbn-'listb'‘'bther bbjeatlons^ lbut 
‘ this :dn©-'iB par#bul#lÿ' Importa#-'in- vloi'X qf-tho. GsqolsrimQni??^ ^
' ' ré W lté  in d lw b in g ÿ th â t the magnliMdq o f -the Ho3.d- 's tre n g th , in  a-,/ 
dielootrio near broajcdown^ Is■ qft#';pçriôwiy distorted .by space-' 
diarges xMch maÿ;,.bev0Xaotronlc;;{Ê^ *^ Béetion.X*3,#l),# ■■'X,-.^''
GHâPTFO  .
3 ,1  SâsàÈâM"
'3*X#1, ■ ,-MMm;of tho
liork doBoribod là this thesis là to study intrihsio brohMoiyn 
iu dlelebtflc films %&th evaporated metal eleetrodes* TMa 
ty£)o oiX oleotrodo èÿa tern introduces a risk of measuilng ; spuriously 
low breuMom voltages as a result of field concentfatiohB at; tho 
©loctrodé edgde* Recoased speciraous are frequently used in bulk 
brdhkdown studies to avoid edge effects, hut this is not feasible 
in thin films# The author has adopted an alternative method 
originally suggested by Salto (1936) and proviouely applied in 
thin^film measurements by Siddall (109 6Ô) # Both eloctrodop
wore, of evaporated metal, biit the eleetrode edges were made - 
diffuoo 00: that the tMekneh# ,of''Wtal and therefore thé surface 
conductivity would deereaoQ towards the edges over a distance at 
loast 100 times the diolocti’ic thîclînèss# Diffuse edges on the 
metal uhdorlayer al^ d^ ênsUre that at the edge of the undorlayer 
there ie no shai'p èto|>ln the diélectric film and the effective 
minimw thioîmesFi of dielectric is not reduced#
3*1#$ Testing yoltage# â finite time is reqiiired to raise 
any voltage from aero to its maximum value $ and it is not always 
clear whether those x:>révioùs workers who describe their results 
as having been obtained with '*d#c#j* have raised the volta^ e^ rajpidly, 
e#g#/ '
ûygy #1#' a màtqbp. or-moro gradually W. '. with - s#ù - pètmtlômeter 
ax’rangeà'ont#^  This 1b ^ important çinoo moaotired bre#dom fields 
may depomâ on the’duration of the-applied voltage $ # d  ,èls% for 
this m m m  oaci b#GO%m#, of overvoltage of foots (of*. Suh^ soption 
l»3#3)ÿ on tho way iu which .tW applied vôltçgo varies with time* 
In invoptigationa with pulse voltagoa thé puisa, shape- aid , 
duration are important for the oam#; raaOom# '  ^Two pulse ohapoo 
are widely used # scpiaro- phlpoa$ in which the voltage is inoreaeed 
m  rapidly- m  possible to its final-mdlue and then kept' a# oloso 
m  possible to tbie / Vduo fer^ suffioiomt time for hroakdowh to 
eoewp and-eawtoath puleoa (Fig#3*l$ inset), in lyhioh braalcdovm • 
ooouro during the relatively alow voltage rise* Sawtooth poloee 
have hecm mod by the. prose# #thor# They m to  originally 
chODon olnoo a-epeolmen ctm bo tooted with a single- puloo, tho . 
applied voltage toeing,alloifod. to-riBO-imtiX brodkdown. takao place# 
S^ paro pulsoa tipst too applied repeatedly and there is a risk of 
affooting the opeoimon so m  to alter tho.toreaî^ down voltage-in 
attemxÆing to measure it .(SonoMk 195?).# ' ' ïn fd# evidence was . 
otot#,Eod that no'.auoh offe'di ocourS' (»|too,tion',4#l)#-; Ilomver.the 
’h-50lfpealing** of foot dosoribed .in.##iWl*l and 4*1 enabled 
a large'-mmber of toreelvlowna to.too ob#rved witldh the dmation of 
a ©inglo appllod pWLoo* fliis would not have boon- poBcdblo .-viith 
scpare pulses,- and- to Obtain a comparable n»boV- of bredcdomiB. 
would haVe hmtx oxcesEiively - timo#mn^)%ing* S4ngio*^ shot aawtooth
]
£
Cl C; C4
‘“’WWV^
r m .
Puise* form.
Puise generator circuit.
oW^rly -nem/pa. /%-\M%mr -
'..v--:;^  ' , ' . - ' W ,:557'/.0';E)qi%lqb#p0 ."wlth a/_i:6ng#i)0r$l^ tonoq:
: ::/; . ' phmphp;^ ' w 0 ;infe^èodVtp ^^0walj:ol3porvatipn,* -TMK»
;^' /: V; ; 0 ^ m m - .
: epeaim#)  ^ ' ■
•■ ■, :,;' • ■, liped in  'touting\::B#t6er:;;ëpëÿlW on' .%lm Omo pliôte» -. /.To. do 'thio;' '
\ \ \ \ # #  a; pho&i|#phio^\toG^ wonM h#o invqiv#; iàtolë^àSlo. "/ \'' '
% 0 ' p#GO#: woy0y'#Aer(^ t hÿ'a''Oir## .' mbatantiaily -
#0;-one\'de0#ib0#/by ' (19#)«;'.whloh.%gavo' a single, \- 
VOltàg0:'_piAee.. 6l\\thO' # a %  whé%i'.#W ..qwitoh &/wa0::-W.ogodè :,
The, op#âtion'':oTv.:#o ' . dos'oMhod^  %  WW , /
mita|0'^ yiee'^ a#;-of: #0; #w fep, varied wl# %e -
.potentiometer md : # q  range' oKltoh Ti^ÿ- while Its deration ;oaii .be ^ 
altered .bÿ'.mèm^  ^of and ifee.ôapaoitor 6^ was ineortecl'io . 
-élimina#'the,ef#ote:;pf' h#thh/#m# in %%&loh:Ma0-'Oh#i%T . / 
the;'grid, %r oho0. .,iàtorva|Lé ;,
during :^ %pnl0e* ;..,■■ . ..," ' : ■ ' , ,. ! ' '■..':,,',X: •'
The pirpi^ lt '.as ,oonotrdptod' oaf#rod,-#m q#tain\dleâdvantagee#. 
%hp/.àegati#:i4d# #e 'hot atJ###h\pdtm
■ ' 5 6 . ...
iW)'' Wot- .b&aoa'%#: ol#ôtrod#'' og Wpi#i3m imd# '.
6 # # # b o m o e ' : l n  .8^- I n d i r e c t l y  '
a V#y '#()#', phlaee»'/who8o' #ape Ooiü.d ' : b e ' . ' à ë r i 6 ü e l y ' \  ■_
diktorW #omd- h f # p s a ^ / t o . . , .  - , j
,UO0' t h e p e -  e h b r t \ j ? u l s # ' - v é r / ' O f t e n  'and;.'the d i s t o r t i o n / c o u M ' b e ' /  ' 
t o # m # d * / y \ ;  "' ' ' ' :;:X:;:' V-y:
VerÿreioW: phldes'^ of ' himp# were .pfddtiGdâ rnamallv}:'/ ',
by àèaiing' .'down; the : #Xtagè' of a ' d# ot. ■ .battery ''with- 'a'pbtontlo^tor*. 
# 0 #  pOrf^ fed'-'-iu tWlb -ImVe WëhYdêsbHbêë' #  '
One of tW olme of thé prqaent .^ wo# haif boon •fe\bzt'eM tho ■ 
preX]b^ .nary<<ÿbé<^ àt#n0 (1962)^ - oh'tho' offoq# :éf
raoipture on the jbreaMown floldp of thin flXmp*-, ■' ; 'It istherefore • 
noooeonry to'' dotormine. .the. b#'#dbWh. vbltagop of '
impoot# tnder''d%'' oonditdo#*' The mobt obh^
yonim%t, woy/()f '#rforming the inoeéüremente mder dry couditione 
w m to to0t depoéitéd apéeimonq in traonùïA:*>'>‘/ . '.’>':-■■■■■;'''■■■•- ■ -
■ Thé apparàtm Wâh ^ é@i#èd ao that ton bpooimone 'word , 
dopoeit(xVin-èàoh omporati'on*. ■ .It.vmü therofora nebeoeory ,to- ■ 
a%T#go M M t .elébtriéal oowddtime' ooiiid be mà# to- èiy-'oho ■ ■ ; 
l'iithont bréaî^ hg the, yaonnm* ' îh#, remMhder of. this eootioh .1#: a " ;. 
detelled'doBcription,i.of thé-equipmont»'''■' '% ■ v.'- '-''■
- Thé- aijparatuo- for eVhpor&ting' # d - - t e p t i B g ' -brilt. '
/ ' . # 8 . ' % / i a p A . , ;;;.V;v:-;;-c/,-, -
■ .;■. ■• ^ '■;■ ' -, i'W , 5orsp0is, oa t-op. (#
■ A. Mat eE)  .
'int9'-t#- partef-' One.dlde was ûpdd. for :eÿàporâtioWÿ/;.#d'r#^^^
_ tap##;, ',,The..latter..elde,wap,- th%%e .ejliieM# by, ^
; partition, thé .vap$m ;atro?^ ne^ .;-0q.woidih|:_qloetr# - '
eir#it0 # e  #  depQ#Wny.qf ;m9t^/qd':#0 -
. .  %  Al)W .%cW' %%Wpé3i; dieo.wero : on aid%
■• thé dWtd'Wéd: #-gÉ.ve .the dQf§#ad : Xayq# ; of., t W . ; /
■ :#mdg^  -om'.,the.-té#ing\ei#^' d m  0 %# tMmugh- %#leh thq. -':
oqmiqàtiône ware m a #  -tQ the opèâlmeh, -' .' '
'\thé'.0# a t r a #  to the^glo# diééha%é 
_ .,. .','# e  of the glaêo mlorooqopo upod,:# .q#0trat#a qan'be
'#0w\ &k ' position-.. :5#/qloming inhoth ; T W - - '
. : amd -iW'dlmpad do# by Perspex- pi#W0:;X
■ the: l#er mrfaco of %ho Foiopox
- t%a'nt#Ié'T# ;. Thê-tnràtiàblo -'Qo\û ,û  ,bé..^r . o t a t e d . . .:' '
' ■ ■' ' •' . ■ ' - ' ■■’ ■ .■; , . .a;-av -^;. ■.,
,to bring the'd^ida into pp0ltioh;..\fqr ,o$#i qf
-md' testing- -#qééW fc . % m $ - Ihé^ 'élldé- bPTÿi'ogo ü o m M  bé -
■ ,;àdj%#W horiEsWtàXÎLy in ./the. Wmtabi#^'"-prior 'tayoy#(>mt%h 'm'";''
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Working chamber of vacuum pumping unit: 
evaporating side.
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permitting a preset fine adjuetmont of the position of the 
oiidë relative^ ^
■■fho logout of the filme on the elide-was, m  shorn in / 
Blg#3*^, where it con bo seen that tho metal overlayor ; w i  
trae... divided into t m  etripâ^ eo that teneandwlohoB for testing . 
were formed on each elide#
The apiwatne for making eleotrical eonnêetldn to tho 
to the opeoiraehé can,be eeen at B in flato 2# A more detw,lod 
aohomatio drawing of it ie given in Klg#3*3* The elide (Ë&Om 
In position for tenting) oonld fee moved in the trannveree.-"'^ 
direction indicated fey rotating, the tnrhtafele# Contact to the 
elide was made fey a loop fe of âpring steel wire lAlch oo#d fee 
moved lon^iWainally' fey rotating the steel screw T (operated 
from a Wilson seal)# The loop could thus fee applied to any 
point on the elide# Womally It mé u o W  to make contact to one 
of the ten Btripc of the metal overlayer (Fig#3#2) in order 
to toot one of the eandifiches# Contact to the underlayer atrip 
U l^ was made fey a wire soldered to the fired silver contact^ whidt 
the film overlapped# The electrodes wéra connected to their 
inpxt terminals via. the' vacuum#ight^ -lead#in ? (Elate Z)p and both 
electrodes were insulated from the frame of thé pumping unit#
Ï0 verier that contact effects between the loop li (Fig#5*3) 
and the metal- film were not, affecting the results, the loop was 
occasionally applied to tho metal underlayor# A short circuit
.rèWatedly and no : reslstanoes: were'-'^ otectod#^ :;
, ■ ' ■  :A11. thé'''resià,t8; present#^  the following, ##torS' w##
. obtMnpd^ é#h#lWi'%^  ^ .#oye.'\#ppw#u0 or with; an_- earlier, ^
verài^i 'wW-dh ^differed'''from it, lù ophstruction but not #  
prinùiplo#: \ : - ' -
î1>4i*Vi^Â
_ m o  m m m  um pW :unit-w W  o&.; ■
coOTontionàl 'typQ,,Awlth d Viavao Typé % F  2**.-.éilipono' o iî  ■ 
d iffu s io n ': p#p  W ok# : fey. w  Type DB'-l 1|. rotory'^  pWp# .
Tiiç ovaporatipn sourcea were o f standard d o s i#  (Holland 1956) * 
Molybdenum boats Were used fo r ' a ll the ^#élootrlP$' ohd- .fo r o ilv e r, 
md; standard,tm g e # h  'ba8ket*ahap#d W atera' fo r aliW n% R*;
Holland also roComnendo Wèk#t#haped heaters fo r the evaporation 
of-.gol%  bu t i t  was found- that;tW :-gpld. charge, tended-to': fa ll.  : ■  
through .'.the, :hottbm \#,',the.;'heater .a fte r i t  ■ had melted, -'00 th a t Very 
l i t t l e  gold evappràtéd* Molybdenm boat héàtëre were therefore 
used fo r gold e W p o r# io #  .dp0"isyi&owh to  attack-/m olyW ###: ■ 
.% t.it-4s^ .w lik e ly \th a t_,,eëriW;''# lo y in g  -vmuid-. oqmr provided the 
ome heater %o not used more thau'about .twice#, , ■
, fi]i0/mabké''ueéd; to. défihé''' the.-met a l ‘filmsj-wèrè .cut-from  •sheet 
Bteol ;u |d..attached’.|o,'nthe> f i# d  'Perepœ . b e low .ite ' tpp:V,, ■
Burfaco in. order-'to-'give., dlîfuéeirèdgçd'filme ■
' The. experimental, prbcedw for:-the:'mpmt- pa rt 'fd llp w #  -a - ' ■  ^
bonveWipnal/^.; - . - y ' ; : ' ; - . : s ; ; - v , '  ■:■■'.;•
' ' - .. - : - '-' ' - f)Çi»' ' ' : - \ .
cohyontimal pattern# _ 'WmOYdetailç::a r Ih: thé fo l W d n g  - /
8#^0oti^se' ' - / :'<;  ^ ’
insertion Into the working phmbeK eaoh slide wan waohecT in
Teepol and watery rinsed in hot inhining water for soveral minutoe,
dried with clean cotton wool or a clean glass oXpth, and finally
polished with clean lens tissue to remove dust %m*ticle8. y:,\ .
Gleaning was completed by exposing the slide to the glow disehorge
for 10 # 15 minutes at about 10*^  ^torr*
For some purposes in the oxporimontal work; it was considered
desirable to us© slidos that had been selected for freedom from
scratches, ©to,, on their eurfacos# XnBj)eotion of tho slides was
carried out under a microscope with dark^ield illumint^ :
Since the temperature at which the silver contacts were fired on
to tho slides is near the range in which the glass begins to
soften, there was a risk that particles of dust might become firmly
attached to the slid© surfaces during firing• To roduoo this
danger the slides were washed by tho same teoiiiiique as the on©
described in the last paragraph b of ore the silver was painted ph
to thorn, and the firing temperature was kept down to about 400 0
which is below the value recommended by the manufacturers of the
 '
3*3*3 lSva?3oyation Brossures. The. films were deposited at 
a starting pressure not greater than 7 x Itf^ *^  tour, and the 
pressure/ ■.. . '
pié#ëUrb;.Mÿing^  excÇpdi'XO'^ .^ .'to## . '(ErossüreB
in  tho high vhouum region were measm^ ed by m ionisation gauge 
dontiootoà direotXy to the chïiînber• ) ï?ach evaporation charge was 
prèfÈoated'' to^ q^utgas- it* -y \./\A '
3#A .-ÿTbiolmèsoJToàsurommt.-' ^ . .
\ The film' thiokness is required for calculation of the breaks 
clown-fioldf ; It; Was determined by a,'^ etand#d:'%00an'-.'fringe ' 
technique (Tolohsl^  194^ ) * Axi opaque metal film was deposited 
over the edge of the Moleotrio film, emd aj è^r reMbval from the 
yvaouwa Wiambbr oii, optical- fiat' was. plabêd ''èvbr the',evaporated 
films and the fringe pattern formed by multiple#^em interference 
in the ihtorvbhing air film oh illumination yt^ th hbriaally incident 
'merdury=#e#ylight i w  .measured'-with-a:'travêlling^ ;iî^  . %
It tjas found that satisfactory results could be obtained by 
arranging suitable masking So that the: dioloctrio film terminated 
at 'BB(Fig#3*2) # Ifv-à',metal’' bvèflqyor- was: thon deposited across 
this edge the thickness could be measured*
In this tbclmiquo it is essential for blio edge of the film 
under investigation to be sharply defined* The masking slot tlirough 
which the dielectrio film was evaporated was therefore cut directly 
into the lower Porspox disc with a sharp edge at tho upper surface 
of tho discf so that it was almost in contact lAth the slide when 
the latter was in position for depositing the dielectric*
' In the course of the inveatigatibn it ww found neeosaarÿ to
ÜBO' olebtrpdes''of:silvbr,-:YCl#iiniW and'goMi (OhaptBr.'A)#;/;- 
Silvox* is an excollont metal-for interfemaetriQ purposes Bind© 
it hap a high, reflectivity mad low absorption and contours a 
dielectric surface..accurately ’(folanpky 194-^ )• - The ovàxdayer 
ÎMI when of silver could therefore be used in the measurement 
of the dleleotrio tlaiclmoss as well as acting as an electrode* 
l^luminium was also found to be satisfactory for the thictoesa 
measurement and could be used for both purposes* Gold is ■ 
qui to, imsidtable tor interfox'ometry, since it not only has a low 
rofloctivity,. particaXax*ly to green- light, but also is transparent 
up . to much groator .thicimosses than silver and aluminium* M  
aiudllary silver film was therefore deposited and used in measuring 
the thickhoss ' of -the. dielectric - film when the upper electrode was 
of gold*
Yi g m m m  : - Y Y - - - ; Y ' ' :
. . DIBLBOi'RiO TE8Ï8 OM. THIH FIUM IH TOiS jBSiMlK OrilOlST'ORE.r .  ^ '
A.l Preliminary Work. " Y ' '
./.// Y' . HesuXts imré fli\Gt obtMned for cryolite 'films*';'--; Sllybr 
'waaY-chbebri''a0' the ;@leqtVcKi0'Y#taX-#h''' the :laope - of avoiding/: 
q'omplicatlohe--due'tooxide/la.yerèÿ' from which it is fairly* free* 
All the films were de%)osited from normolly* ihoident vapour 
streams * : The applied Voltage was incroahed manually* with a
potentiometer imtil breakhiwn took place, and the breaMowh
.,Voltage-'wao\.meanured,with:-a':yoltmet0r#._::  ^  _
Bhprt circuits between the alectrodes were encomitored ' 
rather frequently and only a few results, mainly for sx^ ecimons 
of thickness Ybetweon 1000 % and 2500 were obt'ained ,by'^ 'this ; r 
technique (Fig*4#l)# #ie bre voltages lay below 5 volts,
shpwingYwido scatter and np clear depcmdence bn thiolmess* Tlxis 
, oof responds to a iaaxim&n - breakdoim field of aboutY0*5, MV/ote 
1000 S, #ioh seems surx)risingly low since the electric strengths 
- of :'^ ibniC:\urystalliho. materials arc-Yhsu^ly,'/about;'at.., -
thiclmesses of the order of tenths of a;millimetro and oho would 
Oxpoot that the electric strengths wot^d if oiiythihg inoroase ^ /ith 
decreasingthioknobs# _' . ■/■■%ïy'
.'■’y.y, ■ A series of modifications ims made in-:-the. 'bechniquo.inyanY:Y YY 
attempt to obtain more consistont results o!id to account f<n* the 
scatter md the low values Of thos already bbtained. ThoYUSo of 
a manually oohtr oiled Voltage was dis continued and tests Were y ; y 
'c a r r i e d / - ' ' - k  ' ' yy-'y';;:,"./
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Cryolite films, silver electrodes. 
Testing voltage increased manually.
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Display on oscilloscope screen 
during test
^ p e n  c i r c u i t  pulse form shown d o f fe d ) ,
, m ± i
64,
carried out with voltages from the pulëe i^merator deecribod In
: Ae, iu',the' 'w d % f ; d f e e r i o p  
of gradually ihcroaein^ puloes of ecpal dur^tim waa applied until 
the speoimen broke downi : The yoltmeter had uot given much 
information on tho vardation with time of the voltage aoroas the 
opecimenBÿ and wao thorefore replaced by the osoillofjcope idth 
. the long4&%)oreiBtenoe phoephor (Subjection.
At the oamo time the apparatus described in det^dl ih 
Ghapter 3 wao introducedand the dleloctric ova|>orator^  which had- 
proviouoly been mounted directly' belotf the-- olidey'^ wa^ Kdioidacod 
laterally from thia position eo that a wèdge-ehaped dielectric : 
film wae produced" and a range of \thickneOçeo' obtained dh' dney 
evaporation* The angle of incidence of the dielectric vapour 
atream at the centre of the elide eurfaco trae aboüt 46^ *
, The reeuitB obtained by the modified technique:raVe/ plotted 
in Fig.4#3* The elcctrodee wore of aluminium* Silver Glectrodes 
were uBod at flrot* but eo many épeoimeho wore found to be ehort»* 
circuited that progroBO became extremely alow# This difficulty 
coülcl have been cauaed by aggregation of the lower eloctrodo* 
Evaporated oilver.ie ^ knom to Imve a coaroo structureg particularly 
when the deposition rate id low (Sennett and Scott 1%0)* Caro r 
wao therefore taken to evaporate the oilvor ao quioldLy ae pocoible^  
but in cpite of; this, .precaution short circuits etilloccuiTod, -:=\: 
The "self jooling" effect observed by Siddall (1959 jO) in ailicon 
oxide/'- ' / V  -,: "" ' "
"filme; #leatéodeB (%#lon 1#%)
- 2?opXaQâïtg allŸW.'iflth qleotrocte métal#; ' -VHien . /.
■ thie.liad beori'done.OBOoetisful roBwlts ooiîM'bo obttdmed nore 
freqWAtly#, ' Short oiroulto ccmM wùWLly-'-bo rmovW-'byA^ x^ y . ■' •- ■
ooxuaoating a dirirgod- capacitor aoroao tho Bpoclmm m  
Biddûll^ 0 %-tùïk (tho groaoat author fdurid that & %.yiF/capacitor : 
charged to 12 volt o y  as rmffioient to bum- out moot aliort oii^ cuitc#.) 
■Attempta to oloar abort oircuito betmcu ailvar ôleotroclèé- im this - 
way m m  noaxd.y almya mimccoooful*- I n  addition tho relative 
frequency of initially short^ aircultcci opocimono mm much'(mailer 
%zlth aluminium than witli pllver#. fhip laot advmtogo of uluminiw 
oloetrodep \mn very ttsoful oinco it'allowed the Author to confira 
that the mculta ohtoittod- from ppeclmona aorocn. which a capacitor 
had'boon discharged lay Tjithln the ncattor limita of the'moiiltC 
from spoolmanc that had not baon" treated in thia way#.
The- variation with time of the voltage aorono a opeciraen 
also depended on thé èloctrmW matai*, f ïm  oacilloscopo dloplayo 
charaoteriatio of silver and of aluminiuta roopoativoly are
■ sketched in Gryolito tooted with Oliver oloètrodoé 
usually ojihibitecl a cingle brofdcdown at a volto.go (:%g*4*3u),
A pomüunent conducting path woo then .dotedted by the collapno of : 
tho voltage aorooo the npoclmo^ x#, 0ccaDiOEo3.1y^  in thicker 
dielectric filme» a oorioo of repeated broetkdouuu oocuiTOd' at 
lower voltageo the initial ^ breakdown at but Vp- y m
. itoueliy/
., UDualif not constant in a cpocimcn# ^ ,; The breolcdowi voltage values. 
piqttpd for silver are therafore^  &  When aluminium
élactrodoa wore used/ on thé other hand; the repeated breakdoms 
at \Vg were - nearly- alwayo ' seen, and'' gave.' a ^ fairly conetAt voltage , 
re^ ing>.^ (l^ igf4*3h)_,#: • M%:oept' in very :#in #ecimen8; permanent 
breaMoba did not take, place until sovorol pulses had been applied; 
md until then repeated breèMowno continued to occur at the aaido 
voltage- :The"'liù.tiàl pWc-: at V^ awaà:.oftén hot^ oWeivèd-' at \ail*/ ; - 
The practice of taking thé maximum oboorved value of Vg for plotting 
in the graphs wae therefore adopted* . Although, this decision wao 
quite-arbitrary as regards absolute magnitudes of the breakdown 
. voltàgeo and fieüa, it introdùcéo ho érroré,ln comparing résulte /. 
obtaiimd under different conditions#
- ;.-' JIhG''fact that repeated breakdowns could nearly always be 
observed when the electrodes were of aluminium is probably due to 
local removal of the metal from the region of the conducting pith 
as observed by Siddoll* This interpratation I0 supported by the 
appearance of tho specimens after breolcdobn# RKcept when the 
cliolectrio film' was very tMn, aluminium elcotrodos exliibitod 
markings; clearly visible tO: ths naked eye, x^ hich on microscopic 
oMraination proved to be similar in appoaranoo to those photographed , 
by Biddoll# , When silver , electrodes xmre used* what might have 
,been\ a single marldlng xms occasionally seeu; but otherwise no 
evidehoe of breaMoim was visible to the nâccd eye* Sinoé ;initial 
Short/ ■ '. - , ; , ,
r siiprb/oirouitB.., boteoen silver : ele ctr odes ; Wanally qarmot ,ba. burnt \ 
out; and; since only one broalMbwn is /uaùàlly: bbséfved in spéoimonà .
with silver elootrodoDÿ it eeems that the **Bélf*4iëaiingl! elf'èCt v : ■
, obcurs much less readily.with silver than with citmdhium#:
' 'Thé, constancy,'of- Vg ouggosto-'thatthe ^ application 'of'#/'. 
voltage doee not/ as SoncMk (195?) suggested; ai*fect the opociraon 
- 80 ao to altef the broaMown field (Sub^ sectiCh 3^ 1*2)# : ;
' - - %om^ 'Fig*4#2-'it ban be Been "thatnoutter was stiitttaingy-i^ ..'''A;; 
encountm'ed at this stage* Moreover the diepla^ r on the oacillosoope y
G croon xms often so irregular that it was difficult to identify any
brèülîdovm voltage# In m  attempt to reduce the scatter further2 • 
the technique was modified again by introducing testing with a 
single.i|iulse .-rather.:than a Berios of repeated pulses.:as,.in 'FleBBnery 
work# The longest open-^ cifouit pulso. in the ratigo of the generator 
was uoqd, so that treai^ doOT. would occur dmdhg the first pulse .; , 
applied* Tho voltage rise rate was 14#4 V/mOc (mem-'vaïue ^ ovef /- ,  ^
'open'^ circuit pulse)» and tMp';value'was=-'adopted as’■•standard*"In . 
the first few measurements à rise, rate of 2*3 V/msec had been used 
(the results of theso tests are shown together with the previous sot 
in Fig*4#^ )f but unless otherwise stated all farther results jn^ esented 
hère-were taken at 14*4■'‘^Aèoà or-\Ut' a rise rate close .to'this value,;., 
in cases where it had been estdblishéd that the small -alteration 
did not affect the measured breakdown voltage#
The first set of results token with single pulses is plotted in
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oleotrode^  wora.of alW,##*:-''::'. SoaMer .#é;\
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Téduàëâ;.'but' W0
5^?ete6 imuld\he'pemetraMp^ .:df^ M ,,: :
tho moliul oye%*%aypr into iri?egula3?itips in the 'dioIeptrKo- ■ ; : 
toeing tho deposition of the motat#... Oho %;ohld thPh■ -o^mpot'"'7^/'' 
that eondonaing tho npppy .olecttodoo'from mi 'ohiic^ oly-Jihoid^ t/^  
atpmlo beam tioitlcl introdnoo a %hadowing** effoct muV do reduoo : y\\' 
tho depth of penotyation. The lpimr breakdown voltage valued . ■ ; y / ; ; 
would no longer -he observed* so-, that the ecattor iîouM ..be/ tddwodc : : 
and, the mean volne would riee# The résulté of some measuromonts , ^ 
made in this way with eloctrodoa condensed from obliquely incident 
Eluminlum Vapour are plotted in Mg#4#5# fho cryoXito film; was 
cohdpnped ffPm % a ' normally incident, vapour stream# i%v/06mp#ing: -w 
this graph with the results for which were obtained under
identical cèïiditions e:^ c0pt that the aluminium tias condonspd from ; 
normally Incident vapour* it. can be "seen that souttei* .'was.-ndt'< \ 
reduced and that the mean v^uo .is actually slightiv"lower;;at,y. 'c-r;..-
oblique thmt at normal inoidohco of the metal vapour* This effect, 
was not studied in further detail* but thO /resUlt seéms to show 
that variations, in 'film; tMckiiiess*MOr.,at-any ,r#e, short#range; ■ -
variations* ai^e not important in dotermining the breakdown field#. 
Plotting values of tho initial Voltage peaks (Pig*i#ib). = M
' ' . ' ■' ■ ■ , . ' ' V- . My',;::. yy^ M-:
which had boon, èbsorved in most of tho measurements, tilth ' '
„ ' : - .. . .. j ' 'V- ' ' /■■■■: 'y:/!v" :
alumlpium ■electrodes* ;'gayo: breakdown- voltages • which 5:m ■
h W  ' ■ - ' . / y '  /
■ . y ■;?;' 'y-:;-_ ;:-ï;■; - / ' ■
had a higher mean yolUQ W t  : exhibitecl scatter within about tho 
same limits as in tho case of %  A final attempt at reducing 
scatter %  evaporating and testing with drying agent ($^ 0^ ,) in 
tho working chamber was also,unsuccessful#: '> '--M ,
Scatter thus seems to be a characteristic feature of 
breakdom in evaporated films as measured by the toolmique 
described here*; However scatter is only to be expected in 
any breolcdown measurements becaiiOe those previous workers xfhp 
have given details of this asi^ oct of their results have usually 
enoomitored even wider scatter*,
4*^ Effectp of the lîîleotrode Metal#.
The prescenoe of oxide layers an the electrodes could 
effect both the magnitude of the measured breoMcmn voltage and 
its thickness dependence# Oxide will almost certainly bo 
present on the aluminium film as a result of gottoring of oxygen 
in the residual atmosphere during and after evaporation (Brbim 
1961)# Using aluminium electrodes could therefore load to 
siMriously high breakdown fields# Oxide could also bo 
responsible for an oibvious characteristic of the breakdown 
voltage thickness graph of Fig#4*4 far cryolite, namely that 
the moan line does not tend towards the origin but would on 
extrapolation out the voltage axis at a finite value of about 
IQwolta. If, however, silver electrodes wore used and identical 
braakdovin fields were found, those possibilities would be 
eliminated# :
-M-r ■ ; ' 7o.  ^ . -
The to comique. was: therefore modified in various ways la m  
attempt to roduoe the relhtivo frequehoy of short circuits 
occuxTiugiWlth aiXyer as the electrode metal. The difficulty hàd 
at first boon tentatively attributed to scratches, amall chips, 
firocUon or etrongiy adherent "duet particles, m d other 
irrei^ laritiee on the slide eurfaces* Thé practice of inepeotihg
slidoa under the microscope before using them m  substrates 
(SubHSoetion was introduced, but mthout noticeable
improvement* 3*ivon when each slide was covered with a FormVar film
(by running a solution of Fomvar in dioxon on to the elide surface 
and allowing tho dioxan to evaporate) as soon as possible before 
inserting the slide into the vacuum chamber* only a few of the 
tests - attempted 'Were. successful#.. -
Silver electrodes had been used in the earliest tests and 
the relative frequency of successful results had been laigher#
For these early tests, the dielectric film had been condMahd|from 
a noOTolly incident vapour stream* Accordingly it seemed hopeful 
to movo tho dielectric evaporator to a position vertically below 
the slide. When this modification had been made, the number of 
successful' tests with silver electrodes increased sufficiently to 
give a woridng rate of progress* Since difficulty had been 
oncouhtored in; producing very thickh dielectric films, the source- 
target distance was at the same time reduced tVom 30 to 15 cm, 
but since the oarlioft results had been obtained with tho evaporator 
30 cm/ ; .
30 cm from tim, s 1$ apt considered that the improvement .
was due to the shorter BOùrco-targçi distaitcof It oeeme likely 
thau whoa the dioiootrio vapour was obliquely incident email 
areas had been shielded from the vapour stream by irregularities 
ouch as dust partiolep on the surface of the elide* Thus when 
tho ovorlayer mm evaporated it would malco direct contact to the 
lower eloctrodo in these ’^shadows"* illternatively the angle of 
vapour incidence may affect the structure of the film* It has 
bean shown that metal films deposited near gracing incidenc© are 
composed of unusually largo aggregates (Koenig and Holwig 1950, 
Holland 1953)• If a similar effect occurred in dielectrics at 
the comparatively small angles of iheidenco used here, short 
circuits might be foi%ed in the gaps between the ciystallitos at 
larger thicWesses thmi when the dielectric was deposited from 
normally incident vapour# In either case it would be possible 
to burn out the short circuits if the electrodes were of aluminium 
but. npt if they ’ 'Wore ' of ■ silver *
The breakdown voltages measured by this teclmique are 
plotted against thickness in Figs#4*7 and 4*8 for cryolite films 
with eloctrodos of silver and aluminium respectively# Using 
silver olbctrodès has given results about 40^i lower th&m those 
obtained with aluminium* The magnitude of the breakdown fields 
could therefore have been affected by oxide on the aluminiUa*
The fact that silver and aluminium electrodes give a similar
■ ■  M: "\:MM  ^ .
thiôltnèsà/
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thiolmess dcpdndenco suggests at first sight that oxide layers 
h#ojmot;t|uAitatlvelÿ':aff^ ^^  thlS; 'mpoot''of the, results. ,
In particular it might seem that the finite broaMouu voltage ' : 
found even tilth silver eleetrodes on extrapolating to small 
tliioltnesses cannot bo due to oxide* However Benjamin and 
Heaver (1961) in the course of measurements of adhesion of 
Qvaporated. metal films to glass, have shown that some oxide 
may be present even on a silver film*
The measurements of Benjamin and Heaver revealed no evidence 
of oîddo on evaporated gold films# . Tosts wore thoroforo performed 
on cryolite films with goM electrodes# The results are plotted 
in Figé4#9# - For reference, the mean lines of the corresponding 
graphs for silver and aluminium electrodes (Figs*4*7 and 4%3) are 
also included# To within tho scatter limits, tho results token 
with gold electrodes are.indistinguishable from those with 
aluminiumt
" This surprising, result implies immediately that oxide layers 
on the aluminium are,not measurably,affecting the variation of 
brealcdotm voltage with thiclmoss and are not responsible for the 
discrepancy between the rémults vdth aluminium and silver electrodes # 
Gold and aluminium electrodes resembled each other in a 
number of other; ;w^ ys and differed from silver * Initial short 
circuits were much less common in specimens with gold or aluminium 
electrodes than in those with silver, and could often be cleared 
by/
by dipobargihg akoapacitor across tho ^ spçclmph* Y'-Thé\di0j^ L^  ^ .%'///
the o#illoËo6|x>'#droeh':%h# goOlà\, çlaôtrWes;tforé%sod'- w a s .
BiraiXa? to tho ohé apsoelatod with aluminium olootrodos und 
Bkotohed iû,:Fig#4*3fo (oxpopt that tho initial voltage peak ; 
was usually not Oèon), and gold élootrodes after testing nhowod . 
breakdo%m markinge almllar to those neon in tho aluminium films.
These observations together indicate that *h3©lf*<*healing*’ as \ 
observed by Siddall with. aluminium eleqtrodee also occtirred with 
gold 'although;not;with;0ilvor#..
Further information on the behaviour of these, electrode 
mot ale was obtained from some measurements with one oleatrodo of 
alumlnima and the other of silver * , Borne résulté are inoludOtV ::
in ' Fig*4#4# %ovided the upper elùotrode was the positive one, y" / 
the results wore oharaoteristic of the overlayer metal in value, in 
the relative fj/equeacy of initial short oirouits, and in the 
roadineas with, which ’^eeXfwhealiïig*^  occurred* ;..,%bôeq#ntlÿ';0ome': ^
tests wore made with one. silvor and one aluminimi electrode but . 
with tho overlayer now negative* The results, which are included 
in. Fig*4#B'$;:;'wer0. noU.'ch£iraotOriatic of the- mdéâayer metal*IhV; ' 
other words the results were always characteristic of the positive 
eleotrode whether it was the underlayer or the overlayor*: A fowV= .
measurements Were made on cryolite with one silver and oho gold 
electrode,' and.the results (included in Fig*4''0),;.word' consistent /_ 
with this bonoltision* . . r
ThG0o/ ‘
■ , . ' ■ ' . '
These observations 6an obviously not b© explained by 
internal lleld;efforts, dù©. to'tte'difforout work^functioho-of 
dissimilar metals (Eiimmons I963), bsqause a reduced value of 
breakdown voltage was measured even v/hea both electrodee were 
of silver# However:the elaotrode work'fmiotioad could?also 
affect' the breolcdowa fields if the latter depend# oa electfoa ' 
emlooioa at the cathode# On the other hand the "preferred 
values'* of work fuactioa of silver, alumlaiWR, ami gold quoted 
la the ‘hïoadbpok''bf Ohemletry 'and- PhysicsM (1961^ '^ 62) are 
respootiveXy 4*73 oV, 4*08 eV, and 4#82 pV* There is . 
conaidorablo dibagrooraeat between different authors as to the 
vailles of work fuhction, but one would expect them to be . 
qualitatively correct in suggesting, aluminium rather than silver 
as the unique metal# In any case the results show that the 
anode io the important, electrode in deteriidning the breakdown 
field, aM any affect at the cathode has been too small-to'^  be 
detected # . . ;
Mother poenible cause of the low breakdown fields measured 
with silver electrodes would be a difference between the 
structuroB of the metal films, but : it id M io m that aXuiainium 
films have a fairly continuous structure wliilo gold is more 
aggregated than silver (Benjmin and Weaver 1961) # Moreover 
one would expect that the résulté would be characteristic of tho 
underlayor metal (or poseibly the overlayer), whereas in fact they 
ore/
ar0,.éhar#téri0tia:'bf ^ it la! thé imcWrlayer. 'or
the o v w # £ y e f ^  -
. Thus aohé of thèse Bûggéstxohs ’is oa#blo of acoomtihg 
for thé oDservôd olectfMè of foots*, '' ®©'huost’'.pf^ obablé ' 
■ o x | ) l a n a t i d h  o ' e a m  t o  ■ # ; o h e - 4 n  t e r m s .  ■■
positive ions under the aetion of tho Applied field# It is 
known that iti h ètrpng field doudritoo of metalllo silvor, 
extending into tho dielectrio: from the anode* ore formed ' ;
(Kotoon ot al* 1933é BalyginsigéO) * • The testing voltage would
thus appear aoross an offootivoly rbduced thicîméss of dioiootrio, 
mid local field : concentrations would probably arise * ; This 
suggestion is bonsistérit with the fact that the anode is tho. ; 
.important electrode*■' and unlike^ ■ttiOsd-.:proviouoly discussed. ' would 
also account for the large n#bof of initial short circuits 
between silver electrodes and thé fact that "selfWiealing'* does 
not readily take place*. ■ ‘ ;
#hce the volt ago i^ as applied only for times of the order 
of a millisecond it might seem t%#t on ; unduly hi^ i mobility 
would have to bo assignafl té the silvor iohs# It is difficult 
to co*ent quantitatively in the absènce of published data bn 
mobility of silver uhder these conditions, Md indeed of studies 
of '.silver, migration under mifom.. .fields#' ' /Bolygin (i960), 
studying silvex’ migration in certain ; Soviet synthotio cordmics, 
used a roughly radial field and fpûnd that; #lver x-iould migrate
‘ r
76;
- oyer tho whole radial dlstaaoe bétiieen the olootrcKloél which ^
' appWW to h&erhBm: at%;",
-400^ 0 'whoh the applied voit ago -wée . :The ' iiiéah.field etrength. ■ ‘ 
was thus about 500; V/cm Md 'théi ïaeau ioii drift velocity about >
2ram pëÿ' hour, îÿè* % about■■.piThlo^.ilyo4'd-'‘ - 
mobility of about 10; crà^ /voît see* t At a field strength of ';
1 MV/om this mobility would §iya,a-:velocity-of 0*1; om/soc;-'''-- ; \
With pulses of, the type used in the. present investigatioh,th© v- ÿ è '  ■ 
voltage would not be applied for the' total duration : of : the piilse,'1: ' ;
' but to', a'first approximation^ it may ,bo taken to,j#yo 'boph', applied'., 
for about a tenth::of thé pulse duration say 0*5 kiboc* In^ tbis; 'ti:,
time the çlïyex’ would migrateySOOd if it moved at tho yelpoity.-. '":;-'.; ."' Y: '
just càloulatçd# .'1 - - y/ )"; :
The above le of course only a very.rough, estimate, but 
.since there' iS' .no 'X#)llahed'iudidatl6n of the activation ohorgy# 
which woUld in any/ case %)robably depend on'the .material-.over lAich 
the silver was migrating* the velocity at room température could " 
lie -.Within.- wide ' limits and it -is' qui$e, unnecessary to bè moro 
precise* . IT'oyidOd that the .aotivatibn .energy lb; low'enough and .. - 
that the mobility incfeases with.field strëngthi it la feasonablo, ' ' 
to suggest that silver Could migrate a .sufficient distance* even, at .c -.. 
room temperature, to give a notio.eablé reduction In the breakdown. ' ; 
field» . ; .-
: If this explanation is correct,, then the behaviour of silver 
■ aootrodos/ '^ v.' '
' , Y .'W-.r '
■V.77.
elêotrodos, under; strong fields. is anomaXous and one may .take, the 
results with gold or aluminium .olectrodas: as typlcali; ) Hence It 
i jm  .convenient té -ubo thèse electrodesmetaXa. lu 'breakdown .testé 
on dialeçtîdcB .otheiv than'cryolite# Mtmlhium, being much the 
cheaper of thejtWo',metM,s* was normally uàed, but it ©ufforo \ 
from à disadvantage from which gold'' Is' fairly free* ■ A t the edge 
where it ovorlapixed the fired elXver contact, the alumlnlUra film . 
on the gXaas tended ■ to.'becooie;separated ii^ om-tho/Dilv#-by., some' 
form of lateral diffusion to give an open circuit# . Tho proeese 
appears to be accelerated by the proeence of moisture# ' lix the 
work on dry spaclmonp*' ioperi^ airculting of. this Iclnd could ,he . 
tolerated since it did not occur very often*
'"f' In pas a lag it may be noted that, th#e is-uo blgulf leant . 
difference between the mean lines of Figs#4*4 and 4^ 8 although 
these x^ ;rapha refer to angle©'of dieloetric vapour Incidence in 
the reglbhs. of 4^-’ and o'^ reèpeotively# Diue the breakdown 
field does not depend on the angle of incidence# This ,. 
iacidentaXly implies'that variation over;a.aXide of the direction 
of vapour incidence does not contribute to the Bcatter in the 
results#■ '
::4*3 : ReWlte '
■Ohloriae*
" , '  It id blear from the dieoUssiOn in tho last section that 
the. finite brehkdovm voltages (about 1() Volta foxvgold or-oXuiainium 
b l e o t r o d e s / . ; ; . ' '
électrodes ) found on oxbimpolating ;bb small thielmossop tVie 
breakdown vpltag©-graphe.-'foV; .cryolite -eaiinot be duo, to \ozxde : ; 
on the metal f.liras or to ony effect of their i-rork ftinctlons 
or Gtmcturëév >HoWver tho grapliB/may'tiur^ n/bm^ ii^ ds-the;, origin : 
at thiclmeosGB below those for which reaultp ère availablG* 
Attempted measuromohts on very thin dieléotrio films, werô 
freqùontly shox't-oircuitod, but -caro was tcdcon to exbend tb.o 
range of measuxwente to thé smallest poeslblo thiclmaesee*
The elides to be used In these teats we??e s'èleoted after 
riiioroacopie ©xaminatioru and large numbera of àpeclmena were . 
tested in order to yield a ..sufficient ntrmbarr of results in 
spite of short oireuits# ilVen i^th thoae precautions, no 
BUcôosfâfal results were: «.obtained. on opeoimens thinner than about
;,Ho measurements on electrid.breakdown in cryolite hâve ; ■ 
been seen in the literatm?e, and the complicated: structure of, 
this substance ..makes it extremely- difficult to .calculate aif /'; , 
ole Ctrl c strength on tho basis of any breal(do%#i theory# Xdthium 
fluoride end sodium chloride were: therefore investigated (the 
reasons for choosing those'substances tiére stated, in Bection 1*5) • 
The technique was tho one decided on in the light of the preliminary 
exporiments with cryolite s all films wore deposited from xiormally 
inoident vapour Streams, the sourco-target distance being about 
15 ouv for the dleloctricB and 30 ota for the met^ ils, and unless 
othexndse/
79.#:
o thorv/is© .;0ated : tlmtbreaWowh; teffe.; woro ; pqrf ormqd;|With, a/©inglo - 7 
oawtooth m lm  of rise rate about 14 Vmseo# Thé standard 
olootrode^ metal.:wasyaluminium.';; - v "-f
Bhort circuits were frequent In sodium chloride specimens# 
Moreover each 0V#oration charge of this material had to-be 
outgassed for one or two hours to get rid of all moisture, 
whereas a period of ten to fifteen'minutes.- wan,, sufficient.; with;. 
tho insoluble dielectrics* Oonsequently the rate of progress 
with sodium chloride was rather slow# Qnly sufficient results 
have therefore been obtained to verify that the behaviour Of 
this material was qualitatively sitailar to that of the other 
dielectrics and to give m  indication of the magnitude of the v 
breakdown field* Gold was usocl as the electrode metal In some 
of the tests bn sodium chloride sine© short circuits seemed to 
occur rather less frequently them with aluminium.
The results are plotted in Figs #4.10 and 4*11# Those 
graphs resemble the corresponding one for cryolite (Fig*4#B) in 
that the mean lines tend to finite breakdown voltages on 
extrapolation-to., small thicknesses * - 7.
4,4 BffÈct.of. feting Voltaœ Më© Bate*
In the early results obtained by applying a manually 
increased voltage to cryolite specimons (Section 4#l)* the results 
werQ lower than those for specimens tested qt 14*4 V/imec Md , . ; 
exhibited wider scatter* Observations of this kind ccjùld well / 
give/ . - ’ ■ . ... . ' ■
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-give ' moful :'lAfomation "on .the%'brèakd<Wa:: m0Ohml'm Wd, It .- was 
-dofdrablo tb find whothei" ; a similar’.of foot occurred in the other ;
dielêotrice, ■ V/'"' ' ;% ^.. " "v: ' "r'"' ' : ^ " '■'.S ' ,:V;;-- %
Films of éôdiUm chloride and litMum fluoride were there'#, 
fore prepared and tested with a manually inoreaood voltage*
The'long-^ perslotQnce. 00 cilloe cope uee used at the maximum setting 
of the tlmobase scanning time (6 sea) so that the variation of 
voltage across the spocitaon could - easily he studied# The voltage 
rise rate was about 0*01 ¥/msèc*
Thé breakdown voltages are plotted,:agalnBt thickness in 
?lgs*4#12 and 4.*13* and the moon lino for the corresponding tests ■ 
at about 14*4. V/msoc is shown, i/ith each, set of results* In oaoh 
case the results lie below the merni line for the pulse, tests*
" ' A. " . ■ \ A
The display on tho oscilloscope screen showed that the 
voltage across a specimen usually varied in essentially.the same 
way as in the pulse, tests ^ remaining indistinguishable from the > 
opon-circuit value until the breakdown voltage was. reached, .afterv, 
which breakdown puisés alternatihg^ with "selWiealings**' wërèl:'. T-" - 
observed* Occasionally, in. ca?yolito specimchs,. the display, gave 
evidence of a large px'O'^ breaMown current, beginning, at the 
start of the pulse, and the voltage across the specimen fell off 
gradually instead of collapsing suddenly* A display of 'tiiis . *
Idncl is sketched in Fig*!4#14*
The fact, that the breakdown voltage is lower in those '^manuol^ *
tests/ . , . , ■ ' . A
A;-'A '
, ■ ■ ; '-Ar.;:' ,  ; A.,./ - " -, ■  ^ A , , A,
■tasts BUggésts jomo depoMenço of eleotric strmgth oh pulse
duration of. tno earae kind aa the one reported by Rleasner (1948), 
who found that the breakdown voltage of a thin film increaaod as 
the duration of vthe applied - puloB' wae^  reduced-# Oh thiO/basie''- one.. 
woxild oxpeqt that wheîa, as in the present investigation, specimens 
are tested at. a constmt voltage rise rate rather than a constant 
pulse duration, tlxQ breakdown voltage would increase with the 
rise rate * ' '. ; To 'ihveetigate ■ this possibility, tests . were performed ^ - 
on a aeries of cryolite speoimena of thicknoBB 3500 % gOO % and. on 
another aerieo of thickness 9500 & 500 I^ ovided the thieknoSB 
is kept within thoBo limits, Fig*4#8 showe that the variation in 
breakdown voltage' .resulting from, variation in thickness is not ' 'v 
appreciable* Aluminium eleot%^ odea. were used tiiroughoutf , To 
eliminate any effect of variation over aspartiouldr. slide of the 
angles of incidence of the vapour streams, of variation of the 
evaporation conditions from slide to slide,' .etc*, tests at all the 
different rise rates were .performed on:.• ouch- .e lldo,' .and itvxms/-' 
arranged that corresponding sandwiches on different slides would be 
tested at different rise rates*.
The results showed -that any dopendonce of breakdoxm field on 
pulse duration was within the^  scatter, limits# A large number of 
measurements had therefore to be made at each rise rate* . The 
results are plotted in Fig#4*(13 in the smae form as Plessner plotted 
his results, namely that of a graph of broakdoxm field against the
A: : A:
'time I n t e r v a l %- 
The mom Of the : values. bbtfiilned at :oach %mlne duration Is ;. :; . 
plotted'-plus or miims : the standard deviation*  ^,;>
. Plèsoner h:. .oboormtion '.of eB'Jihcroaoa'ln' hroolcdqx#. field ■ ■■-■:• 
xdth docro^ slhg' pulse' duratiph- appears. to he; confirmed^ T Howeyei;^ ;:' 
the variation is within the soattor limits; and could, bo 'duo to tho = 
same oaubes os the. scatter . A signific^ hnoo - 'test : %'ms-.;th6ro.f ore y 
applied'to' each of the .tWo .sbts ôf^ reeuïts> ;’■ , Theiprobahility - that,, 
the observed .variati'on%is .'due-'tq ;Chanôer%-ms fomxd to bo about: 
p#lfâ for; the vspeciucns :;330 and well below 0*1%' ■ .
for the Specimens 9500 $ 500 & tbiok# The calculations involve-
only routine ;'atatlstiéal' tecimiqued tho^ 'efofe-'givon.Vln,-.
tho;follpi4%/Uppphdl%;.^  . - ' - A ' À
4*5- .Appendix :.....L^mgiii .
Fig*4*15 shows that any oorrolation betvjeen the breakdowxi. ;; 
field and the logarithm of the pulse duration t ^ ia - : '
ap%)r oxiBxat ely ^. linear *.; :. ; It % is /Uierefore/. legitimate to ;'aaic^ ato
the correlation coefficlmib r md apply the. At;' test provided
and ln(^ t, tire used : as variables*' In fact the breakdown voltage 
; ap--  ^ V ' - V r a
Fp has been used instead of as the y variable#.-/. ,.TîÊs meifely'/J;-'
introduces aTcbnsfent'Vfactbr’'-(the'Specimen thiclmess)-lahcl.dpes'.-
xmt affect' the; validity of' thoÀcdl'culation*-' An the %: variable /
the logarithm of the voltage .rise rate ”  . has been used* .This is
'a :'. - 'AAV''
Isgl’blmatd, booaüsé since = constant ca/Yg/t and ' '
■ variation/ .-.. "/'/;- . ;■ ; ■, -A-' ' ' :.. ; ;/// ; '/'■
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Breakdown voltage résulta for cryolite filma 3300 >^ 500 8 thick 
tested àt various,'riae "rates# ' ■ ,7"'
Rise Rato V/ràsec. 10*0 132 10.6 ':;i*4./
, dV _ , 3.0170 : 2*1206 .1,0253 .p.l46lAA-j
24 . 22 23 ..'23'
26*5 ,,24 24 . 23*5''A
25 ■ 22 ' 22 ■23*5'
25.5 25 22 22 -A."
24 . 23 15 12
'17.5 , 16 15 : : 12*5' , -
19. 17; ' 17 .(A: a '.a . ,
25 17 '20 "15,,a,;V''^
W:''’; 'A4:19 A '16.' " '■'. 14*5/4 ■ '
18 , 19.5 ,17 ' I/A'A/'. ■
, Breakdown voltage . : 21 19 .,19*54'":''
18 .;:23 ' 18 ,//A "
25
.24
.'21 ' 
21
'.18';."'" '/: 
,'19.5..;, .
i s , '.17 , 20*2 ;A
21 20 ; 20*3.'
27 25 ' ' ; .'22*7' '
22 , '21'
30 12 : A ,  '
23 15
A' 16 
.23 A 
24 
‘20
■ Savaple sl'sso' ' 10 ; 20 ' , 17 24
. tqotëâ.' ' at '/'various - rise /rat èo # - \ . \.ÿ\
-Y/îïî0@o 1*4 ' 10,6 ' 132,.', ■ 'I04O : ■
^°%o f 0.1461 1,0253 2.1206 3.0170.2-.
42 ' 23 "■ '" 33 45*5 28 ;
40 23 34,5 37 38 '
20*5 27 27 ■26',.'"-'52'-:'"'
■ -.23 ■ . 30 33.5;; 31 , 40 •
29 , ,20 34.5 29 51 ■
30 26' 35*5 38 . 28.5
20 35 31 36*5 32"
20 25 28 V 30,5 . 31
27 28 38.5 ' 44 -33
Broakdovm voltage. 24 25,5 33 27 ,!"31 ", '
. =  y \ 31 26 31 ■34*5 ■ 31 ,..
28 23 . 5 ; ' '32/ 34 ■ 38 ":' '
j 1 ' '•■,• ■ 26 24 - ■ 37 36 , 33,5
■ 24,5 ■ 31 28.5 35 _33.
25,5 -"■31.5" 26 ■ ' ' ^ 29 30
20 . 33 36 34
26 39 ; 42 .''35"'\.
22 ", 32' ■'; 38 : ' '38 -
i30.v5 '■ 26 . 36 ';,,,28.5.
28 30 . '
: 31 : . 28.5
-32 - ■38 ,3
36 35
Sample si 28 , ,. 19 - ■■15'V ■ . 23- ■ ' ' ' '"\42-; y>::
B3'i'
variation in. %  Is % my oorrelation bett-reen ‘end log
will àlôo Bo mppr6#mdt0lÿ\.l^ ^
■ llio obaerWd valuoB - of ?j;j at the vorione valnqe of rioo- 
rate are ehomi in I'abXoo 4*1 and ^ ,2 foi* apecinioné of thlclmeaa 
3500 .*■ 500 S aiid 9500 * 500;i rospeotivoly,, ■
paloalationfj« The correlation coefficient le defined ae*
~  [ t(x -s )^Z (/-y y -T ^
where x and y  arè^  population meano mid whore (here) x a  ^and
y s log (’It!)* In ccidLculating the aume it ie convenient to.
% ’  ^ : 7r
uae the identities E^x-x) -s r(x^ etc. ■"
(a ) ThlohioB g = 3500 i  500 E. (tsblo 4 .1 ) .  \
Population M ;= ?1# , ' . -
I X = (10 X 3,0170) + (20 X 2,1206) r (17 x 1,0253)  ^(24 x 0*1461)
: ■ ■ aitsm .
Iff " « 24 + 26.5  + . '* + 20 .= 1445*2 '
Ix^ =: (10x 3,0170^) + (20 % 2.1206^) + (17c% l*0253t +
- ' >  (24 % 0*1461?) -  19.9,34 ;
I f f  = 24? + 26 .5^ + . ,  « + 20^ = ' 30502 , .. -, ■ .
Lxy =, (24 t . . 13) X 3*0170 + (22 + . , + 28) x 2*1206 * ,
+ (29 + , . > 25) K 1,0253 + (23 + * » t 20) x O.I46I
■ , . = > ,  2014 .9
I(x - Sf « m ? )  . <f>" = M9.34 , - 2 M â
Z(ff * y)^ a I(y^) = 30502 # *^3-.M|.a ) ’ « iQgg
I(x _ x)(r-y) = Kv)..- (:2sm): = 2014*9 - ( m S M M Æ â )  = i # !
84*
'  “  v f ^  "  - m  .
From tableo (Fishor and latee 1957^  Table III),
At M  ^ 2 ' ; » -60, probability that t >r-3*460 ' i o \ 0 f û ù l .':^ v: '^
At n ^ 2 = 120, probability that t > 3*373 io 0*001 
Comparing thoDO figuroo with the abpye résulté, nhowa that . 
the probability that the obaprvad variation is duo to the sam#. 
eauseo m  the oaattor in about 0*001*
(h ) IMomoaa:#
Population n = 99,
ÎX B (19 % 0,14.61) + (15 X 1.0253) * (23 X 2,1206) + (42 x 3.0170)
= m M ,
ly B 42 ■«• 40 •*■. * . . + 28,5 = 3108.5
Z'/~ e (19 X 0.1461^) + (15 % 1,0253?) + (23 x 2,1206^)
+ (42 X 3.0170^) B 501.90 
ry^ B 42^ + 40^ + . .. . + 28.5% = lOlAll V s
Ixy B (42 t . . +130.5) X 0.1461 + (28 +,.-•• 31.5) x 1.0253 +
,.+ (33 + . . + 30) X 2,1306 + (45.5 + , . + 23,5) x
X 3.0170 = 6455# -
t(% - ÿ . f B rx?.« = 501.90 - = m A
i(y " = 101411 = 3807.5
r(x <. 5)(y - y) B Ixy /# (&JpÆ) 6455,4 - (^@aA4lb3a*&l) = 375.30
8 5 * '
, ' r' -  ; s ' 37^30
•■. ' iz ( x - a ) ^ ( / ^ f ) ’^ ^  ■ > ' [ ( i x y n r ) ( i i o j - ! r ) ] ’^
"t" test
By comparing this result idth the values already quoted 
from Fisher and ïatos it can be soon that in this case t& 
probability that the observed variation is due to random caUsep 
is well below 0*001^
m m m a
DIBLEOTRIO TESTS ON THIi FILMS iiîXrOSEl) TO IlOlGÎIjHKr  -'■
To expose a specimen to mpiéture without exposing it to air 
at the same time it would b# neooepary to M # t  watery:
vapour ' t o / a , vacuum-ehclote^ 'Initially, at -iésa■ than. ,10y;/ ;;t6rr*-;U-v 
To achieve this would involve some experimental difficulty wliich 
i-muld -be 'iMneçesna^ vif: it could be shown that dry- air: has 'no'L-/' : i=. 
effect on the properties it is desired to qtu^,
-verify' first instance that moisiudo does ;offect."v".
the electric breakdown of evaporated dielectric spocimens, sdme 
nXidos were coated with litliimi fluoride fiiias between aluminium 
elootrodee and the films tested in atmospheric air after being;: 
exposed to it for about one hour# ? The results exhibited wider 
scatter 'and -a, somewhat' highbr .m0oh":Value thOn-the corresponding 
results for ûvy specimonp •(Fig#5*l)# :
-'-'To dotom^ ino. lAethcr-"the''-inorbabe-was/duo- to effects of/'T-' 
the air or of thé atmospheric moiôtùre, sorao. lithiuni fluordie y 
epecimenS' woro--testecl-;in - dry dir,-admitted to the vacuum chamber.... 
after depositing the films by çonnécting a flask of fresh 
%)hosphorus pentoxido, open to the atmosphere, to the slow leakli; 
valve of the pumping unit, The; rosuits, plotted in :
lie witliin the scatter limits for the freshly deposited specimens 
. tested - in vacmmÿ.^ : i-''Dry; ai^ -thorofdre ' neems to' have no detectable 
effect on the brealcdovm voltages measurod* It follows that in - 
studying the-/effect, of water vapour'/on the elootric---broaMox-m7;;-- 
of/ -v...." "/■'.'
Vîï;;; ;æ;;
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y:-"-
;vr .v -. / c,:" y - • - -y-.;;:-: : : ■■/'v^-yy,: ' " y":;:v-;-■' , -. .y'$-y#:/: ' 'y/%:/ '7 '
bf those apecimorifî the raoistufo may bo admitted in thé prasonce,
'Lv. ■/;% y g y  y.y'.-;.-;';,::
\éf/aiV,;ht:/étmôsi^  ppféssufé# .Tbè'- exporlî^  ^ dJ fficulti^ ï^ V?' y
are thus greatly reduoed 5 a slide can bé exposed to wotéir /: 
vàipour''simply-:''bÿ ^ p l a é l h g " i t  i h  %■' s m a l l  é h o l é s u r e  a b o v e i-wa^r-v ' 
at room temperature# In praotioe tho slide x^ as then replaced 
in the turntable and tested with the same apparatus as previously
5*2 Results for lithjpi^ i Fluorldp, Films Expbped .tbyMolsture*
A graph of bre#idoxïn voltage against thiclmoss for lithium 
fluoride films xtith alwixiïdUïïi eloctrdcies Is given in Fig#5#3*.'
The specimens wore aged over xmter md then tested in air at 
atmosphefio prossuro* Before testing» a vessel of water was 
laid bU the baseplate Of the vupuxm aystem and the bell jar 
placed in position, so that the aotmxl tent took place in moist 
air* 7 'y . - '-7 ■ . ' ■ ■ ‘ '
The results arè similar to those for dry specimens except 7 
in magnitude* At a giyexi thiclmess the breakdoxM voltage is ■ 
about txfico as great as that of a freshly deposited film tested 
' in vacuum* The results did not depend on xdiether the aging 
time x#s 5 minutes or one hoijr, which indicates that . 5 minutes 
is sufficient time for a specimen to adsorb moisture virtually 
.to-ehtux*utio^ ' ■■•An aging time of75 mih^ was therefore  ^
adopted as standard#
.y-y ■ 4 - ; -, - ;
■ . ; , : |t , wB -dosiràblo to koop tho aging time aa short,as possible
: '-■■“44"'" ' ';4.y ■ 4 - --■"4' 4- ' - ■.-
w # s /  :4:y.'■ ' '■ ■ yyv":y '
: 4-
W4:y
,:7">44-. :4/:yyyy-■?. = -. = - „,ys4 4 . - - y;4,yy4 -'U':
bo cause of the effect of moisture ou thé eloctrMes* The
toudoucy\of''uim eleotrodes;:to''dlffuse: W^^&om'-thbjflf^^ / ' ■ ■■■y
silver coutacts cud so cause open oirouits was reported in
8octiou74i3i : ' The/. prpcéssi 'Sêéaied 'to W  ' accelerated'-by . the '. /:y: y
.application of/a field or by.the'prosOnce,of îaoistUré, and .
failure of: teats through open-cirouitlng xms extremely: fréquent
in :ppocimon0 tested in • moist conditions after .being aged under
sudh conditions for more than about an hour* Since these long
aging times ."are not of particular relevance here ^ it-was % not
considered necessary to go to the oxponse of using gold oloctrocîes
to study them* '■ ' -y , 4 .4»
The display on the oacilloscope soreeu during these tests 
was'''-.char%#terlsticA;" . At' Arst' the u^^ied ' pulse - was cut off/Ut/ 
a low Voltage I indicating short*43ircUlting of the generator output 
by a loxr resistahco#, By connecting vazdous resistors across the 
generator output, the value of this resistance was estimated at 
about 100 il # On applying, farther pulses, the cut-off voltage 
began to : rise, Showing that the resistance was increasing, until. 
breakdoxm pulses began to appear and the display changed its 
shape .qhtil it finally assumed the some form as in the tests eh "'4/-. 
froolily do|30sited specimens, in vacuum (Fig#/f*3b)#.
8i#lar phenomena ocourred when the testing voltage was 
increased manuallyt If the potentiometer xms adjusted to a
suitable sotting aiid then left, the oscilloscope revealed that
3%;
the voltage across :tho/épécimcm-- increased with time , at' an , 7 
increasing rate until the breakdown yqltage was reached#- , The 
values of breakdown voltage measured for lithlw fluoridd films , 
with aluminium eléctrodés when the testing voltage was 7hpplied 'x 
manually in this way are plotted in Fig* 5#4# The results lie 
slightly below those obtained with pulses of asteV-fise/rate, 
just as in the case of the specimens not exposed to moisture#
For reference all four mean lines are included in the graphi 
These observations suggest that we are dealing here with 
some such phenomenon as evaporation of excess free moisture 
from the films by Joule heating, or dielectric polarisation . 
currents due to transport of dissolved ions in the moisture#
It is surprising that the change in breakdoim field whon 
moisture is present is an increase# Before considering 
possible effects of.the moisture on the dielectric film it. i^  
necessary to know that the change in measured breakdown field is 
not duo to effects of moisture on the alwiinium electrodes#
Six slides were therefore coated with lithiuia fluoride films 
between gold electrodes# Successful results wore obtained from 
the tests in atmosphoro on three of those specimens after exposure 
to moisture, aizd are included in Fig# 5#3# They. cem be seen to 
lie X'jithin the scatter limits of the results talmn with aluminium 
electrodes# .
Since gold oloctrodos are unlikely to have been affooted 
by moisture it can bo condludod that the increase in broakdoxmi/
BHKAlCDOtm VOLl'AGJi: vs THlCKWIiSS
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9 p f
fiold is dus to procésuos oocurriu^  vithiu the clloXoctrio film 
itself# Two poooihla ezplmatious suggost thernoolveo*
Firstly, after exooes moisture has been removed by heating,
OoW  ^ oro strongly bound remain in fgm , of adsorbed
layore\;0n'the dieleotrio fil# ,mnd"^  ' uffeet ,_@lobtronio
proceaSôOà;:; /\'#tern#iWlyj^ ;' tW^  ^ which is known-
to ' take - pièce when a lithium :.;fluorido film is :'ékpôsed-tô 
moioture: (WLlen;19#4"-'"^ : 8Ub#eUotim l#l#l)^ 'mây%##éGt its
bréaMown field#'-/-'-  ^, '\
A method of attempting tO'-dintin#l0h: b##en these////''v' '
possibilities was , suggested by the diolègtriovoonàtant -^  ‘ loos _: 
tangent meaaurmehts - of-i&avèr Î1962), %*o. fo#d'large:,'chw0 ■
and t #  ^ when'Jioieture'won admitted'--tb In relatively;:
Ineolubie 'dielectrlee' #oh .m/lithiU%'.iluorl#&., howev##: VÏQB0 ■
effeote imi*e, eompletoly revwéil^ 0^ .:,f* and tan6 -rotUrning;tov'their;. 
origihUl #lué$ wb#' the epéel## were dried by keeping them in 
vacuum for a few/'mtûuteà', ,éventât/, a preémrà ne high m  10 torr* 
One Would therefore ^ e%peèt\/th#- i^ eeidual. moiuture oould be 
removed from:,# dioloetrio film by :l#eping- it in vacuum# If the 
increaee in-breakdotm-'fifM wér#-4Ue'to residual': water, the 
breakdown - field.would/then- be ^ peo#d to return to the m#ie value 
as'in à/&eetoy depbeited: film/of .the'^ oamo IhlckneOo# If however 
thd^inôremd w#e:\^ to réèryntâlXiêat:îou, one>wdul4 ezpect the
high value of breakdown field to be maintained#
Lithium/ /
/-;_/ ' W)hium fïfipridè opecimons, with aùlminim oloctrodes/' '
were tostod ih vacuum aftpr being oxposod to wator vapour for 5 
minuteo and thon pumiced down and maintained at about 10  ^torr 
'for/abbutl'm how# - - Thi/reoulto are'-inoludod in ' Their.
moan values lie below thoeo obtained with the specimens touted 
in moint air, but are still above the results for freshly 
deposited spgéimone# The display bh the oociHoscopo o croon 
had now loot the initial *ehortfcirouited^  appegfonce associated 
with the atmospheric teats and reverted to a shape similar to the 
one soah in testing freshly dopositad specimens in va<mum (Fig«4* 
3b)* This fact, confirms the intorpretation of the displays that 
occurred in the atmospheric tests as/^ oorresponclihg to a driving 
off'.-Of, excess ■free'moisture from tho..:41oloctric''film* '
it seems unlikely that theso results have bOon in hay way 
affected by aging of the film# It has already been pointed out 
that the value of the breakdown field after aging for periods of 
about an hour in the presence of moisture is not measurably ; 
different from its value after exposure to water vapour for only 
5 minutes* The total time which elapsed between exposing a film 
to moisture and finally testing it after keeping it in vacuum was 
about 1|- hours, and any tendency to aging in a period of this 
order wmfld have been noticeable after an hour* / On the other 
hand from Weaverobservations it seems likely that the specimens 
kept in vaqum would be practically free of moisture for most of
V . i
h c m r  \ ; j u s t / p o s s i b l e  ' t h a t  c o u l d  - b è o ü r  ■'
under d^ conditio# b #  not in the presence of ;
However the rosUlts : of à sorieé of too to on Ixtliluïn fluoride 
films agod invaouum "for'.about,, 1^:hours' withoutdiaving-booh': o%^ \ 
posed to moisture (ihclùded in lie within the soatter
limits for froo}:ily deposited spooimeno mid thus show ho aging 
effect for ‘■pafiods''-gf- thihhfde'r*..:■ ' . /'"'v
3ince the hreaMgwn fiplds of the specimens that were 
exposed to moisture and then kept in vacuum have not returned to 
their original value, the results tend to suggest that 
roorystallisation rather than adsorbed moisture is responsible for 
the inoroased breakdown fields# The fa'ot that the .final value ' 
of breakdown field/depends'' 'oh-whether is:- reàoved by re^
avacuation or by applying pulses bo due to on effect, in the 
latter case, of Joulo heating or of the presence of the field on 
the .way ; in. which the new structure forms;#/'.' On the other hahd an 
interpretation in terms of adsorbed,moist,uro is still possible, 
because there may have x’èmainéd on the films tested after re- 
evaouation - an -aiaouut wf ' watoà: too' small to affect e*'- and tan^ but 
Buffioieut to afféct bre44ôwn prbcésôos* â third possibility iè 
that redrystallisation tends to increase the breakdown field to 
the value observed after re-^ Vaauatioh, but that adsorbed moisture 
also has an effect and that in the tests performed in moist air 
the two of foots have been su^ perimposod#
: 9 3 0
/  .. ..
la the mèlsturé may havo been only
partly rembVed and the reoryçtalliéatioïi .prbcQSB mey have been 
modified by applylnglthe pulses# In the tests performed djEter ;: 
re^ evacuatioa moisture must have been almost oomplotoly removed 
and no of foot ' on the rèoryçtaXlisatloh’ prooese- h##. 
possible* Some means of aepafatihg the effects of moisture and^ v' 
of the field was necessary* ' was achieved as follows $ ;
lAthium fluoride spécimens with aluminium electrodes were first f . '
exposed to saturated water vapour for $ minutes# The slides 
t'Toro then replaced in the vacuum chamber and pulses were applied to 
each specimen in turn until enough moisture had been driven off /■ 
for the breakdown voitago to be reached* The chamber'was then 
evacuated and ke'pb'at loss- thgh'40*^ t'''torrfor fm hour* The - - 
specimens were then tested in thé usual way with 10 V/moeb pulses# 
Thus although almost all moisture had been reinoved, the spocimehs 
had been exposed to a field almost equal to the brealcdown field/:,and 
to rJoule heating, at the time when any effects on the 2*0orystçllis-- 
ation process wdhld have been tWLng place#' j/-:
The results ore plotted in Fig#5#$ together with the mean ;/ 
lines of all previous sets for lithium fluoride tested at 1Ô Y/msoc* 
The -new results. have ■ a higher, mean' value .Mmn/.-any/of the-- other.; : sets;' 
and also show wider scatter, the breakdown fields of some specimens 
reaching values such as might be expected on the basis of the 
published breaMown fields of single crystals* It is hot possible
:#
//i
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BREAKDOWN VOLTAaE vs THICKNESS-
Lithium fluoride films, aluminium electrodes. 
Points: specimens pulsed to verge of breakdown 
in presence of v/ater vapour then re-evacuated 
before testing. Mean lines: A, tests in
presence of water vapour; B, specimens exposed 
to water vapour (no field applied) then re­
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Sodium chloride ,films, aluminium electrodes.
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to of for mi explanation of vjliy the broakdom field ehoxild incroopa 
in-this mj* Hpimvor of the' throe intorprotationp fmggebtod 
.above for the behavionr of the breakdom field when moieture la 
admitted) tliio laat obporvation etronglj the one in torme
of reoryatallipation wliich may be infXuoneed by Jbnlo hoatin^ ]; or 
by the prooouce of an electric field*
for Oryolita and Bodinia Ohlo;d^ e_, Filinp Illxnoood to
Only in lithinm fluoride have the effects of moiotiiro been 
fully invoptigated) but eomo, meaoureitento wore made with oryoXito 
and codiiM ohloi’ide filmn with tho object Of finding whether 
moiaturo h m  a pimllw effect* In tho cape of cryolite tho 
roBulta plotted in ]iUg*l>*6) which are for opoeimenp oxpooed to 
Battrratcd water vapour at room temperaturo for 5 ndnutoe and 
touted after ro--ovaouation| doom to indieato a plight offoot) but 
the Inoreace in much siaallor than in lithiimt fluoride*
In nodium chloride it wup difficult to obtain any roeults 
at all# This io not rusrprioing in view of tho Imown tomlency for 
soluble filiite to dleintogruto oomplotely whou oxpoood to mointuro 
(Sub^ uection 1^ 2*5)* Although a few roculto were obtained after 
re-evacuation when th,o time of exposure of tho filia to tho water 
vapour wee reduced to 1 minute (Fig.9.7), they do not poiiait a 
oonoluoion to bo drawn aa to whether tho broakdown fiold increaeoo 
in thxB material aXeo when moioturo 1b admitted*
. - J U:
— ^  '
64I • The liagnitudQ of the- jjroakclown Field#
' ;. : Itiblished .experimental evld#ôe on alkali. halideé ' I n  Wlk ]f 
form; buggoste ah avolanohe typo, of broakdo#! moohmiiom (Bub- 
oèçtion 1$3*$) » , For, ooclimi ohloride ' a theoréticàl ' .ourW'■■given;'7 :%■. 
by Stratton (1961) on the baBia of the einglé-eleotron. avalWche-^ .^ - : , 
breakdown theory prodiotà an oXeotrio strength of about ZâW/om ' 
at 10 000 . At this thickness - the present results give: a valued;;. ./'
of 0*2 Hy/cm* The theoretical curve predieto values perhaps 
slightly.' higher than the Iqwest, experimental results of pfevious -^  . 
workers (see fJection 1*6) ^ but the present rooults oeem l o w e r \  
by a factor of nearly 10 than the earlier values would lead one to 
expect* ; I'
In Section 1*6 it imp suggested that the most reliable value 
for the breakdown field of sodium chloride specimens of thiclaiess ; ;, 
of the order of tenths of a millimètre, was 0*7$ MV/cm* ïhè ' ' . 
corresponding value for lithium fluoride imS; estimated at roughly 
1*5 Ui/oxiU In tho present investigation the brealcdpwn field of' a . 
Xithitm fluoride film 10 000 % thick was measured as about . 0* 5- l ^ / a u  
These figures suggest that the present results ere ■ again.'lower thah ' , 
one would expect by a factor of about 10* No measurements of tho 
oloctrié strength, of cryolite have = been, seen' in .the.' litëi^ tihé)' -&ut -' ' 
the present results. .soera unduly low in this material also* :
Xh-'attemptiîig.'to aocpuht for the low'Valuoè two-'maln'" - ■
possibilities/ •' ■
'■ v, i
poaalbilitleSj Amst be bpme ■ Ip. Mnd ?. (1 ) breakdown has hot' boon 
Imtrinoio(11 ) Ïbré(dcdôm% ha ; bdeh intrinsic but ^complicating 
offocts. hâve led to 3.0W electric strohgthd* In the following 
1 sections possible explanations under both these headings are .
. Oonoidored* ■' ■ „ ■ ,■  ^ ^
6.2 .
' The general design 'of the apparatus g and the magnitude of 
the Voltageâ, used) would not lead ohe to •expect any compllidatione: •■:. 
, due to gas discharges g biit tho question must be discussed in more 
detail# . " ■ ■ , ■ y ■ ' ’
■tFndçr çtatecl; conditions'^ : ;■ mid at a p^ irticu].ar apacimon 
thiclmesp) % dischargos will occur when the breakdown voltage. of the 
/. ouprbhndlng ; gab is than that of the solid specimen'* In the''-
present ihveatigation) the condition that would be expected to .. 
give the lowest gas breakdown voltage^  hamoly an environment of 
moist .,airg" is also the condition that gives the îiighest moasured - 
breakdqwn voltagGvS#. Tb follows that-the lower bretiMown voltages ^
' those measured"in dry ':air. or in vacuum^ :^ cannot have been affected 
by extraneous discharges # The fact that tho tests in dry air gave 
similar results to those performed in vacmma^  and the fact that the
' • ' 'y _ ' - ' . -
highest voltages''Jihvolved. (about 50 volts in dry specimens) • tire ' 
well below thè minimmi in tho Pasohorx curve for air (300 volts), 
tend; to confirm this apholusion# ; ■
Hence the only results that may have been affeoted are those 
for/ ' ' ' " ' ' ' . ' .
■Î*
9V. ■ . , '/"y-::-
for fpooimear) teatod in moist aJ.r*. ■ \IWn7herog ' hbwever/''##-^ " 
possibility Xn a remoto-ono* Tko spooiraous seom 'bo have been 
largely. dried out before btèüMqwh(tçôk: pf
heating by uonduotibn^-qih/renbe^ and hence- the si^awdi%8\ Wig,dr 7 ;
not in gmer(4''h(3i#;W#7s'^ .7 %
minimM breakdown - voltageqi ' ùty the ^burrottmilngs would ' therefore . ■. ■ , 
4#t,.be_#iichrbe^ onx-ve for dry air# ' ' '
86 here agM h tW " vo lta g e e  ia W l# &  m r#-too low* . Theÿ'W e
c a fta iid y -^ to a -lo w  th e  th in n e r épêolAone* .and th e re i-a re  ho ' " % -- ., ' " ■ .
dieoontlnultiee. In- the7bréakdo%m''Wltage^thic3m0ea''dm;;v%:'.:-(M ':-7 '--7
much as ohe m ight # p e o t ' i f  a t r a n s it io n  to , -a -d iffe ren t'-m eohen is#^ ' -■■;7-''; 
ocomTod a t -som e;;thterm 6diate'''th iolm ess# The ourve is  in  fa c t  '- Z 
6f;"^' 8B;i#iar--,shnp#;:#d'tW dry epecitWis#^ -. :..}' '7 - \7y#"fv
' ■-■;■ 7 7/. f  bUB /one may' à h fè ly  ' c o n c lu #  : th a t ambient' ' mod iim  dihchargcB ".
- h##- not :taf #cted 7any, of / the :-.f ëWxltsy .md. i#i0\qnite that
tlieyThavefwt affooted the resiAts-hbtàlhed' bÿ' testing 'in/vactem. ■
y
'yV'-
7
- "'-'{In lithinâ--'f Inoridè - and-• sodium^  chloride7the possibility' of . 
chemioal- ch#%es7dnf#%' :.dep#ition'7iB negligible ^ ' #id ':the War Mown 
field nmmot hd#-'bem. nffeet# in. this' way either "in Ite .mègnXtucU' 
or in;d,ta7dop0M©hcf .#.speolïïienAlcMiesa. or 'pnlse 'duration* ^ 7:;-"7.
, r„ 7|;ih,' ■oryolitê),-.;hoppelm|în^ : (1961) ^ aUggèlted - on th e  b a a in ',
',''77'-'6 7^''';^:-'- ' 7 - - 7
o f fé frhctive. ihdex measWements/thdt. soi# of7thë7ma‘beiaal. decoài^ bsâi-.-^
whil6:be%g; deposited*: -r-'becnhBe'^ of thOvininertainty aéj to thé
: r # . a # ^ # . ; 7 ; 7 - - r , ,  7 r  -':%'7777"7'77:
. 7%,/ '/ -'7 .-. ,.777::' ''.'7:7/VK/77V: 7:/'7^7' \ :7:.:\A%>:7. 71:..7://7&77f-7l,
index of bulk cryolite their suggestion cannot be taken aa
establiphed (see Sub-section I*2*4)* Neyortheloee the
possibility of partial decomposition must be considered#
Hrctly, the magnitudes of thé breakdown fields may have 
been uffectad# Since however no previous Values of the.oleotric 
strength of cryolite are available for comparison^  this possibility 
ip not I'Olevmt to tho interpretation of the pi^ cpont result s.#
The question of possible offoots on the dependence of 
breakdown field on applied voltage duration* on the other hand* 
is of éorao importance since this dependence wap studied in detail 
only for cryolite* however in lithium fluoride and a odium : chloride, 
the broal^ down fields measured with a voltage inoreased manually 
at about 0*01 v/mséc were lower than those measui'od with a voltage 
inereased olectronioally at about 10 ?/msec (Figs *4.12 and 4*13) * 
iipreover tho titreo dioloatrios behaved similarly in all other 
respects in which they were directly compared# These facts suggest 
- that- the décf oasé in the breakdown field of cryolite with increasing . 
pulse duration is unlikely to be due to decomposition and that the 
broalcdowa fields of lithiura fluoride and sodium chloride would 
exhibit a similar dependence*
Ghemicül chmges on agjjig* like other aging effects* are 
excluded for the reasons given in Section 4*2* In my case chemical 
aging is most unlikely in these simple inorganic materials* and is 
out of thé question in the speoimene tested Immediately after 
deposition*/
' 99.
6*4 Thonââl Breakdown,
In the siîàplè general theory of therm^ O. breakdown (see
_ dT ' -' ; "
Whitehead 19$l)7-the,7rabe |^ at which tho temperature of a
volume element 6f the dleloctrio Ineroaoop is equated to the sum
of tho rate of heat generation in the element and the rate:at
which heat ontofs' the element* This leads to tho equation
div k grad T (TF^  (6*1)
where ^  is tho density of the dielectric^  o its dpeoifio hoat, ' 
k its thermal conductivity^  ’ <r its electrical'conductivity,.and f 
the applied field*
haUally-thé ' ilinotioa cr (T, F) is Imown at least approximately# 
With à typictal form of tliis function and typical boundary 
conditionji). it can be shown that there o:%i$to a critical value 
of Fj below t-Moh a steady state is possible but above which the 
tcmporatUfo T of the lattice increases indefinitely, reaching the 
critical, temperature T*--for'disintegration of the lattice after a 
formative time lag which can be obtained fey integrating equation 
(6*1)*
' A simplified equation given by Stratton (196l)7is applicable 
to the parti#lar ' case of a thin slab* The temporaturo throughout 
the slab may bo talceh as ukmlform but different from the ambient 
temperature T^ # The function div k grad T cannot then be used, 
but if the rates of/heat loss per unit oÿoa:- fro#} the two sides of
the slab -ore; taken; aé/lk/'àM' E5)/aM:tf7tho^ tldclînéSB^ ,ô^ *,! tho
is; ,/'6:)'''thêtqnntioh:.may'be7ÿOM^  7L\. ' -v
\(H,+
7-v; 7.C ,,,,7# : .7 • (6.2)
whore 8 is tho area of one fhoo of the slab # ■
; intogration/of oquàtion (6*2) is oomparatiyoly Simple^
One obtains ; for the. formative time lug7
- f  : :■■ : . : . " ■ '
K / = V /
j - J 'S t F ~ (H i , fH 3 . )S (60)
In this equation, and atao .in the more general ùnO) the ’ /
37ate : of "heat l08B;,ap%)eare' in the tphominatpr. of tfeo intégral *77'^ 7 
Tho rate ofTheat'loss per mit ypXùmè will be higher in a thin 
opeoimon than in a bulk opeoimen* Hencp a Oomparatively long 
time to breaMowh'id;;; to be oxppoted tmdér idei^ tical coiiditions' 
of overvoltage* Sinpe time lags in thermal breakdown are of 
the-'oMof.;-of éeéonde - or. longer ' :(%iitohead 1951)dne';, can expoot 
at leapt.this drdor of magnitude in' thin f^  epeoimene* In ,
the present ; reanlte. the total time interval from the start , of the . 
applied pfUlDe-to the oooufrenoe of. breakdown .was: ae little as; 7 ;
20 rnioroseGondo at the highest/pulse rise rates usody, This 
interval is not the same as the formative time lag.- for in deriving . . 
equation (6*3) ; t^ is defined oh the assumption that the /voltage _ 
loading to breolcdown is applied .motâhtaneouçly - md then held oonetant,, 7 
In thé preaent work the. applied voltage was inqroas^ ed at ;qn approx- 
imlform ' raté', ffo'm. serO)'' mid;bohéequéhtly'/leoe heat iwohld/-::
he ' developed within u -giv# -ttoe/lntervtl, from the et#'t of t M  7 - '■'"’* .
pulse* Hence tx must be miidh short# than- 20 microseconds*, In
thermal breakdown one would expeot a time lag at-least five orders ' . 
longer than this value*^  7 -^  7 :
, Mother effe# of a lengTtimo lag to breakdown would be to - 
allots voltage ,##shO#-«ÿçvâ/th0. breakdown' value ■before/breaks■7, ; ' ■
d o w n / o è U l d / t a k O '  p l à é é # - '  7 \ % ù n t l o n  ( 6 * 3 ) - ' s h o w s  t h a t  t ^ ’ d ô # 0 a é o s  • ■ ■  
rapidly tdth inoraaslng ovérVoltago,'but-with a time.. lag-''^B0Vèral,,, - -
orders longer than ' the - applied -puiho duration a lax'go overshoot ■' ' '"7-
would still be possible at high rise rates* / -Thie effect would be >-/'
detected as a strong depeud#be of the measured -broa-kdom /field 70^  - 
the pulse duration* .In.the present results,"7Fig*4*ig shows-the.
..Variation to, be only about 30^ over three- Of dors of magnitude*^ - 
Finally, there'was normally no evidence pf the i#ge pro** ’ 
breakdown ourreiit that, would precede thermal breakdownl; 7/k cuisent /'" '"-/X 
of this magBdtude would'be dêteèted by $ lowering.below- its opeto,; ' 
oirouit value*; prior to foreaMowti, of the voltage die played on the 
osoilloBOopa^  acreeh*.'- --The shape of the display for some of the  ^
■oryolite apeoimena tested, at low rise rates -(Fig#4#14) auggwt's ' a 7. -
transition to .a different breakdown;mwhani$m, for npt only did- the ■-7 . ■ 
display Indicate ' 'pre#brea3cdown current, but also the breaMowh 
voltage In these testa-was reduced and showed wider scatter than the,.,; 
results usually obtained* ' ; ■/■
The observations described in this eectioû show, .'that; braakdoim 
was not thermal except possibly in the cryolite specimens Just /
just mentioned# '
6*5 Qontajsniiiation, of the Substratq#
6*5,1 Contamination bv largo oaytlolep. : , Aiy d#t partiel#^ 
eto#, acîcidentally left on tho substrato purfaco in tho earlier 
stages, of the cleaning procoss couM reduce the effootiyè thiclmêop 
of the dielectric film locally and could also give flee to locefl 
field Gpncentratidnp* Both effeoto coçld cause weak Spots in the 
dielectric# Jîowovér only praall nuiiberp of those particles wore 
seen on slides exoiained under the microocope (it was estimated that 
there were from. 15 to 200 within the area of one sandwich), and if 
they had boon responsible for tho low values of breakdoim field on© 
would have expected the successive breakdowns of at least some of 
the sandwiches to take place at gradually, increasing vbltagos# In 
fact the breakdown voltage remained approximately constant' as 
indicated in Fig*3#3b, with no. systematic, incroaso except 
oocaalonally in tho first few breakdowns* This suggests that dust 
partiolos will not affect the breakdown field finally measured.
Similar considerations suggest that the brealcdown field will 
not be reduced by local flows such as small chips in the glass 
surface,
6*5.2* .Ohpmical....uopt.mito ■ The breath test (©*£(*
Holland 1956, p*?3) was occasionally applied to slides after they 
had been cleaned in the glow discharge and a block breath figure 
was always obtained* However although this is Often taken as 
evidence/
évidonco for look,of contpilnation, Holland (195^ )^ has show that;
.a''bXaoM-: figuré may he / f  ormed/ #oh■ otii'a oontmilnàtèd'' hllcfe-. if . ' 
Giiicono o il is  üéod; in  the diffusion pump as : in  the propent , :,7
investigation,; 7 also stotoo, on the otlier hand,
that cohtwhination', filmh':of' thio d^hd^wo visible ;Binee- they '-7 
aWorb light# '  ^ slid,© t-me therefore exposed to  the glow dieoharge ; 
■ fox* .povaral hows, but ' even; after th is treattaent ho lig h t- ' 
abeb3:»bing film  could bè aeen. I t  is  thus most uhlikely that 
appreciable oontàminatioh layer ooUld be formed in  the time (10 
15 minutes) for which elides to bo used as substrates wOre exposed 
to the glow discharge#
6.6
„ ;In spitb 'of. the précaution of'evaporating. oloctm'le.O-with 
diffim e edges, i t  is  possible that some edge:effects have occurred* 
daseous discharges near the electrode edges have already boon 
excluded along with other types. bf 'Umbient .geditm^  diadharge (geotlon 
6*2), blit the dioloctrics thomselves may have tended to break 'dovm , 
px’oforontially/nGar the edges. InI#m ation on tiiis  possibility, was 
obtained by ipXamining • specimens with gold and aluminium■ electrodes ■' 
and studyzlng the distribution of the mwkings caused by removal of 
the metal'"on breakdown (tlms check could not be ix)x*formed on 
spooimens with s ilver electrodes : since the spot at which breakdown 
had ocouri’ed was usually not v is ib le )* A concentration of markings 
near the edges in,-many, specimens, particularly the thinner ones, 
revoaicd/ ■/
"A-n
rovoaled a strong tenûonny for breaMoim' #
3 a ) 0 t h #  spooimms, hbwoV#, phpwed & -faixly tmlfO»'
diatriWtiph over tMir: whdl@ aréa. (Plato ,3b)#- ;-Tl# bré#d&#7;.. - 7: .
flol# - ley within-: the:: same' éeàtt# limita no matter how the bré#- '
down m#kihgo -Wore distributed# This - observation suggeoto that ■ .,
■#eeJccl own may tend'to : occur neat'the, odgeo #thout approoiable . ' 7/'
reduqtiou of tho/moasurei breeMowh field* Pooolbly the applied
field Btrèngth .1 0 -riubroaBed mm- the electrode' edgeh ^ b#; only , . ; -
elightly becauaë ' of ■ the dif fuaeiieoo. of ■ the edges * In any ,çàpe- 7
the .'ord##ofwaaghitu# dihc%*#anoy -from:previous remHtstbanuat bo. -/-■
due' to:adgé 'éffeCté* r./. ^
6*7 ' BffectBj.nf. the Iléctrèâè W # k 7 . ' 7
' It w #  shown,in'Beotion 4^2 that thé meaeured-teeaMowh' - .. '/
fields'‘have not been; affected by. the ‘-electrode .work fmétiohs#' ■ /"!' - '
eith#: through Ihtemal fields or through'/effScta ‘ Of thé; .gôteûtlal‘'7. ' 7 ■ ‘
barriéKat thé-éathédé eurface-*'' Thé 1 #  breakdown floî# thuç -.-7
oamot bo accmmted;for in thie way# /. '// ‘ ■/■:■"
- ' yvlu .-passing, it -may be nbted that the fact that tho breaMopi ' ,
field# ■ with different cathode materials -are Wt','measurably différent, / 7 ..
le in accordance with/the' ebservatione' éf' Qoeper 'and vSmitfi (1961) . 
referred to -in Bubawctloh l*3#-3# • /' . 7 ,,.. " ■ // .
It is' at first-slight e##iBing' that -'i#arh^: liéldé -have: - 7
not nffooted-the'résulte obtained when the undérlayër and the oyera'
lay# were .not of the Same metal*. KWevOr aeetming'. théy value#' /-• -
# # # .  ■, "  .' / .  '■’ ' ' ■ ■  ' / ' ' : ' ' 7 '. v . ; . . 7 ' " / '  -
(a) (b)
Plate 5
^ecimens after breakdonn x 10. (a) showing
breakdown mazkinga concentrated at electrode edge; (b) 
showing markings relatively uniformly distributed.
\;î
- ,
; : for: thê' w#k/yfmctlmë:. of'Sllv##/ , ;/
' tW/thfee metélû 7, . ' . .
ilârferoÈoe in work Emotion ié about 0*75 ef betWen gold and 
alumihlum*:' In spit#- 'Of thé' dlaagrement 'between different % ' -
authors m  to the yaiuoa of work"fmotioh,:ihio figure ifill/bo : ,
oorreot an regardo order of magnitude# With theso three, met ale,- 
thoreforo, the differences in work fmetlon are much too--email,to , 
be detected in the jpreeent work unX.eae 'impraetioably l#ge nüAere ■ / /,'
. ■" of apooimono are tested# '
6.8 Other lleotrode Effeote#
bow breakdown Voltages eould also ■be eaused by penotration. of ' ' 
overlayer metal into pinholes, etc#,- in the dielectric'fiW/during ■ 
ddpO'aition# • The effective thiclmeso- of the film would be reduced, " '
., .and local field cohcentratione oduld arise*-'- However Weaver (1962) 
y ' found a low breakdown voltage even when tho evaporated metal .over^  .,
'■ laÿeiy-'/wëre^  replaced/by rfoil- electrodoB prèesed/lightly oh to ■ the  ,
. dieleotria çurface with a sponge rubber pad# '■ ' '7 '
- l^ brther, evidence is provided by the. results of the present -7,; . 
inyoskigatibn# - ; ; It- is -well -.knoim that metule differ ih/^heir ability "- 
to cohtour7.a 'surface accurately (Tolanaky 1948) Renee, 'If 
pmetràtion.7we%, nerioüçly "affecting - the results, .#e. would/expeot-:.,, " /"/ %- 
#  moaoured ^ réàkdÇwn. Volte^ ^ to dèpeM on the when "7 '
'dissiî^ dlar'metals/were used*In "4’act it has‘been shown that/ihb 
vonl^'ieteçtÉ$%/d©p0ndenà0-Uuthe electrdde matal is a depreçëion of ,
7'^ %7-'-7 ..7:'7:/77" .\.y,7"' ' 7'" . -
i ' - ' r
i V ’ v J , ; '  ’ ■ ‘ - . - , 1  , ’ '.V ■
tho result when the anode io'of silver# ' This suggests that, '
:pW#tr#lôh of mmtml/lato:.::pi#olo8 io not of great. Importance.
'The. fact; that tho ■brMMotM voltages %##} actuallyr^ Bmall# when ■ " 
the metal Vapour fr# which the ovorlayer wae coMeneed ime 3 /. 7 - '/■/■
obliquely incident tends to support this oonclUsion# -7 /■-- ' ' ,
Thëée ^ observations-do4; not exclude the affecte of îohgf . ''77 '
range variatione in the dielectric ' thiokneeo# , If hwey#\;b#aM. /' /'
, ■
down were taking place at lo%#%*ange ' thioMiéoe minima,: oM/Wpiûd ' % ; / ,7
expect.ouàcaébiva breakdowns - of,a,, given apeoimen to take plâcé ' 
at,gradually inoreaeing voltugee* //it was point#' (mt/ip7^ ,w;- ;
//
r'"-'
7777:
thin way#/except ocqaeiohai^=at thé'-l#rt. ;of the firat; puloe'^ Ëp^ i##.-/';;; 7
section 6*5*1 that the WoalM&jn yoltm^ : does hot incréa# In '. . - ,
■:-i
Thie/.auggaéte that although a few 'pepctrotio# of overlaÿér -metal.-.
may have taken ■ place- tho roeulting wéàk opota would/:he^ burnt at.'
tho start of the toot#. '•■/:;• / =
Alternatively,' 'it is posplfele that there -'Oxiet 'in.,a/flly- ’" 
numOrouo thih çpôtC of about"the C#o: thicknoeo, so'that repeated 
breakdoimé take. plaCe at the' Sme yoltàge until all/tho elOotrodO - 
has in.: 'effect - been -r#oved*: ,;Qne^:' w.oul'd. not % -#pect vpryflarge-'iiold/
- aonoentrations to result from these long#ango- thiclmo#. -variàtione, 
and therefore a% the depression of the breakdôw field would have
to result from the àetual cliango-.-ih 'film• thickneea# ' '---It/^ uh '/shom ■ '
above that, the rçaulte mrÇ\lower, than the published yaluea/by#/. '
factor of about IP# ’’ Hence if thé entire disorèpancy^  ter#tnbe: /
accounted/ " ' ' 7 ' ' ,.;■/■ - . ;.;
, ' r,.#
. 107. ' , ' :
aooounted for in this way there would huvo to exist à large 
nmbeir of spots at which tho dielectric thickness wad only about 
a tenth of tho mean tbiaknoss a# meaoUred intorforometrically.
, :&ect .^giv#iby ' î^ -îttleh;; 'fc
The -.concluéiourommB'/b pinholes #nd:vother7#h'#t#^ :'.' /-J.,//.///::
. range thioMe# varidtlW hw@ not affooted the broakdown voltagoo# ’ .
■ , lüngoïMratige vayiàtipas -maÿ’ havë- had sdmp àfi'pot, but it is .
■ .- --■ ■■■■ ■■ - - - - -  ■ '
the p#lleheé velue# / - -■ 'f:'///:./ / ./. .
Possible ôffectS; pf field goaüeatràtio# .due: tp. t#,; strüpt#@'
■ '■ ' ' . . ■ . . , • 
ôf the metal filme are 'referred to Ih Section 6#10v7'7/,... ■•., ::'7w7/ '-
m:
... /
-%,
■ " .   '!
t t
. -From thë fbrogoi# eeotibûe it e e e m o  that t W  low vuluea.rdf .- 
breakdown field - a r e  not due to exrtraneouo effooto' or uon-^ iatriheic 
braâkdéœi'., Dire# o'onfirmation ef • thiB^- coholuiion ie supplied by
the fact that in eome of the epéolmeuo expo#d to moieturo the -//-:
/ , ' •:./■. ■ ■/:.:/: 
Wdskdo# fields ' epprduoMd • tbP higher:.valu#.', e%p#6ted : on' tho. bmis • .
of re@ult#'fdr'bulk,,imtérihl8':.(Sadtioa -.ïho 'low .vèlAas-rÉust;
t h e r e f o r e  h a v e  a  m o r e -  c a u s e ,  % f W e Ç  e % #  # e n t i f i o u t i o u  , •
Mill ^-require Mmwledge of-the breakdown mechaniom# '"". -•■- _ . / ;,/
From the above diocueeiou it eeeme =that breakdow has be# = / .,'/7
'7 ' ' " ' ' ::'-7 ' :'%77%//
Intrinsic, but it ie deeirable to know what typo of. intriUB'ic mechaniom
ha.p7'M#'. operative# fhpfevidduca àt p r e e é û t  -availablo from .previous
- ■ ■ ■ ;  : ■ •• , . 7 '  , . ' . ■ /  ' -
: '7:;%C7,..7:77.7.:%^
- ■/■
...
7;_ ......
' ' - ' 3 " -
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stWàùe auggopts'.breakdown of bulk Ping3,o cryptalp- ,
:Ip-of tho avrfLanoiio#ypa^  .(p0O'8ub-*0oot:lpn 1*3*3) ^ ' %)ilo puggostB 
that tho paiao;ip true in■ Ovaporatod filrnn, but it' lo npt - ■
cliffiotlt to ohvisago l;).ow coiuplicationp duo to th o structure of . .
tho films equlU affect tho. brooMot-m moohanipia* ’ More'direct 
evidence on thin films I d  therefore''required# - , ‘
The roBultb of PXeopnor (1948). in general ehow that the • ■
broqkdqwa field in thin films. ..inox*oapqB..vdtU .deereasiag thlctiieoD* 
This behaviour is qualitatively in accordance with the theory of 
avnlancîio broakdoun* - The present results also chow, on' increase • ^ • 
in brealcclowh field with doeroaaing thiolmoss# This cm bo nooa 
from F:lgp.6*l'tè 6*3, where-the rooults la Figm*4#o, 4#iO hhd 7**li
for cxyolltp, ll'bhlum flUoridq, and oodium chloride filme
roepoetivcly tdtU aluminium olootrodop cw/e roplotted as graphs of - 
brooMown fiold agauaist thicimese* ' ' Thé fact that tho dependonco 
extends up to thieknesoes of tho order of 10 000 2 suggests that ' 
one of tlie,l£itQ;r avalanche theories' appliop rather thm îïVohllch*s 
early thooxy irhlch predicts a clopondqnco only when tho tlrXcknesh 
docroupes. to approach'the electron mem ;lVoo pvath (cf* Section 2*2)* 
' \ - however the thiolrnoss dopendonce Biuat' be viewed with Caution 
as evidence for avalaacho broi.Ua'^ own, because the mechanism co.uciag 
the breakdown field to bo small in Biagnltude may also affect its 
thickness dopendoncd*,, : If tho _ results could be shown to bo u good 
fit to some thooretical relation then thé evideuco for avalai\oho 
broaMown would bé otx*ongor* ; ,Two thqoroticaX equations. fax* the 
dopondonce/ - - - ^  - - -
BRSÆCDOm FIEfjD vs THICKNESS
Cryolite filins ,■ aluminium el ectrodes
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, ■ ■iclépendèrtcav^  ^ quoted above ; : tho 80lt2;.#Strattph equation (^ *4) * 
vv' ' ■ and equatldn (Î#2) \diloh in due toy-Fpr^  'ohd/Nlnna ja" (i964) •
' %  .pointed:outy.l .Wub.m3qotioh\:i*'3 :;0f .versuB:^ !^
, : :‘fc ■ ■’will; be.'.a'- etralght^ lino ■ if equation (2#4) apjitieh* 'c'y .'j|hô' y
' present results ère shown in this. form.- i'h; Figs#6#4{to.,'6.'6, ahd/.çc%:': 
.y,, the graphs'.are diet linear#: - .Tha eomparisph with equation 
; ' -la more promising t'y The equotioh '-idcy ' . ;-*"/■? f'y
: ^ V ; ' / - '., Y
. Witir'ci(> be%eeh'':'0*25 and 0#$. ’'/'Tida' ia..;y{#ito-well^ '-satidfied'yby^  ^.
' ■ y. ■ thé mean; linoyofy Fig#'6*2ÿ^ -the ' logaritlpic graph of tgyhgoihali■• 
-y' - for litldum fluoride » with at 0*4*'- ''''yThis graphyhoWevw:
o%dy from 1000 & to 10 OOO R uhd laight show, éùrvatiÿë outaido this
- - range':#;-: -''Xh\socUuRV cIiloMdë'"'(Fig#6*3)y.tho_ mean, gradient id. about
> ■ 0*6, but the exact. dhapey,,.of' the' graph is 'lesa;y;Gé%tèih':;^and again no
. reshit B are available below about ' lOÛD È • /:. in Mg * Î6 #1J the
- . oprrOspPhding graph for ' cryolite,., :the /mean / gradiont::'iii:thë; range
1000 % to 10 000 a;Is about 0..5,'<but ' at'"smàllér thielmesses the
- gradieh^ t increases "to about 0*9,-well above thè range of. values of
^^ /pfedicted by Forlani md Minnaja# If the eciitatioh/applies, this
' departure pould be due ; to the fgiçt ' that the thlclaioss is' beginning
to : approach' the ■ critical'-value 'below which 'evMancheh-bfoakdowh 
theoretically cahhot take place' -^ 'f,,equations.;:2f^ g'''#& ;'2'#6)- d#: 
a rapid increase in-M with do creasing, thi çïdïesh 'is. -'becoming': super*.
, posed on the yariatibn observed in thicker films, but this
' . : ..BUggéaMm/ . :: -c:::: - ‘-y:.;. ..I::’;.- : ■ ;.-v^
. 4 '
.\4
■■•■/y
suggestion.cah'/of ooufàe;:be-bnly tontatlvé#'--
- \ C , . /X/ÿÿ V.
\ In udciiMon to the dopendOnoe of W  ' on x/ ; '
thiclüiOîSàV the results show othof \ expooted ohiTOotoristlcs ‘ bf .
" :x:' '. V' x\::}
avhlanoho breakdown^ v^yv M.rëtly,. the ..finite'' hreCMown;Vbituge yfouhd '
on orbrupolating -thayrebulte ,. tp^ 'bm^ l-'thiolmeosee': 'is/, abbutyip''; . /
volts ,■ t'Mch in of tho same order aa^  the ionisation potentials, of
the lattice ibnp# This tends to èuggeôt, a mochanism not very
difforentyfrbm/single electron, avalanche braaMovm^ '-beeouoot/":- /'■ ': "
although' anjmppliod .voltageylesc than.:tho,ionio^ pn\potpnjial:xy^
could produce collective breakdown, Frbhlioh (1939) pointed out /
that It could not: lead to bfbakdom bV an avalondxe .mechanism# x
This ovidonce again -.p ahnot -- bb -' taken as concliislve because bf possible:
affects-: of./bhe'stitt.oturo"'on;:■ the-fhicknopB dependence of the
l^rbaWo^#...field;,alpp.:becauçbjythe agroemont is only appro%iy#te#
Secondly# ; the. results of the tests onycryolite films at/ / -:;
vAibUs:rise'"rates' (Fig#4*10). 'together with the fact that''films";of /
'L'X . 'KM ''" ' x/t/ ./' ' ' \
sodiu#'':/chloride and'lithium--fluoride broke'^ downyat--:rédiiqbdxappliad;,,/_., . x,.-
fibldp when the testing, voltage-was increased manually, show that
. . M' .: ' "x'
the bf eakdoim field : increases with the rise rate* 'and in this - : . /, ,
J \ . /. : 'f-:' -
respect the rbsults afO in aeoofctahqe /with thosè ofvMèSénOrtV, .,
Behavi.qu^ ' of;thislMM'/:is''.often/tai% the. exictbnce. of" .\ ;.;/%
a .timq'/lagyto bi*0#doi#i-(Bub^ sèction 1#3*3)* ■' Because of-<the."-\', .
nutaerous x)ossiblo;causés of scatter in thésè moUBurements the. question , <
of: distribution of time lags cannot bo disoUBSedi but the moan time; / ; xx
14/";%' .^:x' '
. ' : : ' X X - - x . '  _
lag at ovorypitageàÿlesB thmi about 10 would 11# homowhore in 
'.: the; r#%e' to 10  ^sêoôhdB- «*’ about' thé é%paétéd Value;/for y./
■ ' thG;.'*'#WxMi# breakdowhr' • \'lu àplloctive break
X dowh,x;bhôre;'iô-m6mmll^ ^^  ^ statietioal rtlmo'-lagxmd the foriimtlve x 
'time lag is’/probably/Bomo/orderB .shortoff. ■• * x,; /
'Xr" : ThéM^péhdçnoé of broakdoWh field on pulse duratlqa is looà ■■' 
lllmly "to'; havè'booh lafluqaoéd l)y'thé.:- film'.:otruùthrçy th^-the' y'- :.'- U; ^
dopoac|ciac0 où *thieMesB » . Other lutei*prétatlons of the dèpendenoex"' '. X;'
. oh^ piilsé'teatio^  -poésiblei- For oxmplo, if.the ,/. ' ■ x. x, . ' :
bi'OQlcâot'm field is being reduced by migration of any Iclad; of opaoo 
charge’^ one would--expect., a mpro. pfonouncod 'effect; at long /'gliee ' ' ' 
dwatioha since thoré is more time for apaco charge to form#. ; ‘ ., X/x
x-'X There are-other-reaamB--.foxvregaMing;thiO'-;evidence-for• '■ . '. X
a#lmqhe hroaMoii'fn as - -tentative*./.'. . .Moat'; eatimatea cfxythe 'magnitudes 
of time lags to colloctiva bréaîcdown aré deduced -from. thaorios and 
there are‘no directly/obtid;ned’exp©rimontal'valuoBj#^ .. ' Blnco'-'here' ' .xx x 
• only u rough estimate of the magnitude iaxuvailabie'^ y^ tteyetatidtlcal :^-,-x , 
nature of the time lag not Imving baen oatabliaheci, , the-poaaibility 
of collective breakdown cannot, be ruled out in this way* x . x ,:
6,10 . .EQRBime ..%pl@n#ioA8 .of Breakd _
If one accepts, that ati ; avalmiche theory appliao in‘ blflk; alkali 
haiido single crystals, - then- one-.must in •-general. aeeumQ that - x-./
published values of eloctrio strength have been for avalanche . .
breakdown,^  • it was.'pointed out: above that another BieohanlsIiJmiÿ- -■.'-■■x,:-;
cpbràV. : \ .X ",
Xx-'x/XX;xXxX:y^ .\xyXV\:;y..4:xx':Xxx:/XX X/' Xxx;X.x-Xr.'=
. ■ 112. ■ , , .
operate l5 a tlila fllm^  onü it could bo Tot* thio roanon that 
Lhô breakdoiai t l o lü  is lower* Oa t M  other hand it wuB ahowa - ' '
lu th# luuL aoàtioà that-thé hreakddw mochmiw :iè iiWbablÿ 
ati&'Of vtho^laadhô typo i n  thin filma'# . . ; ; , '
, Othér fqndamotital explanations of thé loif hoiWor .
poaalbleLi'4 &  a dielectric Uhdor avCtfong fields 0l0ctrp%y-#y ' ''
-. be freed/ by interna), field emlaelon# ahd the low b'reMMo# .fiol# 
may h#ê: been chWéd - by migration of the mg ^ l v e  OpâcÇ ' ■;
which Weee f^ eo electrons cbnctltute#: Ionic gpnde chéfgê effects ^
are àleo^ gpôciblOÿ.j&nd, thel%^  oxictMnce'^ ln-cingle .crypthlà' ^n^  ^ " "
• ; '  ^ ■ confi%pd by previous workers (Sub^ neatioh''l#3#l)i ';, in n-froehly '"i-...
- , deposited, film'the. n#ib©r of woaiicleB'l'O^ 'both' oigns; j s greatly
, in e%eeO0 ■ of the eqiiilibrium value ' (Ifeaver 196E) ^ so 'thab?~honditionp: ,
-, are ideal fqr n etrong space charge effect# .It''is;.tf# that since:- /1"-.,
the eâcceW vwahcles in a filni %^ ill diffuse out one would expeot - ' -
m  increaea in breakdown field with time whereas-the results.:'of '■ ' : -
\ . Fig#S#3 for lithium fluoride show no %ing eff0ct :ov0%pOriOds; of ; % -
 ^ ■ about 12 Hoars# ■ howeverl&mror (1962) foundiUo wticonblo change
in t%0 i,cs8 tangents of lithium fluoride films.bV# periods#f 
order of; 24 ■houra^ , suggesting that the 'vacancy concentration ml#' _ ' '
remained ahbatmltlmliy constant#' Ionic apace .charge' effecta must ^ ; ' -
' ’ • therefore be conaidôrod as a.poaslble explanation of;;t3iO low values#
' - Alternatively^ .the' bre#Mo%# "field of' a thinvfilm cpalcVbe
: '■. effected by its macros'tructurè* Ürÿolite. are;:^ knowh:Jto be--'
-^porma/ /- M''
; 113.
porous'y ■cortainl^ - at the pfeseuree ^in ^ the. range
3' 2C 10%-- to 'torr' used':liL the:'présent.' %mrk -,(Bourg "1962, 1963) , ■
. and ■ probably .:;ovon " at' •pros euros as low us 10/ "* t orr . ( Sub*^ s octiou - 
1*2*4)* ^ '- 'Mthlu#' fluoride - fllmç.'ùro -.aleo porous (8ub#80Gtloa 
1*2*3)*' ■' ■'ïjid.;offecti'Tè. thiolaiesâ of aolicl diolpatrlo. Is lower 'In 
, a pox'’oUS'film thmi In a qoritinuQUs film of the same overall- .thick- 
' noss*. This'Would ■ tend to ihoroase the hreaîcdown field# . There 
■ 'wo'hld .hôwèvëf'ba-'an op%)osi% tendehoy for porosity tolglve a - -
reduced Broaliddwu field by causing loofll field çoupentràtions* ‘
Voids in* a filmypould also affoot, ©lootronicrprocesses ih-various 
v?ayst, ,: fo v exmaple if electrons wore accolo3?atod through a void 
they would oxporionco no' collision's. While within thé' void m id  
would have an;'uhduually long-free pathvat this stage of .their motion. 
The eléctfOhs reaching the dielectrio on the side of the. void nearer 
the miode;would therefore have ah ivicreased energy, and the break-» 
down field would tehd to be'reduded# V It iff therefore fo.asonablo 
to. suggest, that voids may be responsible for the low values 'of • ' 
breakdown .field.::- "
, Since thinVfilms contain both voids m d  excess vacancies* the/ 
intemodiate .Case of localised clusters of vactmoies may also occur * 
These 'Could ^ provide conditions' -for ;a-'Vèry strong''space, charge.-:effect'*' 
It bhqui^  ^ noted that In tll^  ^t^^^ mcpl#ations the low 
values arè taken as being due to disorder of one IdLnd or another. 
Although; certeih types of disorder tend to give high; breakdotni
fiehs/ V  . : '
fields;' ( . . . 1  #).# there &8''aothlng-;,to ;imdicat;o'..that 
ether types of :disorder may. not .tend to give loir breoMown fields* ' 
A,.possible critioiem. pf ; those éuggoBtionB io that they fail 
to aecormt for the higher valuOB ciuoted by FXée0;çer. (194^ ) for 
similar* thin films tés ted with a ophoro^ arxd^ pl Ana; electrode " 
system (geotion l#!):* / This difficulty laight not arise since all ; 
the effects which may have been causing the low breakdown fields 
are to some extent localised*;. ' Bpàço chiirge migration would'tend 
to take place at the grain, boimdarios, where the donaiiies of 
Vacancies and ; (imder a field) of 'free électrons would be greatest^  
while voids and vacancy clusters are oWidusly loctfLlèéd defects*
If the area, effectively covered by. Ples.pnof *s spherical electrode 
were sufficiontly small,- it might not include my .of these defects 
so that 0. higher applied field woiild.be necessary'for breakdown*. 
However the author has estimated the-diameter of the. area: as at 
least 0*04 m  (the calculation is given in m  appendix Hoction 
6*12)* .The area is. thus much too large for the difference between 
the present results and Plessher %  to.bo aCcquntod. for in terms of 
effects localised, in grain boundaries# For similar reasons one 
can discount'any possibility that the measured breakdown fields, . 
have been low because of non»-imiforniitios of the applied field duo 
to tW macrostructure of the ,metal films* The aim of the 
aggro^ ites in these filina is knoimto be of the order of hundreds, 
of. angstroms (o,*g. Ben jamin md Weaver 1961 )* 
kven/ . ; . . '
F ' ■ -■- : . ' /,■;  ^ :' ■
. ' %W- /.the ' terms' ;çf ^# 1 #
v##cy ' çiue#ÿù, - the., éÉ;-ttes6^  dofoots'^ mld'"hove ■
%p 30 extremely,low If there were- tO'%a"a ^sufflqlently low"' 
probability of finding ‘bnè #thin. m  arba 0#04 mm in diameter#-,"/
Thie 0  readily-verified by a 'olmplo- balohlation# ,The:% average ' -
tot^ -'humber' M.of/voi# in. an- area A; of a fllà of thiokheps 1$ :
where X is --^thO-yVold- oonomtratio mâ V the ■' ' -
average volume^  of -'#;void# -. Abouming % - 0*0% thib giybe vH ■»’"■• ^ ' /,
'5'X'4cr^ -^ qm^ ; for,ah area 0*04v # 'i%%:dimmter of â;-Him 1000 S ' '/v..
thick# ' Thw the:"Voide -h##'-\m:ayamgé'lihé# - '"/;/•
of the order of lOOO'.t # écpal-to the-film thicknoBe m-there-will; ; =- /,;- 
fee about '#00'Voide-. in the .arm# f "^ In'ordOr - to- .m^ laih' in I h i e C w a y ' '..'"A, 
why #eB0##%/reemlte- are hl^er-than those of the preéent--'author,;,
0#'would clearly have-to'''ae8mey:a void/-.feoacemtration X:'--.well below .'/.- \ ;• 
l|#\whéreafe-the OVldehce^ ' preaèntêd}in:,:.8eotim l-#2- auggeatà;;''Ooncm-^ ,/ 
tmtiohe of.the -order-of<10$, in ory6lit0''.#d..lithim fluoride H l W o # - 
^milar aonèiderotiène will #ply:/to- vao#cy oluatero# \ % ' ; .
It wao pointed'outv.above-that,'Ofter Biiitèfeie'trçàtmeht'the ' 
fefêakdown field Of one of the IMmo -UB#4n this- ihveatigdtioh may / * ■' - .// 
increase to approach the value to'fee expected on the baeie of -
published-feBûlte for single crystAp* strongly-ouggastihg-that * the - 
low values are-not due to''extraheOhs'effects# îh'^ ary :case/|t has '  ^//., 
been. ^ shown that"bone of the ' extranooup effects çbhsidéred are ^ likely,',- ■ /<■/'
to have led tb' low fereaMowu' f i e l d s A .further .-possibility' is /-
auggeated by the fact that., a ephferichl metal -ele#.rMo;:;May- faii-to/malm/./
malm '-%è' -nooessafy ' perféot contact with the dialeotrio surface* 
%aali £ragiîiénts ;of: polisliing abrasive coiilcl for. exmple become 
embedded in the metal firmly enough not to be removed during 
ringing*/ Alternatively, since the electrode is exposed to the 
residuhl atmosphere in the vacuum chamber throughout the routine 
of putaping down and depositing the filmo, there is a poeolbility 
of contaïïii,nation of the electrode surface with diffusion pump 
..oil*:- In either caSe breaMom might not tWm place unlee a the 
calculated field strength was :relatively' 'gigh*
6*11 -The. .Kfféotà ,of: Moisture*- ~v- '
’ In Section 5*2 it was ehown that the principal effect of 
moisture on a/specimon io to ,lead: to an inoreaoe in breaMoim field 
by facilitating recryotaliiBatidn* Hoioturo does not directly 
qauod the breakdown field to Inèrodoe#
. ; :■ The final broalîdowh field after moioture has been removed 
was shown to depend oh whether a field is present when moisture is 
being-driven off#/ Thie was interpreted as indicating that the 
final crystal structure is modified by the proponce of.the field* 
According to Mullen (1964) recrydtalllsation is complete in 
lees than a second, after a specimen is exposed to moisture, bo that 
in the present work recrystalligation will have taken place at 
least. 5 minutes before the field is applied* Thus the atruotux*ol 
changes, occurring in,the proBenoe.of the field era apparently 
additional to those which bcour on .exposing the film to moisture*
mis,
n . ' *'
Tho çffqct qf the applied fiqld on thé final stmcture oouldba 
. due to some oleotrostatic effect au oh aa transport ; of: diaaolved 
- 'lom - pr.'.homé ': kind of - oriéhtàtioh# aheme ra^ ei^ i ,unlikely'.
in view of the low solubility of lithium fluoride (of# Sub»» 
dootipn l#2f'3)'# %. the other hahd^ lMlon'fehowecl tlmt^  heat ■
treutment ofa film led to' an increase in crystallite aide *,
'■ 'Oonsecpent'ly-.the, ..'further'.increueo,/in' '.breakdown.flêid'<iÀen ' ■ ■
‘pulBoa are applied in the presence of raointuro may be due to 
feçryetalliuatioh/,Associated'With/'Joule. heating'"by-‘Conduction , 
ourrents through the moist ppecimon, .v. ' . .///■'" ■ ■
' 'Si%ice_.'M,ien= found'/'that the cry(3tallite:;éim''''bf':iit
fluoride fililo^  increased .when, rnoistùre was ; admitted & the break"- 
''down./fiçld/vAuos %r-epéciMh8./çkpoeed:/te<moisture/sW 
’ ■ , , ,BUgg0ot-:th#':'in. fil# teetêd m  conditions of tho present
e#eri##e#hiiigH'SrbmWownii^
■'■ cryetallité 'di%éy /I$hiB io-.ln. aipreem(mt, with .'tho' general/-'
, , conclusion. thàt;,'thè';tyxjée rof disorder,' ehcothiteréd. in ’ thin films 
lead to a low breakdown field md not to a high one as in 
././;■ ■'.:, pr#iouo.._:roëultd/for bulk -material^ */'' '-'/'^ '■ '/ : "/: './•/..,. / ' '
. -- • // / '/Hnally, it./jnay be..nbtçd..thatvthe;-reBultc ■sUggost.'a/i'pbsoibla
method of ■ renderihg/'/a, .film elOctrical^ X'';btrphg by..0xppeigi'it to.'■ 
moisture and applying a voltage, sd as to drive off the moisture 
' in 'thor'proà0nce,<:Of<'a-.,field/'.'The.: film would/then.bp. ûnodvùMer: 
dry conditions:# %é optimmiy and conditions of
' - exposure/'''  ^ , %■/■ ' -, ^
exposure to, moifeturo would feo bost fo^ ud by trial and ôrrpr for ' / . 
a particitlar layout bf films on a given substratb. illternativoly, ; 
sinoo the inoreaSé i n  breuMown, field may. be duo to heating of 
the film, it mi.ght be poseiblb to attain à'îiigh electric'strength 
by baking# - ,
6*12.: Appphdi^ .:^ ,.,Field Btren£th:near.::me
The rough’calculation c.oncorning. tho field strength produced 
in tho dielectric film by à sphoro'^ and'p^ plane electrode systom IG ; 
given in this appendix since it is rather lengthy and;; involves' no 
difficulties of principle# ; '
Tho suggestion under discussion in Section 6*10 was that • ,, 
since tho electric strengths of thin .filés Mght beyioK oifly at; / 
local weak spots such as voids ;or vacancy clusters, or gi*oin ’ 
boundaries, the ax'oa effectively covered by Flessnorbs spherical ' 
electrode might be so small m  not to include my of these -v 
localised defects, so that a higher breakdown field ifpuld be , . 
measured by Plessnei* *s teolmiquo* If this explanation applies 
then we must identify the breakdown field f  as measured by the. 
present technique with tho breakdown field of these spots#
Thus it is necessary,to calculate the area over which the field in 
the dielectric exceeds F_ when the.dielectric ie on the verge ofS '
breakdown* -
let us assume that the deformation of thé dielectric caused 
by the sum of the forces exerted on it by the spherical electrodo 
ad a result of the eloctrostatic forcé between the olectrbdes and 
of/., '
: /  ■ ; . ' 119* ; : : - é;: ■ ' ■
of tho plasticity of the spring supporting tho motal sphere is 
nogligiblo# ;This' ; ia not ..a- justifiable, apsumption, ; Wt it will' - - 
be shown below that (as already stated without proof in Section 
6*10) the area calculated pn this assumptioh is mùçh too l£U:'ge . 
to bo consistent with the suggested explanation* ..Since the
■ actual m o u over which the field ? exceeds F - will''be/still 'y-,.
■ s  ■ ■ - ' ■ - ■ '
greater, tho assumption of no deformation does not affect tho 
validity of the finïâl conclusion*;
Let us make the further assumptions that tho dloloctrio 
and the metal underlayer may be regarded as infinite piano*» 
parallel slabs,., and that the dloloctrio and. tho spherical 
electrode make contact at a geometrical point# Let % denote 
radial distance meaBurod from the point of contact# Then 
confining ourselves to values of x so small that the field may 
bé'.'regarded m  perpendicular to the film surfaces, wo may write 
for the field in the dielectric at a given value of %
I'k) - — (6./,)
2EL t ex
where E is the radius of the spherical electrode, ¥ tho applied 
voltage, h the thickness of the film, and e its dielectric 
constant# '
Let us now detoBaino the largest value of x for which 
F(x) » If the field in the dielectric at the; point of
contact is F.,' then from (6*4) this value ol* X is readily shown to 
be/
y„,:= I ilk. I'A:-I jl - ,
^ L £ Jj . (6.5)
provided the assumption: that tho fiold Is‘ approximately, / 
perpendicular to the'-film. oùrfaeee'"etiïl holdë*- Thus/If -we .how’''‘. 
Idohtify,. F .with thé broaMom field, ad moapured by Elespner,. the^  
actual.field strength will exceed F when the dielectric'io oh the 
verge of broakdovm up to a radius ^ given by (6*3 ), . ho that. :%g- ae 
80 calculatedin the. radius of the effeotive area of contact*
How in FioBsnor ^s work R wao"^ in# or .Approximately .0*13 pm#/
Since F Iq-approximately equal to the .bulk breakdown field,
" p . ■ ' . '■■■.
f 7f will be about 10 and we may tako . (F  ^1 .« 10# , .A •P 8 . p ' fj . - ■ . ■ *.......
typical value for c is 5# Substituting thepo values in equation
(6*5) £md taking L 1000 2 gives - 0*02 . mm* Ih.. fapt'Xg will
be-larger as a result Of defoliation of the dielectric# - Thus the
statement in Section 6# 10 that the field in the dielectric'excOedp ;
F over an area at least 0*04 M  in diameter is justified#
It remains only to considox* the validity of the assumption /:
that the lines of fore© are perpendicular to the film surfaces*
The thickness of the air film between the dielootrio .and the 
■ ' ■ - ■' spherical electrode is y - ^  , At x - 0*02 mm, this gives :
' #4 '■ I#,/ ' ■ '
y ^  3-.X 10 cm - 2 x  10  ^É* y is thus negligible in comparison 
with the radius of the sphere and: the assmption is valid to an 
ample degree of approximation for the present oalculatidn* .
—  -'%'
. Obmpmplêon ôf t W  preoent values of .brealsâown-fleM' for 
thin films of-sodim. .ohlorlda and lithium fliioriçlo botweén 
evaporated métal elootrodes with previous valùoO'for 8i%l# 
ox’fotalè 'éf the amo materials (Section 6*1) confime Weaver *9 ■ ■ ' 
preliminary oomolueion (Section 1*1) that evaporated filme hrW: 
down at lower applied flaMe than single orystala of the am# 
material, .mû ahoùc that the breakdown field of #.tMn film in. 
about an order of magnitude below the exported valué for a single . 
crystal epeoimen of the name thiokneee* However after expoWre 
to" mOieture the braeMm# field of a film may imwam  to approach 
the oinglêmcryetal value (Section 5«3)* ’ The low values' are / - 
therefore apparently not- due to unwanted effects* la any case . 
possible side effects were oonsiderod in Section 6*2 to 6*â and it 
was ehom that hone of them are likely to have led to low* break*^  
domi fields*
la Seotion 6*10 it was wggeoted that the breakdow fields 
may have been low because of space charge migration* ■' The ppace 
charge, concerned-Could have consisted of ions 'migrating by a 
vacancy mechanism, or- of electrons emitted by the. applied field 
from the numerous potential wells - An alternatlvo explmatl'on 
auggoated was that voids in the films might haVe cauaed the loif 
Values/
'  ' -rvv. .
values by producing local Hold oonçontratidns #d by, directly 
affecting, the passage of the breakdown eloOtronp‘through the . 
'dielectrlo*. : .</ . ,. ■ ■ ■ ■/■
./ Mmtever the detailed ezplmation, the. résulté strongly 
euggeet that .although in, .single, oryat He of alkali: halides a. 
disordered/htructxire; leads to a. high ferèakdown field (Sub*^  
sootidn :l*3t2),; the types of disox'dor occurring in thin filme 
may lead to a redùced. value * ,
' 7#2 ., The Breakdown. Moohanlom# ' ■ , ^ - -
.Various aapeoto of;thel'GoHts tend to indicate that; . 
breakdown ip of .the avalanche type# The/increase in breakdown . . 
field with decreasing thicîçnopp.ip the étrongept piece of '
: - : ; .J .. ' % .Ï X'. T/:,:/.. -...
evidence*'... ■ .■lt^,ip';..Vali<l.'oh the.'appumption • that the factor by 
which the,.'breakdown,',fidid\i0- reduoe&<ip_ independent pf thicknepp# 
The existence of à;" finite, Voltage'of ^tho'/pamo - order bp\thp . '. 
ioniPatipxi: pptpntial of a negative lattice ion also tende to 
indicate .an avhlahche mechaniprn# -
The fact that thé breakdown field increases m. the duration 
of the applied:'Vblthgè/lé 'reduced/ppuld be, due to a/time/lag . 
Bom©wheré< in'tho range; lOT-R' to 10"/ peconda and ia therefore 
conaiàtènt with the wuggoation of an 'avalanche mochmiicm#
' However the-variation boùld' .,hlbo -be (due : to:-apace charge mgration* 
In my 'case.- merely:/tc,;bhow. that/.a': time'. lag of tMe order existe 
in not 8ufficient:bo'::bstablieh. that/:byHah:ohe breakdown'' io: talcing 
 ^place/. ■
:f. '' , ' : ' -. ' 1 2 3 "- ' ':'' ' :<'/ : -
placé (BuWacbtim-1#30) * -The cliffioiiXtieb of Interpretation 
were discusBed. in detail in Section.6*9#
7*3 The Bffoots of Moiaturp*
.' In Section 5# 2 it waè shown , that the breakdoim fiold of a 
lithium fluoride film expoaod to air. saturated with water 
vapour, ip greater when the film la tested while still in its 
moist onvHonraout than when it ip tooted after being dried by 
béihg kept uiïder' vaouuia*. -Both .values of breakdown fields are 
greater than the value for a freshly doposited film tooted under , 
vacuum* No effects of aging litliium fluoride filma (under 
either dry or moist conditions)^ for periods, of the order of those 
involved in carrying but the expérimente were observed* Throe , 
possible intmi^ retations were euggopted in Boction 3*2?
(a) The InoreapG in brealcdown field is purely and directly 
duo to the presence of adsorbed moisturo# Borne moisture is 
still present even, on the films dried under vacuum,, but more is 
prosont on tho films toated under moist conditions# The broak*^  
down fiold is thus increased in tho specimens tested after being 
dried under vacuum, but ip still higher in those tested, in the 
presèhco of moisture*
(b) The increase observed in the spooimons tested After 
drying under vacuum is due to racrystallisation. of the dielectric* 
The fixrther increase in the speoimèns tested under moist 
conditions is directly due to the moisture*
(c) Tho inoreaoe is entirely due to rocryatatlisation, 
moiature having little or no direct effect* ' Tho racrystalliaation 
procèsB is in some way modified by the presence of the fiold so m  
to give tho further incr©ace in the specimens tested under moist 
conditions#
. However when specimens were exposed- to voltage pulses in tho 
presence of moisture until they wore on the verge of breakdown and 
then tested after being kept in vacum for at least an hour, their 
bx^ eedcdoim voltages had a moan value greater than the mean breaîc- 
down voltage for specimens exposed' to moisture and tested wliile 
still under moist conditions# In some ernes the breakdown field 
approached the expected 0inglo-»crystal. value# This strongly
. ' t
suggests interpretation (c)s the increase in breakdown field seems 
to be due entirely to recrystallisation in the presence of moisture# 
Ho detailed explanation of the very high values .observed in this
last group of specimens has however boon offered#
It "'Whs .'tentatively suggested ih" BectiOn'6#11 that the effect - 
on the racrystallisation process of applying a field may be due to 
Joule heating# ..It was also pointëd out that since .this process 
involves an increase in crystallite siàe, i#e. a transition to a 
more ox’dored stiuoturo,. the results specimens exposed to water 
vapour are consistent with the suggestion that the types of disorder 
encoimtorad in,thin films lead to a low breakdown field# It is
not however 'possible to discuss, the exact meane by which ,
re cry81ollis ation affects the breakdown field#
■ 'IWiéatlouo : ebtHnod- that tho bréaM##'-.'field .".
iildraasoà oh okposwo tu moisture in or/éXito: at? well--h# - lithlmi - - '• 
f l u o r M é ' ( h A o t i o n  ' ' 5 # 3 ) #  '
. . S l i é  b r o a l M û w a  ;fiéXds are &n goixerH net eerioueXy a;£feetcd.'"- 
by the alootroclee* .Binea the résulté•■ obtHned did net depend #.. 
whether the eloetyod#. were of gold-;dr : H W M w #  it may be- . 
eom&Wded that cadLde layei*© .on th# HWniim do I'lot effect;'tho 
b r h o k d o i m  f i o M e  m w m e o d  ( B e e t l o a  4 * 2 ) *  '  l l e r e o v e r  e i m e  t h e  e e m o  -. . 
'■ v&Wm of .breaMowh Held were .qbtHned- with oathedee. of'Oliver* ' ' 
H h r n l n l i m ,  mid gold,. It appear©'that'tho l>roaMcMh.field dooe'
. not depend on the eethedo Amotion# Thie.hoiWer io a '■ =
'■■preliminary eoneluaiom' throe metH# do net differ /;.' - '
greatly in their work' Amotiéiio# "Internal- fields. m W W  by ùèing 
' oXoetrodoB of dieeira'ilar motala would ..be too email •tù'affoét;tiié -. 
present results measurably (Béçtioh 4*2)#  ^  ^ - ■
Silver memed to beha# àm#ale#ly ae ai.ehède'"metkl ■
■ -(Seotion 4*2)» When it  item used, ,-tha 'mWeured i ’^roakdowA voltage,/ ' '
■was reduced,, the relative ■froqponoy of 'initial-.'short oirouite' w#.'
ineraaaod, ê x \ û ' o e X f W m o l i n g  of tho 'olootrodeo '(Bfeotiona 4*1-and ,
4#3) sold# oomwetU. These effects woro--attritetod-to migration 
 ^ . ' .' _ - ' 
of âg lonn EO.do:a-''the aatlan of the applied,fioM# / Apart from:'the :
b'phavioirr of silver anodes, no- effoqto of tho electrode materiel -,
%#ro' dotoqtqd# ' : . - ,'/:
ii-
Qm. Ù Î the prlmolpaX otmcXualons immmrised. in the forogoing 
Boations was that tho typoa .-of- disoMor found in tidh 'films moy ■ 
lead to Xovt bpoaWown fieMs# . %rther infomatlon on the. effoots 
of AiooMor..might bo obtained fey ming fllWo with a more ordered 
otruGtwo then t i% w  doposltecl on to glas© at room tompsrattn^ o m  
in the prosOht -work# l5prltœlHXy grown films would Ideally bo 
need, tmt m on • films "oondonnod oh heated glass enbstratoo are Imown. 
to have -a 'ralatlvoly/ordorod .otmotW (o#g#. ' MulXon '1964) and 
might woll bo noofnl# If film of thobo typoo worn found to h m o  
higher broakdotm fields than tho filma/studied in tho proOont 
invsotigutioh, the ^ onéXxxuim wohld bo oonfimod* -Xiptpmov: if this ■- 
m v $ oWôrved and- if tho thlotooso dopondenoo. .of tho, broaltdmm field 
dontinuod oesentialiy unchanged, the -ovidenca for avHauoho break»* 
down woHd bo otrongtiionecl*. ' ■/ ■ ,
Another way of obtaining- information on" tho brelklpun. mechanism, 
would be to study time lege to brqakdôwn% ■ Bm o evMence along.them 
lines has already boon obtained' by investigating the' dopondenco of 
brooMoim field on applied voltage duration • (Oeotionfei 4*4/ 6*%' and ■ 
7#2), but this ovMençé was not çomoluelvo and it would be more 
patlafaotory tO'ottOmpt to oonftea the exletenoo of a etatiotiqal . 
time lag by dirent measurement and to- find whether tho;,di.e.tribution of 
time lags was in aoeordance with, tho thoorotioeil equation# .< - .
Interaating, results m  several aopeote of thin film' breakdown ; 
migixt/ . - .
might bù obtained by tGating apocimono aftei/aging, them for 
longer poj/iods or at higher tGmporhtnroo than thoaa already 
atuclied# An - incroaae in breakdom field on aging world tend to 
confirm the correlation between disordex'* and a low breW^ down 
-field* The no© of âpèdiraenB heated under moiat ae well m  ûvy  
oondltione could well be Useful in finding whethoi? tho additional ‘ 
inoroasG in breakdown field, oboeryed v;hon the Bpoclmenp ^ are dried 
by applying voltage pulses to them rather than by keeping them in 
vacuum, 1b due to Joule heating and in what reapeota the prooenoe 
of moiBtixre is neceoBary* This could have praotioal applications 
in developing a method of rendoring films oleatrioal,ly strong as 
olx^ eady discussed in Section 6*11*
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